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Van Horne ia the pres-

Judge George

Fred Rackliff vs F Flagg.
Defaulted and
continued for judgment.
Knowlton; Johnson
Charles B Eaton vs Fred Curtis. Non

Judicial Court.
Hanson, of
Presiding.;
F.

Calais,

Knowlton; Brown.
C W Stephenson

E H Goodwin Libt,

vs

Nellie R Goodwin.

Alfred G Bolin Libt,

vs

NUMBER

OBITUARY.

Libby.

suited!

'

1912.
PERSONAL.

personalT

Rebecca N Bolin.

Jennie S., widow of the late Henry G. TibJ. W. Manson, Esq., of Pittsfield was a busiLibby.
vs C H
died Sept. 15th at her home in Rockland ness caller in
The grand jury reported Wednesday, returnShuman, appealed
Belfast Friday.
Pearl Crockett vs L J Crockett. Sweetser & I betts,
Referred to Eben F Littlefield.
after three months' illness. Her decline beBrown; Buzzell Morse; Dunton & Morse.
ing eight indictments which were not made
Mrs. Eugenia L. Cobbett of Dover, N.
W L Gray vs C E Mitchell and
H., is
soon
after
the
gan
death
of
her
very
C B
husband, visiting relatives in Belfast and
J. Baum Safe & Lock Co vs Frank M Fairj public until later in the week. They were a* Defaulted.
vicinity.
to whom she gave during his sickness the most
Dunton & Morse.
follows:
bank. M E Rosen.
Mrs. Lizzie J. Benson left last
assiduous care.
William C Doe. libt vs Hattie E Doe. DeShe underwent a surgical
Saturday to
State vs Harry W Baker. Nuisance.
Lucena McDermott vs Charlea E Jones.
the winter with relatives in Montana.
faulted. Dunton & Morse.
operation three weeks before her death and spend
State vs Willis J Knowlton. Perjury
Martin & Cook.
Mrs. D. B. Phelan went to Islesboro
Arthur M Moulton vs Mildred M
to be regaining health and
State vs Clement Maxwell. Larceny.
Monday
strength,
Hagar.
A p Colcord vs E P and Inez H Sawyer- appeared
to visit her daughter, Mrs. B. N.
Neither party; no further action. Dunton
but
a decline and rapid failure soon followed.
Pendleton.
State vs Clement Maxwell. Larceny.
& Bangs; Conary.
Mrs. Tibbets was born in Bucksport 62
Mrs. Florence G. Spinney returned
Morse; Buzzell.
State vs Joseph A McKeen. Nuisance.
years
Monday
George Partridge vs N M S R R Co. Bangs;
w s Poland vs L F Nash and Thomas A
from visits in New York, Boston and
ago, but had long resided in Rockland. She
State vs Martin Cripp alias Mike Moren.
Portland.
Hig- Dunton & Morse.
Tr. Trustee’s disclosure filed.
was twice married.
gins.
Her
second husband.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Dilworth of
Dunton
Assault and battery.
Fostena B Howard, Libt, vs Ellsworth HowMadi& Morse; Buzzell; Higgins
Henry G. Tibbetts, aprominent business man, son spent tne past week in this
pro se.
State vs Frank Meservey. Larceny.
ard. Bangs.
city and Northdied May 30, 1912. They occupied an attractive port.
Ben D Field vs Charles Logan and Marie
State vs Hiram Hustus. Desertion.
G. E. Parsons vs A L Hutchins. Knowlton.
home on High street, the care and
Logan. Admr. Tr. Trustees disclosure filed.
beautifying
CIVIL CASES.
Mrs. H. E. McDonald returned last
KnowlE C Shuman vs Melvin M Dickey.
Friday
Defaulted.
of which was to her a source of constant enThe Continental Jewelry Co. of Cleveland,
from visits in Little Deer iBle,
ton. H G and A P Sleeper.
Sedgwick and
Jackson & Hall vs Leon E Cookson. DeShe was an attendant of the Unijoyment.
Ohio, vs Mrs H C Jenkins of Brooks, was a
Rockland.
W H Staples vs Albert T Harvey. Knowlfaulted. Ritchie.
versalist church. Mrs. Tibbetts is survived
suit to recover for bill of goods shipped the de- i
by
Mrs. Florence Clough Fernald returned MonMillie M Clark, libt, vs Arthur M Clark. ton. Buzzell.
three brothers: Leroy Frank French of Belfast
fendant and which she refused to take, leavGeo W West, App, vs R A Peavey. Knowl- and
from visits in New York, Boston and NaDefaulted. Ritchie.
William C. and Fred M. French of Rock- day
ing them since 1909 in the express office. The
ton.
and by one sister, Adelaide S„ wife of tick, Mass.
Milliken, Tomlinson Co vs W 0 Estes. Moland;
case was opened Thursday, before the jury;
Chas B Cook vs A R Mitchell and MCRR,
Mrs. O. E. Robbins of Searsmont was the 1
tion to dismiss filed. Ritchie; Brown, Jr.
W. W. .Tibbetts. Her parents were the late
but was
later settled, the entry
Trustee. Brown.
being
guest of Mrs. George W. Miller, Waldo avenue,
F E Swift vs J B DuBose. Offer to be
Jonathan and MaryS. (Saunders) French.
de“neither party.”
S A Bowden vs Chas H Turtlott. Brown.
the past week.
faulted for $40. Buzzell; Ritchie and
Bangs.
Loren Small vs Rantie Hall, executor, was a
Edward Wiggin of Presque Isle died
Knox County Bottling Works vs Ralph M
Sept
John C Averill vs Thomas L Decrow. AcMiss Hazel Howes of Mattapan, Mass., resuit for 34 weeks’ board for the late John Hall :
21st in South Paris, aged 74
Wood and City of Belfast, et al. Harriman.
years. He was
count in set-off filed. Buzzell; Dunton &
turned home Monday from a visit with Mr.
of Rrooks. The defendant claimed that if there
born
in
M R Knowlton vs American Express Co.
Bangor and at the age of 17 went to and
Morse.
Mrs. Arthur W. Morse.
was any such account due, it had been paid.
Aroostook to teach, later settling in Hodgdon
Dunton & Morse.
Carle & Jones vs E L Williams. Defaulted. Harriman;
Miss Pauline Edgett, daughter of Rev. and
The jury brought jn a verdict for the defendand engaging in farming and
DIVORCES DECREED.
He
teaching.
Buzzell*
ant.
Emma J Huntley, Monroe, Libt, vs Claron J enlisted in the Union army in 1861 and was Mrs. G. E.Edgett of Rockland, is attending the
Spencer, Eaton & Co vs Harry H Stimpson.
E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport.
The case of Samuel A Payson of Brooks vs
Divorce decreed for utter made a sergeant in the 6th Maine battery, and
Huntley,*Linneus.
Rose B’ Duhamel was to recover $145 alleged to Defaulted. Buzzell.
Mrs. B. F. Wells returned last
desertion. Custody of minor child, Claron J, later was promoted to second lieutenant and
John W Peavey vs R N Brown.
Saturday
Defaulted.
have been loaned to the defendant Dec. 21,
from Boston and New
first lieutenant.
given to mother.
He returned to Hodgdon afYork, where she went
Littlefield.
1911. Defendant claimed that the loan was
H
to
select
vs
Josie E James, Libt,
James
fall and winter
James, Bel- ter the war and engaged in farming, teaching
miiiinery.
R H Cassens vs L A Covell. Motion ordered
never effected. The case was heard before the
fast parties
Divorce decreed for gross and and newspaper work, and held many town ofStanley D. Wilson, who has been visiting
for personal service filed and granted.
;
Little- confirmed habits of intoxication and failure to
second traverse jury, who returned a verdict i
fices, had been postmaster at Maysville Cen- relatives in Belfast and
ield.
Searsmont, left last
for the defendant.
Harriraan; Buzzell.
ter and Presque Isle and
provide suitable maintenance.
deputy collector of Monday for the University of Chicago.
John N Cox vs L A
Coveil.
Motion
orMrs I Brankel sued the Belfast Trucking
rubima d nowaru, j_aui, vs riiiswuriu nowcustoms at Fort Kent. He was for 12
years
Miss Elizabeth Pendleton of Camden
onri
Co for the alleged failure to deliver a case of I lered for Dersonal sDrvino
was
ird, Searsport parties. Divorce decreed for clerk in the State school department, former
Littlefield.
the guest for a few days last week of Mr. and
goods valued at $336 75. Defendant claimed to
:ruel treatment and confirmed habits of intoxi- State senator and
Florence
A
Mrs.
Moore, Libt vs Samuel C Moore. cation and extreme
Harry W. Clark, Northport avenue.
have delivered all that was received from the
eastern Maine for the United States
cruelty.
departMiss Florence Dinsm orp. whn hnn Vmon
Eastern S S Corp. Verdict for plaintiff for Defendant ordered to pay $1.50 per week for
Annis Warner, Freedom, Libt, vs John
ment of agriculture. Mr.
was in AuWiggin
$101.60. Motion for new trial filed. Dunton ibellant pending divorce proceedings. Little- Warner, parts unknown. Divorce decreed for gusta a few weeks ago and was at South Paris guest of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore,
ield; Harriman.
Church street, returned to Bangor
& Morse; Ritchie.
itter desertion for three years.
Monday.
visiting friends when he was taken ill last
E H Goodwin, Libt vs Nellie R Goodwin
OillAUIN AL. L.AOE.S.
Edwin D Curtis, Libt, vs Mary A Curtis, BelMr. and Mrs. A. C. Hopkins returned last
State vs Samuel P Aldus. Non support of Defaulted. Libby.
fast parties. Divorce decreed for utter deserSunday night from a visit with relatives in
Alfred G Bolin, Libt vs Rebecca N Bo in
wife and minor child. Ordered to pay for
Mr. William A. McCabe died at his home on
tion for three consecutive years.
Brunswick, making the trip in their touring
their support $1.25 per week.
Defaulted. Libby.
Ernest W Crocker, Libt, vs Lina E Crocker, Bridge street Sept. 21st. He was born in Bel- car.
State vs Harry W Baker, appealed. Search
Lucena McDermott vs Chas E Jones. De- Belfast
the
son of the late Brian
fast,
and
his
Divorce
decreed
for
McCabe,
cruel and
parties.
^ Hon. Norman White and family, who spent
and seizure. Sentenced to pay fine and costs
faulted. Martin'& Cook.
life was spent here. For
ibusive treatment.
many years he was
the summer in their cottage at Saturday Cove,
of $110. Paid. Brown.
David C Johnson vs Trans-State Lumber Co,
a public hack driver, and was well
known as
Ada B Carter, Libt, vs Walter L Carter, Belhave returned to their home in Brookline,
State vs James Bradley, appealed. Single Neither party; no further action.
His
“Cupsie.”
widow, formerly Miss Lizzie
Conary; fast parties. Divorce decreed for cruel and
Mass.
sale. Plead guilty and sentence suspended.
inight. (Two cases)
ibusive treatment and failure to support. Owens, survives him. He is also survived by
Same on search and seizure case.
a daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Linekin and daughG E Parsons vs Amy L Hutchins. Defaultby a former marriage, Mrs. Isa D.
Custody of minor child given to mother.
id. Knowlton.
Feme Louise, of Richmond were guests
State vs Carlo Guido, appealed. Search and
Elizabeth T Merchant, Libt vs Lineous C Wilband of West Kennebunk, and by two half ter,
seizure; C. W. Wescott and A. B. Bove bondsWayland Knowlton vs John A Patterson, Merchant, Belfast parties. Divorce decreed for brothers, John and James McCabe of Boston. the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W.
Morse.
inowlton.
The funeral took place at his late
men; defaulted.
:ruel and abusive treatment and failure to suphome TuesState vs A P Benner, appealed. Single sale,
S A Bowden vs Charles A Turtlott. Default- port.
Capt. George Arey and family, who have
Custody of minor child, Marie Elizabeth, day afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Arthur A.
Blair of the Universalist church
opened to jury and Volney Thompson ap- id. Brown.
riven to mother.
officiating. been living in Bucksport this summer, returnInez
M
The
foreman.
Verdict
not
Buzfrom
decision of
interment was in Grove Cemetery.
pointed
Decrow, appeal
guilty.
ed to their old home in West Brooksville last
James A Hall, Belmont, Libt vs Josie M
zell.
fudge of Probate allowing the will of Francis Sail, Bangor. Divorce decreed for desertion
Sunday.
friends
in
d Staples. Referred to Hon George M Han- ; for
Many
Belfast will regret to learn
State vs Ernest P Piper, appealed. Assault
three consecutive years
Miss Evelyn P. Morison has sufficiently reof the death, Sept 18th, in
ion.
Dunton & Morse; Bangs.
and battery. Opened to jury and W E Gould
Brewer,after a brief covered from her recent severe illness to
Mary E Welch, Belfast Libt vs Martin
reLillian B., wife of Carl H. Ames, forKnox Co Bottling Works vs Ralph M Wood
illness,of
appointed foreman. Verdict not guilty. Buzsume her duties as a teacher of
Welch, Troy. Divorce decreed for cruel and
drawing in the
of this city. The funeral was held Fri'< md City of Belfast et al, Trustee.
merly
Trustee
zell.
ibusive treatment.
j
public schools.
afternoon at 2 o’clock. Mr. Ames was a
State vs Harry W Baker, two cases of
lischarged. Defaulted. Harriman.
Louisa E Tolman, Islesboro, Libt vs Alfred day
Mrs. Cassie Merriam of Chelsea, Mass., is
member
of
the
Belfast
NEW
band
CASES.
when
the family
search and seizure.
Pleaded guilty. Confolman, North Haven. Divorce decreed for
resided in this city and is now employed in the the guest of Mrs. Fred Rackliff and Mrs. Giles
Annabel Bragg Leaman, libt vs Thomas P
tinued. Brown.
rruel and abusive treatment.
G. Abbott. Mrs. Merriam spent the summer
band at the National Soldiers’ home in
.eaman.
Dunton & Morse; Ritchie.
State vs Harry W Baker. Nuisance. PleadTogus. at Winter
Edward S Cain, Libt vs Cassie B Cain. PaHarbor.
Alfred E Brackett vs Ernest P Piper.
Duned guilty. Sentenced to 60 days in county
ermo parties.
Divorce decreed for utter deMiss Myrl Coombs of Laurel, who has been
on & Morse.
JACKSON
CENTENNIAL.
and
sentence
jail
suspended.
lertion for three years; care and custody of
visiting Miss Neta Perry for the past two
Orrin B Woodbury vs Edwin Jenkins. DunState vs Clement Maxwell. Larceny. Pleadninor child, Avis Madaline, given to mother.
Church and Plantation to Celebrate Event weeks, returned to her home Tuesday mornon & Morse.
ed guilty. Sentenced two months in county
ing.—Hardin, Montana, Tribune.
Ida J. Ferguson, Troy, Libt vs Melvin R
October 5-6. The Program.
W L Gray vs C E Mitchell and C B Cook.
jail. Mittimus issued.
Mrs. George A. Quimby arrived in New York
Dixmont.
Divorce decreed for
r’erguson,
The centennial of the Jackson
Dunton & Morse.
CongregaState vs Joseph A McKeen. Nuisance. Paid
and the libellant permitted to re- tional
Monday morning, will visit her sister, Mrs. T*
idultery
and the 100th
church,
of
anniversary
Jaynes Drug Co vs Victor Neal and Char- lume her former
costs of $14.91 and the case was nol prossed.
N. Winslow' of Elizabeth, N. J., a few days
name, Ida J Procter.
the organization of the Plantation, will be ob
otte Ida Neal. Dunton & Morse; A S Bird
State vs Frank Meservey. Larceny. Pleadand will arrive home Friday or
Annie E Cobb, Libt vs Asa C Cobb, Belfast
served
at Jackson October 6-6, with the folSaturday.
Two cases.)
ed guilty. Placed on file.
narties. Divorce decreed for cruel and abuMr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson are spending
lowing
program:
L
DunHerbert
vs
Ernest
Hopkins
Sawyer.
State vs Hiram Hustus. Desertion. Consive treatment and extreme cruelty.
Sunday at 10.46 a m. Organ voluntary; two weeks vacation at their cottage at QuantaCustody
on & Morse; Conary.
tinued.
>f their minor children Estella A, Ella M and
hymn, “Holy, Holy, Holy !” poem, “The Old cook pond. They will build a stable and ice
Mary E Welch, libt vs Martin Welch. Dun- Sarah L Cobb
State vs Harry W Baker, appealed. Search
given to mother and custody of Cobbler,” written by Erastus Johnson;
music, house and paint all the buildings this fall.
on & Morse.
and seizure. Sentenced to fine and costs of
ihe minor children Edward A, Blanche O, Net- Carmel
quartet; prayer, Rev. Frank S. Dolliff;
Mrs. Hartley G. Kenniston has returned to
W W Swett vs Leonard and George Willard.
$110. Paid.
lie E and Eli A, given to father.
vocal solo, “Come Unto Me.”
(Couen,) Mrs. her home in New York after spending the sumDunton & Morse; Merrill & Merrill.
State vs G H Dunton. Search and seizure.
Ida E Harvey. Libt vs Almond L
mer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs Charles R.
Harvey,
Wynifred Staples Smith; address, "Our Church:
William C Doe, libt, vs Hattie E Doe. DunPlea nolo contendere. Sentenced to pay a fine
Catell, Bangor and Northport.—Bangor News.
Swanvilie parties.
Divorce decreed for cruel Its Past and
Future," H. Phillips Boody; muon & Morse.
of $100 and costs $10. Paid. Harriman.
ind abusive treatment and failure to
Mr. and Mrs. Willard S. Roberts of
support; sic. Carmel quartet; address, “Citizenship and
Reading,
S
Ward
vs
Walter
G
Pearl
State vs Elvin Hanson. Search and seizure.
Davis, Chester L
Mass., who have been the guests of Mrs. A. ,l!
:ustody of Elroy C,Alfred Land Howard L Har- Religion.” Rev. Franklin W.
Barker;
hymn, Crockett, Rankin street, left in their car for
ind Eugene Barter. Dunton & Morse; GoodPlea, nolo contendere. Sentenced to pay a fine
to
mother.
rey, given
“Faith of Our Fathers.”
Augusta Sept. 17th—Rockland Courier-Gavin and Bradley.
of $100 and costs $10.
Paid. Harriman.
Sunday at 2 p. m. Organ voluntary; old- zette.
Alida Heald vs B M Barker. Dunton &
State vs Thomas. Berry Search and seizure.
Frank B. Hazeltine, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
The court was in session Friday evening to time hymns, Jackson chorus; poem, "Retrodorse; Manson & Coolidge.
Plea, nolo contendere. Sentenced to pay a fine
and Greeting," Mary A. Johnson Root; Hazeitine, who spent the summer with his
lear the verdict in the case of Mrs. Frankel vs
spect
L
N
L
Roberts
vs
Sarah
Dunton
of $100 and costs $10.
Paid.
Redding.
Harriman.
he Belfast Trucking Co. and finally adjourn- reading of letters from former Jackson citi- j parents in this city, left last Monday for Lan& Morse.
State vs E A Jones. Search and seizure.
:d about 9 p. m. Saturday.
zens; music, Carmel quartet; prayer; vocal solo,
caster, Pa., to resume his studies in the Yates
Edwin S Cain, libt, vs Cassie B Cain. DunPlea nolo contendere. Sentenced to pay a fine
"My Redeemef,-’ (Dudley Buck) Mrs. Wyni- school.
on & Morse.
of $100 costs $10. Paid.
Harriman.
fred Staples Smith: address, Dr. David N.
THE SECOND MAINE CAVALRY.
Arthur M Knowlton vs Mildred M Hager.
Mrs. Edith Bartlett Berry, who rad been
State vs VV A Rogers and A L Knowlton.
Beach, president of Bangor Theological Sem- the guest of her mother, Mrs. L. M.
Search and seizure.
Plea nolo contendere. Dunton & Morse.
Orff, in
The 49th annual reunion of the 2nd Maine inary; music, Carmel quartet.
Charles E Murch vs Frances E Gerald. DunBelmont, and her sister, Mrs. Arthur Shales,
Sentenced to pay a fine of $100 and costs $10.
Cavalry was held in Gardiner Sept. 19th, with
Saturday, at 2 p. m. Crown Prince overture in Belfast, for several weeks, has returned to
Paid. Harriman.
on & Morse; Chapman; Fairfield.
ibout 70 members present. The business meet- (Barnard),
Brooks’ orchestra; "America," Boston.
State vs Homer B. Carter. Search and seiz- |
W S Poland vs L F Nash and Thomas A
ng was called to order at 2 p. m., with Presi- Jackson chorus; prayer; address of welcome, |
ure.
Plea, nolo contendere. Sentenced to pay
iiggins. Dunton & Morse.
Capt. William Grindle, who had been in
lent Ashley StClair of Vassalboro in the chair,
Harold G. Booth; centennial poem; vocal
solo, : Bucksport for several weeks, the guest of
a fine of $100 and costs $10.
Elizabeth J Crockett, libt, vs Richard H
Paid- Harriman.
ind
lasted
a
of
the
greater
afternoon.
“The
part
Penitent, (Van De Water), Wynifred
NEV7 ENTRIES.
! i_
left on the Boston boat last SaturComrade Crow'ell offered prayer. The reports Staples Smith; historic address, Everett E. relatives,
UArrulll/n X.
Hiv
07 T
Herbert Payson vs John W Hobbs. Ritchie;
day for the Sailors Snug Harbor, where he
me secrexary anu treasurer were read and
Morton; “Annetta” intermezzo (Lamendeau),'
Motion for order of service filed.
)unton & Morse.
Personal
1 will siay ior me winter.
iccepted. Officers were elected as follows: Brooks’ orchestra; centennial oration, “The
notice ordered. Dunton &. Morse.
Jackson & Hail vs Leon E Cookson. Ritchie.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Gilchrest will leave
W. Cross, Gardiner; 1st vice Relation of the Church and the Town to che
^resident,
George
H B Toothaker vs C L Harriman,'to be tried
E H Crocker vs P M Lawrence. Ritchie; C
Hon. David A. Boody; “Starlit Night I in October for Fruitland Park, Fla., to spend
E. N. Small, Lewiston; 2d vice presi>resident,
Nation,”
2nd day of January term. Ritchie; Johnson.
^ Knight.
the winter, and Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest
lent, R. V. Carey, Dresden; 3d vice president, Serenade” (Lamendeau), Brooks’ orchestra.
Nathan B Russell vs Edgar Stearns. Ritchie;
Milliken, Tomlinson Co vs W O Estes. MoS. V. Strout, Dresden Mills; secretary, George
Saturday, at 8 p. m. A dramatic reading of I w ill occupy their home on Church street dur5hilbrook.
tion to dismiss filed.
Motion overruled and
l. Smith, Vassalboro; historian, W. A. Austin, Longfellow’s “The Spanish Student,” by Miss ing their absence.
Millie M Clark, libt, vs Arthur M Clark.
exceptions taken.
Iassalboro. The next meeting of the serai-cen- Florence L. Eaton, assisted by Mrs. Wynifred
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Billings of Lynn, Mass.,
litchie.
W H Staples vs Albert T Harvey.
Neither
ennial, will be held on the old camp ground in Staples Smith, vocalist, Miss Olive Hatch, arrived last Saturday from Gardiner, Me.,
Annie E Cobb, libt. vs Asa C Cobb.
Ritchie;
party, no further aotion from the same cause.
Augusta, and a committee was appointed to pianist, Miss Ora M. Morton, pianist, Mrs. where they attended the reunion of the 2nd
Dunton & Morse.
Knowlton; Buzzell.
lave charge of the affair.
It is proposed to Lena Chase Jones, accompanist; hymn, “The. Maine Cavalry, and were guests of Mr. and
Milliken Tomlinson Co vs W 0 Estes. RitchEffie L Harriman vs Harry W Harriman and
•bserve this 50th anniversary in a fitting man- Day is Dying in the West”; benediction.
Mrs. Fred R. Poor until Tuesday, when they
: e; Brown, Jr.
Marshall.
Defaulted
for
Margaret
$140.00.
ler.
went to Searsport.
vs Lona E Crocker,
W
Ernest
libt,
Crocker,
Dunton
&
Morse.
Thompson;
About 400 out of 1800 men who went to the
SECRET SOCIETIES.
The representative-elect from Bethel is
iuzzell.
Charles F. Harriman vs H W Harriman and
par of ’61 are nowr living.
Those who have
Ernest C. Bowler, editor of the Oxford County
B
DuBose.
vs
J
Buzzell.
Swift
F
E
Margaret A Marshall. Dismissed. A S Littlelied in the past year are: Peter Donahue, !
Golden Cross Temple, Pythian Sisters, is
Citizen. Mr. Bowler is a native of Palermo,
John C Averill vs Thomas L Decrow. Buzfield; Dunton & Morse.
iangor; Enoch Merrill, Augusta; David F. Hy- ! arranging for the district convention, which is Waldo county, a staunch Republican, and emi*11.
John M Ward vs Arthur M Jackson. Dis1 on, Randolph; Joseph
B. Skillings, Togus; to be held in this city, Oct. 16th.
Mildred O Cook, libt, vs U H Cook. Buzzell.
nently worthy of the honor conferred upon
missed. Brown, Jr; Rogers.
dilton R. Walker, Co. M, Togus; James H.
The reception given to Dr. and Mrs. George h.m by the voters of his town.
& Jones vs E L Williams. Buzzell.
Carle
Caroline E Rowell vs Willis D and John P
S. Strout, Alonzo Blanchard, Benj. N. Towle Wednesday
A.
rickett,
evening, Sept. 18th, by
James A Hall, libt, vs Josie M Hall. $uzDr. George Holmes, who was called here by j
Sanford. Demurrer filed and sustained. Ex- |
Z. Powers, G. H. Jenkins and Noah Jewett, the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs of
Bucksport the illness of his father, George O.
*11.
Holmes, reeptions taken and allowed. Defendant has a
rhree members of the original band are living on the eve of their
departure for new fields, turned to Boston last Monday night. Dr. John
Spencer, Eaton & Co vs H H Stimpson. Buz- a follows: Wm. M.
right to plead over. Brown; Ritchie.
Plummer, Lewiston; A. S. brought out a large attendance of loyal friends.
Holmes, who was also called here by his fath1 sell.
Fred L
Janborn. Steep Falls; George Towle, Canton, The affair
Davjdson vs W J Fletcher. Neither
opened with a grand banquet in the er’fc. illness, remains for a longer time. Mr.
Perley F Gordon vs Inhabitants Waldo. Buz- i’ive died in the war. The oldest member
No further action. E F Littlefield*
party.
Odd Fellows' beautiful dining rooms.
Past
Holmes is now somewhat better.
iell.
Ritchie.
1 iresent was Robert McDuff, aged 81 years. Grand Richard Whitmore gave a very pleasing
W A Ryan vs Dirigo In Co.
Buzzell; MerMrs. J. H. Morris and little daughter Helen
George A Clark vs John Larrabee. Default- i
Sphraim W. Woodman was colonel of the and effective address, reciting a few of the
are visiting in Cambridge, N. S., where they
ed by agreement for $10 and costs $10. Buz- •ill & Skelton.
in the war. He is deceased. Five
egiment
of
assistance
Dr. Towle had rendermany acts
Ida E Harvey vs A L Harvey. Buzzell.
went to attend the golden wedding of Mrs.
zell; Bowden.
:ommissioned officers are left in the associa- ed in the building of not only the
lodges but Morris’
Cassie B Cain, libt, vs Edward S Cain. BuzJ W Levenseller vs Almond L Ripley. Deparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Craig.
the
of
out
number
that
went
to
the
large
;ion,
the magnificent building they now occupy.
&
Morse.
Dunton
sell;
faulted. Dunton & Morse; Bangs withdrew.
They will visit in Canard and Wolfville, N. S.,
par.
Mrs. Towle responded in very approand
Dr.
vs
Marvaret
Edwin P Treat
Thompson. Buzbefore returning home to Belfast.
Parmenter & Palsey Fertilizer Co vs J G
Heath Relief Corps furnished the dinner priate talks. After the banquet Randell’s orW A Cowan.
Small.
Neither party.
No further action, i seil;
Miss Helen Doak gave a bridge party and ;
the banquet in the evening. More than chestra furnished music for
ind
dancing.
Edwin P Treat vs John Downs and James R
Dunton & Morse; Manson & Coolidge.
.00 sat down to the banquet at 6 p. m., and all
tin shower last Friday afternoon in honor of
Downs. Buzzell.
W H Sprague vs Annie Bessey. Open to
Miss Frances A. Howes, whose wedding will
•njoyed themselves. The tables were handWEDDING BELLS.
International Harvester Co vs W P Clark. ,
take place October 4th and Misses Evelyn
jury. Withdrawn and entered neither party;
lomely decorated with flowers and the appeBuzzell.
no further action for same cause.
izing viands were deftly served. After supRitchie;
Fish-Wood. Mr. Walter Fish of Waldo and Mori son and Florence Hill gave a tea for her
E L Richardson vs Edr J Stephenson. BuzDunton & Morse.
>er cigars were lighted and a smoke talk enMiss Rose Wood of The Head of the Tide were last Saturday afternoon at the Morison home
William V Weed vs David E Walker. De- sell.
oyed in the hall above until 7.30, when the married at 8 p. m. Sept. 21st at the Congrega- on Court street.
The Brooks Grain Co vs Ernest Croxford.
faulted for $1 and costs. Buzzell; Littlefield.
:ampfire and entertainment began. Ex-Mayor tional parsonage. Rev. David L. Wilson officiMrs. Gerry L. Brooks of Portland and little
H N Littlefield, admr, vs John Larrabee. Brown, Jr; Mudgett,
lohn W. Berry gave the address of welcome ated, using the single ring ceremony. The bride
daughter Aldana arrived last Saturday to
Co vs L H Reynolds.
Hurst
H
L
Mfg
Defaulted by agreement for $35 and costs $10.
Brown, ;o the visiting comrades and President Ashley was becomingly gowned in a champagne voile Bpend a week with her sister, Mrs. William
[r.
It. Clair of the cavalry made a fitting response, with rose trimming and bead medallions. She Kimball, High street. Mrs. Brooks will be
Buzzell; Bowden.
vs
D
G
C 0 Varney
Lanphier. Brown, Jr.
Clarence H Shuman vp Fred S Walker. Derhere were songs, recitations, remarks, etc., wore a white picture hat. The young couple pleasantly remembered as Miss Mildred Mavs
Publeo
Edwin
Baltimore
Jenkins. Brown, ind the session closed
faulted. Buzzell; Ritchie.
by singing a song in have many friends who extend congratulations son. Her many friends welcome her back to
old home.
P S Edgecomb vs Theodore Durost. Neither Ir.
vhich the whole audience joined. The re- and best wishes. They were the recipients of her
Enoch R Cain vs W L Jordan. Hussey.
inion wa6 voted one of the best held for a many valuable presents. They will make their
Capt. Robert E. Tapley, U. S. Inspector of
party; no further action. Buzzell; H Pierce
Hulls, of Norfolk, Va., with Mrs. Tapley, were
Essex EertilizerCovs Geo ODanforth. Hus- ong time.
Dunton & Morse.
home with the bride’s mother for the present.
in this city this week enjoying the captain’s
John M Ward vs Arthur M Jackson. Plea in ley.
Three members came from Massachusetts
annual vacation, which included a visit to
The Massachusetts Primaries.
Percy E Benner vs John C Fuller and S L :o attend the reunion, one of them E. B. Bil- i
abatement sustained. Writ quashed; excepCapt. Ira Dole and Mrs. Dole, the parents of
Mrs. Tapley, who reside at Arlington, N. J.
tions filed and allowed. Brown, Jr; Rogers.
Bagley. Hussey.
ings of Lynn, Mass.
Boston, Sept. 24. Incomplete returns from Capt. Tapley has a comlortable home overLibt
vs
John
Annie Warner,
Warner. Hussey.
J Roberts vs A A Hartley. Defaulted and
the Massachusetts primaries at 10 o’clock tolooking the waters of Hampton Roads, and
John W Peavey vs R N Brown.
Littlefield.
continued for judgment by agreement. Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie and Mr. and
night indicated the renomination of Governor which he enjoys ps none but an ex-mariner
Florence S Moore, Libt vs Samuel C Moore. Mrs. S. A. Parker of Belfast motored here Eugene N. Foss by the Democrats over Joseph can who has spent more or less of his life batJr; Ritchie.
C. Pelletier, district attorney of Suffolk county.
with the elements off soundings. It there
Howard L Hurd app from decision of Coun- Littlefield.
Monday and called upon relatives.... Mrs. The contest for the Republican nomination for tling
is one wish above another that the Marine
Co
vsJ
H
Gilchrest
E.
Pettee
Wardwell.
and
Runnells.
Jiyde
ty Commissioners. Charles White and Albert
daughter Doris of Belfast Governor was close and Joseph Walker, former Journal would like gratified, it is that everyspeaker of the Massachusetts house of
L Lam poot & Co vs J H Wardwell. Runnells, ire visiting Mrs. Pettee’s aunt, Mrs.
Murch of Thorndike and Herbert Rackliff of
Henry sentatives had but a slight lead over his repre- one of the worthy toilers of the sea might
oppon- have a cozy home when it becomes necessary
Harry F Kenney vs M C R R Co, G G Weeks. Leavitt, Franklin street, for a few weeks.— ent, Everett C. Benton.
Knox appointed commissioners. Rogers; LitFoss carried Boston for them to quit it.—The Marine
Journal, New
C N Perkins.
Rockland Courier Gazette.
tlefield.
by about 6,500 over Pelletier.
York.
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Waiter Whitehead went to Boston
Monday
for a week's visit.
Freeman O. Roberts is visiting his son in
a week.
Little Jerome Hanshue is the
gueEt of his
aunt, Mrs. J. C. Durham.

Buckfield for

Mr. and Mrs. John McAuliff have
returned
from a week's visit in

Bangor.

Hon. Albert Peirce of Frankfort
fast last Tuesday on business.

was

in

Bel-

Mr. and Mrs. William Jedison
the week in an auto
tc

are spending
Boothbay.

trip

Miss Anna Cook

Patterson of Brookline,
guest of Mrs. George W. Frisbee
Mrs. L. A. Knowlton and Dr. and Mrs.
H. E.
Knowlton returned Tuescay from a visit in
Rutland, Mass.

Mass.,

is the

Mrs. Esther G. Davis left last
Friday for an
extended visit with friends in Salem and
Pigeon Cove, Mass.
Sheriff Edwin Jenkins was down street Tuesfor the first time for a week. He
has
been suffering with a severe cold.

day

Gardner Lane, clerk for the hardware firm
Harding & Rackliffe, Belfast, is enjoying a
vacation at his home at Citypoint.

of

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Marden and Mrs.
Annabel M. Underwood have returned home from
visits in Sunset, Windsor and ReadviJle.

Mrs. Bertha Hadley R. binson of
Norfolk,
Va., who has been visitirg Belfast relatives
for two weekR, left for home last
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Hall are
visiting
relatives in Camden and A. C. Wells is substifor
Mr.
Hall
tuting
in the Southworth store.

Carleton Doak, Esq., went to

Worcester,

Mass., Tuesday, where he is to be
engaged
with Hon. Norman White in
campaign work.
Assistant Postmaster M. C. Hill is
having
....

aim

uai

vaOrtLIUil

iting in Bangor

UUU

Wlin

and other

Misses Elizabeth

MTS.

places

in

Chamberlain

Hill

IS V1B-

the State.
Ethel

and

Rogers leave to-morrow, Friday, to spend two
weeks with Miss Chamberlain’s
parents in
Bangor.
Mrs. Willis S. Haseltine and two
children,
Arthur and Ruth, went to Dexter
called there by the death of Mrs.
Haseltine’s
brother, Arthur Small.

Tuesday’

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford L. Wilband
of West
Kennebunk were called to Bellast last Monday by the death ot Mrs. Will,End’s father
Mr. Wm. A. McCabe.
William Mounteforte of Lisbon
Falls and
Miss Appa Mounteforte of Brunswick
returned
home Tuesday from a visit with
Mr. and MrsS.
Harvey
Cunningham.
Mrs. John A. Fogg went to Rockland
last
to visit her father, Martin
Knowlton,
who will soon go to Portland to
make his home
with his son. Augustus Knowlton.

Tuesday

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Kotman will
close their
cottage, The Anchorage, on the North Shore,
next
Northport,
Monday and go to Bangor to
visit Mrs. Kotman's parents for a time.

The

engagement of Mrs. Daisy Skay Bliss,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Skay of this
city, and Raymond, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
S. Bird of Rockland, has been
published.
Mrs. Isabel Libby King of Los
Angeles,
Calif., arrived last Friday to visit her brother.’
Dr. W. C. Libby. She was called east
by the

death of her brother Frank in
Lawrence, Maes.
Miss Alma

Avery

Wednesday.

ness

went

to

Bangor

on

busi-

her return she will be accompanied by her mother, Mrs. B. M.
Avery,
who recently lost her home in the
Garland tire.
Roy C. Hurd of Charlestown,
Hebron
On

Mass.,

Academy, 12,
ass at Colby.

is

member of the entering
Mr. Hurd is a nephew of Miss
Jennie M.Miller and has been a
frequent guest
a

cl

in town.

Mrs. Lena French
Beverage and littledaughAdeiia of Madison, \\ isconsin, were
guests
:he past week of Miss Sarah
R. Gardner. They
will visit in Rockland and
Thomaston before
.er

eturning

home.

F. Gilley of Bucksengagement of their daughter, Miss Ethel Bernice Gilley, to Roseoe M.
Macornber, formerly of Waterville, hut now a
resident of Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs.

?ort

announce

Howard

the

Bellast fi tends
—-•

received invitations from Mr

--....

yjL

uaui

iu

uuenu

o’clock a.m.,September 25th.
)f their daughter, Evelyn Maude, to Mr. Ole
Hanson of New York.
:he

wedding

1(J

V\. Vaughan of City point will leave

Mrs. J.

:oday for

at

Mass., to spend the
daughter, and it is expected

North Attlebor.

winter with her
that Mr.

Vaughan will be able
join them.

to

leave the

sanitarium and

Misses Annie L. Barr

and Grace H. Hall will

jo to Augusta today to attend the sessions of
Lhe State Library Association.
Misses Margaret

N. Hazeltine and Belle Keating will sublibrary during their absence.

stitute in the

Louis Shiro returrn d last Sunday in his auto
from Bangor, where he attended the State
Board of Trade meeting and visited his parMrs. Shiro acents, Mr. and Mrs. S. Shiro.
him a part of the way on the trip.
The leading lady in Walter Damrosch’s new
>pera, The Dove of Peace, will be Mrs. Phoebe
Pendleton Crosby of Brooklyn, daughter of
Fields C. Pendleton of Islesboro and Brooklyn.

companied

Crosby sang in grand opera last
ind met with splendid success.

Mrs.

spring

Mrs. Frank Conant of Santa Barbara, Calif.,
irrived Tuesday for a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Bancroft H. Conant and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
P. Chase. Mrs. Conant has been east for some
weeks, spending some time in New York,
where her
Chester

son

in

a

student at Cornell.

Worthen,

fire warden

in

who has been acting as a
the woods in the vicinity of

Moosehead lake during the summer months,
spent last week in Belfast, and with Austin
Jewett left Monday fora week’s hunting and
fishing in the vicinity of Northeast Carry.

Capt. George W. Brown, agent of the SailSnug Harbor, returned from his month's
vacation with Mrs. Browrn last Monday. While
away they visited several places aiong the
New England coast, anchoring for two weeks
or more at Islesboro, Maine, an ideal spot for
summer rest and recreation.
On the return
trip they spent a few days with Capt. Arthur
Conner and family at Castine, Maine; that
old historical village, prominent in the war of
ors’

1812.

While there

Capt.

Brown learned that

the old stone house at the entrance to Ca3tine
harbor, the first dwelling from the lighthouse,
was the birthplace of the editor of the Marine
Journal. Armed with a camera and provided
with a buckboard, he and Capt. Conner drove
to this romantic spot and took two photos of
our childhood home, which are now in our possession and highly prized. It is unnecessary
to add that we have acknowledged this kindly,
thoughtful act on the part of our friends. It
is only within recent years that the beauty
of the seacoast of Maine, its entire length,
has been discovered and appreciated by seekers of a cool climate in summer with undisturbed rest and delightful scenery. While Bar
Harbor has a name, there are many places just
as beautiful, if not more so, on Maine’s rockbound coast, only they are less widely known

and exploited.—Capt. Norton, in The Marine
Journal, New York.
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The Aroostook Times shows that
Aroostook county has reason to be proud
of its political record, as well as of its

Doubt Cannot Exist

j

hustle, progressiveness, up to date ideas, Investigation Will Only Strengthen the
Proof We Give In Belfast.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
thrift, home life, hospitality, etc. Of
the 3,023 plurality for William T. Haines,
How can doubt exist in the face of such eviThe Republican Jour. Pub. Co. the
Republican candidate for Governor, dence? Read here the endorsement of a repcame from Aroostook county, leav- resentative citizen of Belfast:
2,510
11 ARLES A. PILSBURY. J nJinesa
Herbert E. Patterson, High street, Belfast,
Manager
ing 573 to come from the other sections
bout four
For

Terms.

ADVERTISING

one

square, qne

Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
w! 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

R f P t IUIC A N \ (i MINA i IONS

Two years ago, when the
Democratic landslide struck the State of
Maine, it was Aroostook’s vote that
elected the Republican candidate for
Representative to Congress, and a little
of the State.

WILLIAM H. TAFT.
of omo.

JAMES S.

SHERMAN,

OF NEW YORK.

In a recent speech
Calif., Roosevelt said

the vote of

Aroostook which

swung the result in favor of keeping
that wise law upon our statute books.
The Aroostook Times is naturally proud

Los

at

record, and says in conclusion:
“One thing the citizens of this State
can be assured of, and that is Aroostook
county can always be found on the side
of right and good government.”

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no !
other.

Angeles,

Washington Whisperings.

Ohio is made up of regular Republicans.
The candidate for secretary of State is
Thomas Lewis, former president of the

Washington, D. C., Sept. 23, 1912.
early days of September have
brought about the annual conventions of
the Atlantic Deeper Waterways Association and the Upper Mississippi River Im-

ThS

Gov. Wilson
United Mine Workers, and it is said that
that “the Democratic candidate’s view
this nomination adds great strength to
which
of the government was one
“every
the Republican line-up.
great crooked financier, every great
crooked boss” wishes to see the governThe platform of the New Hampshire
He found it difficult, he said
ment take.
Republicans is constructed almost entireto express himself as he wished on Gov,
ly of State planks. It declares that the
Wilson’s

of

William J. Bryan is knocking both the
president and Roosevelt. At Gree-

ley, C'ol., he characterized President Taft
“as the man who went into office with a
million majority and who will go out by
unanimous consent,” and referred'to

“reaffirms:

th*j

pnnstitiiHnn

approach apathy thus far
m the campaign, the only plausible explanation being that it expects the Roosevelt party to do the heavy work of defeating the Republicans, leaving the
Democrats to reap a harvest of offices by
seems to

party

after election dicker and trades.

defending the fort by
the English, who never desisted until
every man had been killed, notwithstand-

looking

President Taft is receiving commenda-

Orozco revolutions with wonderful wisdom, unselfishness and self-restraint. A
less

sagacious, prudent

or

courageous
plunged the
It would un-

Executive
would have
United States into war.

questionably have been popular, and this
popularity would have reacted to the
President’s advantage. But he has exerted every energy v to prevent war.
Should it come now, which heaven forbid, it will be solely because Congress
and the country will sanction it.
uv.

Kev.

chester

inomas

presided

ot

Man-

at the

convention held in

Republican State
Concord, New Hamp-

shire

last week

chair

declared .that

had ever made

vnaimers

and upon

taking the

political party

no

long life

that

was

not

founded upon confidence in the concern
for the plain people. The history of the

Republican party,
that this

he continued, proved
for the rights of

came concern

ail oeneath the

Missouri

of indus-

Republican

platform,

“we

our

in

dates.”

of the

as

we

Army

are

at present

the tariff board of that time, in which he
said he would repeal all protective tariff
laws

only.
plain

tinguished gentlemen, President Ransdell has stated that he looks forward to
the best program ever arranged for a
waterways convention such as the forth-

establish tariff for revenue
He has found it necessary to ex-

and

embarrassing

away some

passages

coming

found in his books, relative to immigration

one

will be.

and other

for revenue

pat.

questions, but on tariff
Not so very long ago a visitor to the
only the governor stands old town of Baltimore was ratlier startled
in the early hours of the morning by a
series of shrill shouts,

THE MURDER OF CAPT. BALANO.

their

some

disposition.

Capt. John W. Balano was one of the
best-known navigators sailing out of
Boston. For a score of years he carried
a Christmas cargo of
apples and other
fruit from there each year to Brazil. He

origin

window.

a

Shot Three Times by the Schooners Cook.
The four-masted schooner
Margaret
Thomas, whose commander, Capt. John
W. Balano, was murdered by the cook
at Fortde Franco, Martinique,
recently,
arrived at Boston Sept. 17th, and the
story of the murder was told to the
agents by the officers of the vessel.
It is asserted that Capt. Balano had
an
altercation with the cook, Vincent
Maria, and that later that afternoon,
while the captain was lying in a hammock on the after deck, the cook dewalked aft and shot the cap-

f’nrinns to know

the stranger stepped over to
Down in the street below

robust colored man in a snowy
apron with a huge glistening pail in each
hand. He was the oysterman, and came
was

a

September like the reed birds and
ortolan, September the first month with
in with

an

“r” in it. This
“Oy-e-e!

was

the song he sang:

Oy-e-e! Oy-e-e!

Heah’s de oystah man;
Cum long! Run along!
While he’s at han!’’

Although

survived by

a

wife and one son,

Fred B. Balano of the schooner R. W.

9)1

■

:

OCTOBER 1-2,

j

j

1

any oysters at that time he
;

smiled,

which

seemingly encouraged Uncle Tom to drift
a melodious mood, and this is what

into

he sang:
1

Oysh! Oysh! fine today
Fresh out of de Chesapeake Bay,
Rappahannock! Piyankatank!
Wheh de bullfrog jumps from bank

to

bank,

An’ de catfish licks his mudder-in-law.
Fry 'em! Stew ’em, eat 'em raw,

Oysh, Oysh, Oysh!
What becomes of the “oyster man’’
after the month of April is a mystery.
He vanishes until September again brings
him

’round with the

quaint cheery

cry

of the wares he has for sale.
—

THE MEN WHO SUCCEED
as heads of large enterprises are men of great
Success, to-day, demands health. To
energy.
ail is to. fail. Ifi’s utter folly for a man to endure a weak, run down, half alive condition
when Electric Bitters will put him right on
bottles did me
more real good than any other medicine I ever
took,” writes Chas. B. Allen, Sylvania, Ga.
"After years of suffering with rheumatism,
liver trouble, stomach disorders and deranged
kidneys, I am again, thanks to Electric Bitters,
sound and well.” Try them. Only 50 cents at
all druggists.
his feet in short order. “Four

Aftermath.
Fred to Patt:
Says
“Where are we at?”
Patt to Fred:

I_A

'is

No. 1.
No. 2.

than
equal to three
gallonsor ordinary mixed paint
Irgoes farther and lasts longer.

If

r

YOUNG PEOPLE—
We know—business men know—
what good money trained
.fingers,
directed by a disciplined’ brain,
can earn.
Our practical courses in

just

now,
earnest.

UNITY. M

t[E

SHAW

vou

buy the

One
12

of

!

r <

I
i

ti,

Excelks
accomm

stable connected

particulars appl
*

Dr. W. C. UBBEY

Belfast, April 15, 1!'

$25 Rewaf

DENTIST,

BUSINESS COLLEGE’
MAINE

^

BELFAST, MAINE

3 MAIN STREET,

...-._ji

e

Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street:
and attic; stable and two hen
houses;
about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DENTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.

!s

I

I

(1-1) and |

con

floods of every deFilin'scription.
nire. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Anthpie furniturt
a specialty. If yoi.
have anythin.' U
sell drop lav
pasta card and yon \\M’ ■*v*eivr
prompt cad
WALTFC H. ..OOMH8,
Corner Cross ai d Federal Str
Helfast,
••

..

j

I will give the above
evidence to convict tie
broke into my cottagt
the dates of April 25t'
VV
Belfast, May 30, 191:.

’f

COTTAGE
At

Quantabacook

*4*

j

if

cottage of 8 large r.
feet of veranda, ?toi
boat house and boat
MI.'.
30tf

=

h

]i

1
.

TO

1

Lai.

WVWfV«!Wf«VW9fPlifffiiVif

2

1

and

Chas. F. T

rooms

{s

rooms

storage

fflitchell&Trussell
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New York Tribune Farn
AND YOUR FAVORITE
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Irish Cobbler potatoes are 80 to 85 cents \in
;he Fort Fairfield market. Quite a few are
1j
:oming, also a very few Mountains, but most

>f the Mountains are being' stored. Most
farmers began digging on Monday, if they had
lot begun before. Some of the tops are yet

very green, but quite a good many potatoes
ire likely to be dug a little before maturity.
Wages are from $2.00 to $2 50 a day, or 5 cents
barrel, with board in either case. Help is
fairly plentiful this week, but is expected to
be scarce soon. Very little rot is thus far reported, the general quality being good. Yields
ire reported from good down to rather light.
—Fort Fairfield Review.
C. E. Embree, manager of the Maine Farmers’ union, Bangor, states that the average potato yield of northern Aroostook county this
fear probably will not exceed 60 bushels to
:he acre.
He makes this estimate after personal inspection of a large number of fields,
ind if the estimate is correct Aroostook’s pota-

shipments this season will be nearer to 10,)00,000 bushels than $15,000,000 bushels, last
fear’s total. Mr. Embree says that Aroostook
farmers are now receiving 80 cents a barrel
for their product, and that if this price prevails for long they will make very little if any
jrofit from the crop of 1912.
to

Fruit and Vegetable Show in Bangor.

:

I^The Republican
2

jd in this sort of
rpple growers who
lelp make the affair

thing.

have

Among the
promised to

a success are A. L.
Biaisdell of Winterport, who has an
orchard of 8,500 trees; and E. N. Bartett of West Winterport, who has 6,000
trees, C. B. Friend and S. H. Friend of
Etna, Mafk S. Leavitt of Winterport
md H. H. Dearborn of Newbure, and
P. J, O’Loughlin, Charles Linscott and
Fred A. Bishop of Bangor will also cooperate. Prof. E. E. Hitchings of theiepartment of pomology of the Universty of Maine, is taking an active interest
n the coming show.
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The Tribune Farmer
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reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known ’veterinary surgeon
America, writes regularly for The Tribune .Farmer, thorough
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animal
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farm
er and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns
horse or cow.
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thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated nation
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and mo.
a

The

subscription price of

|
I

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

Z

subscribers and all old 'subscribers who will pa:
and
one year in advance we make this liberal offer
up arrearages
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FOR ONLY $2.25.
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X
The agricultural committee of the
Bangor Chamber of Commerce, John M.
Dak, chairman, is planning to make the
garden products and fruit show, which
will be held in City Hall some time in
Dctober, an exhibition of merit and
worth attending by all who are interest-
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coming into market quite rapiddigging operations are now on
n
The price paid is 75 cents per
>arrel.—Aroostook Republican.
y
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In the light of present usuage any of
;hese sweet scented appurtenances of
the dressing table make pretty and most
icceptable presents, if only care is
:aken to secure the perfume used by the
Jeanette Van Reypen.
•ecipient.

:
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the bodice, or hidden in the leaf of
;he satin corsage flower so generally
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Entries Close Septtr;

your ability and make
you competent to hold a position
in any business house in town.
Write for our free Catalog. It’s
filled with helpful information.

Saebets of all sorts are very much
lsed, from large padded linings for
shelf, drawer or wardrobe, to smaller and

T

UNITY, MAINE,,

STABLE

will

MODISH SACHETS.
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Agricultural I

___

BUSINESS

these fine matching lines of toilet goods
n form* that appeal to fastidious
society
women, at prices far less than one pays
for as satisfactory imported products,
jecause these latter have to pay an enornous duty of something like sixty cents
>n the dollar.
Cheap, coarse, amateur perfumes, indiscriminately mixed, and used in prolusion, are relegated to the sort of people who do not understand that while a
itlle of really fine essence is delightful,
thimbleful of coarse alcoholic mixtures
s disgusting to any sensitive nostril.

Potatoes

the visitor did not care for

PALMER,

B.i.'-w ;r
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fumes is
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Capt. Says
“Why we are dead!”
Says Fred to Cy:
Hopkins.
Upon the death of Capt. Balano, Mel- “Lay down and die!”
bourne P. Cook, first mate, assumed Says Cy to Fred:
command. The vessel went to Tampa, “We’re really dead!”
Fla., where she loaded a cargo of 821,000 Asks Fred: "The cause ot that?”
Says Cy: “Oh, too much Patt!”
fetet of lumber for Boston.
Patt: “I’ll tell you why—
Says
“’Twas simply this: Just too much Cy!”
Patt and Cy: “We’ll tell you why,
that
of thing? Do they suppose
Maine
RUBBERS Says
WEAR
“Dear Fred, ’twas too much T!”
is going to permit this to continue?
This Winter
—W. S. K., in the Kennebec Journal.
Monday’s election said "No.”
is

D. P.

Stenography, Bookkeeping

but no crude mixing of pertolerated. If any change is
made it includes everything on the dressing table, for Madam La Mode decrees
that only one favored scent is permisiible for each individual.
American manufacturers now turn out

1

Races,

FOR SALE BY

You will make no mistake
when you paint your

iistinctive,

engaged.

President Taft will deliver an address
More of Governor Wilson’s record has on the above occasion and
it is confidentbeen dug out. It seems that as long
ly expected that Gov. Woodrow Wilson
ago as 1882 he made a statement before will also speak.
In addition to these dis-

—

in mind

this extent, and
synthetic scents

ley, together with the other State, con- try, and in an amount sufficient to congressional, district and county candi- i tinue the work on which the Engineers

tain.
T wo shots were fired before Capt. Balano could arise, and the third was fired
after he had jumped from the hammock
urged continued progressive legislation. and
grappled with the cook. One bullet
He admitted that the Republican party struck him in the right side, the second
is undergoing a severe trial, and said be'ow the heart and the third in the
that the departure of certain members face.
The captain was rushed to the Governof the party causes no bitterness, but
ment Hospital, where he lingered for
Those tyno remain will keep three
sorrow.
days. His dying request that his
the light burning for the wanderers body be sent to his old home in Port
In conclu- Clyde, Me., for burial was carried out.
when they return, he said.
The cook was apprehended and is now
sion, Mr. Chalmers declared that the in
jail at Fort de France awaiting trial
historian in the future will declare the I on a
charge of murder. Attempts were
administration of President Taft one of made to have the man brought to this
country for trial, on the ground that the
the most beneficient ever shown.
crime was committed upon an American
vessel arid was therefore under the jurison
the
The comments
election
in diction of the United
States, but the
Maine, Sept. 9th, have been many and authorities at Martinique would not consent. The man will be tried at Fort de
various, hut the Lewiston Journal sized
France in November.
it up about right when it said:
Vincent Maria is a Spaniard and was
The result of Monday speaks for this sent from Boston to Baltimore to
join
Maine is a law-abiding State. She de- the Thomas before she Bailed for Fort de
mands and will have obedience to law. France in May. The murder was comPublic officials who openly disregard mitted July 3d. Maria has sailed on
official oaths, must be brought to book. many coasting vessels out of Boston,
Androscoggin county, and especially the and is said to be sullen and of a quarrelare

colors, including the dull greens of leaf
and stem. Few, perhaps, harmonize to

from the Boards of

our

administrations of Presidents McKinley,
Roosevelt, and Taft. Mr. Chalmers

city of Lewiston,

only representatives

*
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Her room is done up in chintz with the
flower pattern, and all her pretty frocks
and belongings in some of the flower

Tel. life,

PAaJ
Association

scents

Rivers and Harbors Congress,
which will be held in Washington early
in December, and which will bring not

f,*j

Institute,

UNITY

1

: Trade and Chambers of
Commerce of
1
present national and the country, but the leading business and
State administrations.
We unqulifiedly professional men of the
country who are
indorse and approve our national ticket ;
intensely interested in having the govheaded by William H. Taft, and the ! ernment make annual
provisions for the
State ticket headed by John C. McKin- ^ rivers, harbors and canals of the coun-

made to the wholesome activities in the

write these words. Certain county and
city officials have been running a course
of insolent defiance to law. With contemptuous disregard of the courts, they
have gone on either brazenly indifferent
or with sneering rejoinder to the appeals
of home and church. Unmoved they
have seen the streets fill with drunken
loafers, insolent to the passers-by, importuning the wayfarer for money and a
a menace to the peaceful citizen.
Do
these Democratic officials then wonder
at the revolt? Do they wonder that
Democrats of life-long devotion to the
party can no longer stand for this sort

Today the proper use of good perfumes
WHAT WE NEVER FORGET
recognized as not only a great pleasaccording to science, are the things associated
but
a
of
ure,
civilized with our
legitimate part
early home life, such as Bucklen’s
life, and my lady’s toilet is not complete ! Arnica Salve, that mother or
grandmother
without a touch of the dainty odor she used to cure our burns,
boils,scalds, sores, skin

tional

faith in, and pledge anew
our fealty to, the
principles and policies
of Republicanism as enunciated it: our
national and State platforms and as ex-

flag brought it into expolicies had always had
in view the welfare of the people as
a whole.
The prosperity, stimulated
by the protective tariff, the govermental grant of lands in the west by homesteaders, the reclamation projects and
the policy ot conservation were cited as
instances of “beneficient activity equalled
by no other government in the world,” in
an equal period of time.
Reference was
liberately
istence and its

promotion

“Proud of these prosperous times, the
result of Republican rule,” says the

quarters for the course he
has pursued with regal'd to Mexico. The
Spokane Spokesman-Review says that emplified

he has thus far handled American relations with Mexico during the Madero and

to the

Journal.

is

!

Neal

ago
the

THE VERDICT TODAY.

as their grandfathers
did, as well
cultivating side whiskers and strapping their trousers under their boots in
ing that the commander of the Ameri- styles dating back to the same period.
Modern
physicians recognize the
cans, Col. William Ledyard, tendered his
sword to Major Bromfield, the British therapeutic value of perfumes, as a
commander, in token of surrender. If is safeguard against contagion, but most ;
then related that Bromfield ran Ledyard people use perfume because they like
through with the sword he had just be- it, though people of refinement never
fore given up in token of submission to a overdo this use, but confine it to a delicate perceptible fragrance that never
superior force numerically.
The Burlington convention, while not offends as do gross common scent3.
THE DAINTY WOMAN OF FASHION.
honored by the presence of the President,
j
The dainty woman selects a special j
was a splendid success, interest in the
object of the organization, that of secur- perfume and uses this only in all her ;
ing a permanent 6-foot channel at low toilet articles, and it is becoming a fad
water in the Upper Mississippi river from with young girls to select the odor of
Minneapolis to the mouth of the Mis- some flower that corresponds with their
souri river, inciting the delegates to favorite color.
Say a girl chooses the
essence of violet, Clover or Heliotrope,
great enthusiasm.
Following in orderly sequence will come and has her sachets, perfume, toilet l
the eighth annual convention of the Na- | water, powder and soap to correspond.

ed the Americans

trial peace. That is a platform on which
all good citizens can stand.

reaffirm

tion from all

every other means had failed.

m

Call

Drug Habits Special,,
with Great Success.

meets in perrume, sacnets, powder and j
eruptions, cuts, sprains or bruises. Forty
toilet water. Nor is the enjoyment of 1 years of cures prove it merit. Unrivaled for
this luxury confined to the women of piles, corns or cold sores. Only 25 cents at all
:
tack which resulted in the butchery ot
society, for men are often accused of druggists.
———— mmmmn
every man within the walls of the garri-" using the handy bottle on the wife’s
son. One of the blackest pages ip British
dresser, and latest news from London
history is the inhuman treatment"accord- states that English dandies are using

ness

tion

one man elected a week,
owes a vote of thanks to

certain.

,1

HA8|

bv

overcome

Portland, Me.

—

tach themselves to the name of Fort
Griswold, for it is against this American
fortress that Benedict Arnold led an at-

management of the State highways;
for conservation of natural resources;
human endeavor.
for continued aid to rural schools; for
to all pledges of the party to
situation
in
New
The political
Hamp- “fidelity
the evils of the liquor traffic” and
reduce
shire is thus depicted by a special from
for the enforcement of prohibition in noConcord to the Boston Transcript: “The
license territory; “for such changes in
old guard Republicans have been better
our primary law as will enable the candiunited by the Roosevelt revolt than they
date of limited means to compete on
have been in ten years. So are the new
terms w'ith the rich man for nomiparty people, and while the time is very equal
and for the extension of the
short for them to build a machine and nation,”
law to the election of delegates
primary
their
are
forces, they
attacking
organiz;
The Democratic to National conventions; and for legislathe task with vigor.
of

More than

when, in Athens, Hippocrates rid Monday,
at Republican
city ot the plague by using perfumes unassuming gentleman
headquarters in this city. Kennebec
after

6th, the latter in Burlington,
Iowa, Sept. 10th, lltn and 12th. Presi-

tho

The

and newspapers have turned to him
for facts, and they have been promptly

at-

be

TREATMENT. N
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DRINK
can
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that th<» Neal Treatment
in three days.”

the

party “has survived in the dent Taft was present at the New Lonpast both the open attacks of its legiti- don convention and talked to the delemate opponents and the treachery of its gates in the natural
amphitheatre made
beneficiaries, and its work is not now to by the emplacements for the guns at Old
be impeded by those who, failing to dic- Fort Griswold.
tate its policies, seek its destruction.”
History and romance irresistably atTt

was

\"l|

1

tMncyinsayingthatlh.u

ers

tested

5th and

United States and recommends it as a
Theodore Roosevelt as “the most danto all political parties” and “heartiguide
gerous man in the country.” He critiindorses the administration of Presily
Roosevelt
while
Presiaction
of
cised the
dent Taft.” In State issues the platdent by permitting the absorption of the
form declares for “legislative encourageTennessee Coal & Iron Co. by the United
ment of all enterprises that will develop
He said the ;
States Steel corporation.
or enlarge the
indust-ial, agricultural
former President recognized the trusts
and commercial interests of the State of
free
from
as
permanent institutions,
New Hampshire;” for a permanent busicon

competition, while he recognized
petition as legitimate in all other lines

Hubbard

supplied.
No large stafEof clerks has been sendthe olfactory nerve connects directly ine out to the Republicans of Maine
such mass of literature as that
loading
with the center of the brain, where the
mails to Democracy, but the few
Galen, first and afterward Des Cartes, facts mailed have been clear cut and
located the soul. However this may be, have borne the imprint of truth and
fairness. And Arthur Brown, former
history is filled with proofs of the inhas attended to it all.
secretary of
fluence that perfumes exercise on man. His work hasState,
not been of the spectacuThe incense burner and bearer are im- lar kind; it has not been of a nature to
portant and oft recurring figures on the attract attention to its author, it has
been largely a thankless task this
mural remains that picture the life of
acting
as political
encyclopedia, but it has been
Egypt, Greece and Rome, in the heyday most necessary of all. Some one had
of their civilization.
to buckle down to it for the good of the
The sails of Cleopatra’s barge were cause, and we, who have had a chance
to know, call attention !o the faithfulscented, we are told, so that “The winds ness
and exactitude with which the
duty
were love sick with them,’’ and the
has been performed by Mr. Brown.
medicinal value of sweet odors

provement Association. The former was
held in New London, Conn., Sept. 4th,

vjews and be entirely courteous. Republican

the

Church, Valley j,.,'

“1 took a patient to tV
\.
he was treated for three .1,'
Wh™ discharged lie eai.i o'
to drink, or appetite for i.

which

It is curious that familiar odors stimulate memory more than taste or touch.
This has been ascribed to the fact that

bors.”

The entire Republican State ticket in

Points.

Political

was

After taking the contents of three
boxe$, I was cured and today I am in good
health. It gives me pleasure to recommend
Doan’s Kidney Pills to my friends and neigh-

AUTHi

Rev. Matthew Gleason

that

growing things

Store.

of this

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

I suffered
from kidney complaint. The kidney secretions
were irregular in passage and contained sediment. Often the passages were too frequent,
then again scanty and attended by a scalding
years ago

says:

HIGH

|Lamsoti&||

New York, Sept. 23, 1912. Almost
A quiet man, in a quiet corner of a
everyone enjoys the sweet odors that big Augusta building, has been moulding
of his party into shape foi
primarily we associate with flowers, the fortunes
after day he hat
weary weeks.
though many people prefer the smell of plodded away, Day
digging out facts anc
spices, new mown hay. the breath of figures to refute extravagant Demopines and balsams, or that indescribable cratic claims and has downed the “eeon
whiff of summer essence that comes on omy” crowd every time with their owr
weapons. This man, with the assistance
breezes that blow over fields of bay- of
one
stenographer, has prepared anc
berry, sweet fern and the innumerable sent out the Republican literature

help to makeup' has figured in almost every newspaper,
the bouquet of delicious fragrance which daily and weekly, in Maine. Shut ofi
from the inspiration and enthusiasm of
sensation. I used nearly every remedy I had ! one breathes ecstatically,
say in August out-field
activity, Arthur I. Brown has
later when the question came up as to ever heard of but without good results. I on the
coast of Maine, and in many held himself down to the
grind of answerwhether we should repeal the present finally read of Doan’s Kidney Pills and I at other
the
demands
of all those in need oi
ing
delightful places.
once procured a supply at Poor & Son’s Drug
it
or
let
it
remain
as
information.
law,
Committees, clubs, speakProhibitory
is,
MEMORY AND PERFUMES
it

FOR PRESIDENT,

Me.,

j
!

THE MAN WHO FURNISHED THE
FACTS.

Fashions in Perfumes.

#®“To

new

Farmer^

one

Republican Journal,

$1.00

year,
one

year,

2.00

Both for $2.25.
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displays of woman’s handiwork.

I

Fair Notes*

exhibit that

j!

An
attracted much' attention

was an entire dress of batten berg, exquisite in its daintiness. It '< the pro18th,
morning, Sept.
Jt a
perty of Mrs. Vesta Davis Higgins of
a sPecial p"rse
w give
Brooks, who also displayed other dainty
to
Mr.
Hughes
U<v?tef $5 and $15 because of the productions.
lirPr,ze ,'nf Bangor,
Rugs adorned the walls and quilts
Mr psk' Growing out of the horse hung overhead, and both quilts and
rugs
In the pulling were
san?faCV^
worthy of note. Among the exconiW-' ,
Swanville was first; hibitors
of rugs were Mrs. L. L. EastKing
Jones,
itch- I ,,ieor. second; Leslie
man, Exeter; Addie Tuttle, Carmel;
was
played Mrs. S.
M. Bryant, Bangor; Mrs. Mary
baseball game
Jackson
between
F. Nickerson, Swanville; Mrs. E. J.
afternoon
jdneSda',
Hilte, Newburgh; Mrs. Lora Chase,
SHOW.
Monroe; Mrs. Leviah Getchell, Carmel;
^‘thE BABY there
was a baby Mrs. H. O. Nickerson, Mrs. G. O. Wood,
sdav noon
ff*® .h,»ut 200 people gathered in Mrs. E. Jeffards, Belfast; Mrs." Annie
i* ® r? hall Eleven babies of vari- Perkins, Mrs. Julia White, Monroe.
The following exhibited quilts: Mrs.
,CJ- ; , sizes were entered. The
W. A. Grant, Mrs. Susie Dawson, Mona silver
girl,
cup,
|*fs,he prettiest 10 months, daugh- roe; Mrs. Angelia
ace,
Simpson, Dixmont;
iieforr
Monroe; a Mrs. Nellie Holmes, Winterport; Mrs.
Arthur Knight of
F.
Harland
Mary
Nickerson,
Swanville; Mrs.
olprettiest boy,
ft:
son of Mrs. Ralph Tuttle and Mrs. Bryant.
1
Sofa pillows were exhibited by Addie
iff,aln a large silver cup,
s:
f Auburn, to Roland, Tuttle; Ethel Luce, Newburgh; Linda
t oi
,,f Mrs. Carroll Clem- Chase, Brooks; Mrs. Vesta D. Higgins,
Bond1' ;
a silver cup, Glenice Brooks; Belle J. Palmer, Mrs. C. B.
s;
daughter of Mrs,. Ronny, Monroe; Mrs. J. M. Haley, Wiriks. Weight of light- -terport.
At the right were the drawings, photos,
ly1
is weight of heaviest,
s w ere Mrs. Sadie pictures in oil, water color and crayon,
pyrography, etc. Clifton M. Hamm of
: aii lypoint, Miss Mar|h
#*1
Brewer, Mrs. Nancy Brooks and Lena Inness of Searsport

trustees of

mJtingof the

Ce'?LTday

Tuesdfv.

DISPLAY.
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larger than
exhibitors were
,.r; W. P. WoodJ >hn Innes & Son,
mm. Brooks; W.

fowl
:
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»as

>ri:

Webber,

E.

N.

ks, Belfast; A. L.
Mrs. S. M. Hamm,
r, Monroe; S. A.
;

p

Cronkite, Monroe;
Winterport. The

1.

iy.
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-‘[t*

pure white and buff
vhite, buff, Columbian
Ues, buff and white
and r ise comb Rhode
>
ntams, white Polish and
displaying geese were
i
Monroe, Messrs,
st'on Woodworth. Those
Mrs Hamm, Messrs.
r and Woodworth.
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CATTLE.
-I ..wing cattle in grades
,bs Brooks; F. L. Ricker,
«
mby and H. Little-

} \ia..
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S. Twombly, E. F.
C. Hamm, Brooks.
rue 0. Holmes are

! am'h
m
t

ind others were showt. ,t n and steers were
ittlefield, J. W. NickH
i .i; field, E. B. Gowen;

Lrp

£L
i;
Granvil

W. Littlefield, George
If B Twombly, F. M. Nickerso
/ >
Ralph Emerson, H.
Nickers. ;■
:
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rivals;

alone entered
1
Clement and Mrs.
nt of W’interport had
.f dairy cheese.
oln, Monroe, had an
.i
s equal to if not exAt the
m r years.
: ids
of grasses and
in sample bouquets,
of vegetables proper
lifferer.t kinds with
o to ten different varii he unusual in this exlues and ground alis attached.
She alsc

Kg.
on!
libit
it. g tt

lip.
r
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lift
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Averill, Monroe

Searsport; W. N,
E. Plummer, Mon
>oks; E. M. Grant,
A.

Dixmont and
|

B.

e 1

t isi.

Tuttle

anc

honey.

had

a

most at-

preserves, cannet
tc—48 differeni
a
tine exhibit os
ns, and entered
the ladies’ hall
.-ike and specimen o:
is in expert cook
ributor to this fail
si's.
Side by sid<
domestic exhibit! >
id Dunton of Win
i"S contesting alsi
gle specimens in al
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A. White bread, am I
>f pear preserves
pied the right ham 1
t e hall, and acros,
bearing the flow
were
attractive
d
and
arrat-tfThi s
fragrant.
to look at.
Mrs. Lin
1
rnll.-ction of beauties
Croxford displayei I
th beautiful and rare
ind Doris Gould o E

Mrs. C. W
three bouquets o E
ind Ethel Nealle; r

rs.

el..

o
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of unusual

beauty, i
leopard begonia

fasker of

Dixmont?

THE. fruit
display.
;-i, in this hall

wa 3

bj plates of fruit
art app*es>
although peart
e by no means lack

id or

for the most par I
ored, especially th e
ter varieties.
Th 6

ss
it

wens, the

plum 3
though the lattt r
ripening to advan'
a
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Vs-

sof apples, repr<
1 he apple exhib
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WALDO STATION.
Many pieces of potatoes are affected by
rust.A frost Saturday night destroyed
squash and cucumber vines... Mrs. Sarah Elwell has sold her handsome growth of pines
to Mr. James C. Durham of Belfast. The

animals.

K

nones;

a

two weeks’ vacation at the home of her aunt,
Mrs. Harry McLaughlin.... Mrs. John Tait has
accepted a position as assistant in the post
office, recently resigned by Miss Ellen Carr.
Wilfred G. Hurley of Waterville is spending a
few days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
F. Hurley.... Miss Lena Townsend has returned to her home in Old Town after being the
guest of Mrs. Thomas Cuddy for a week.

a

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

Colby College opened Friday Sept.
20th, with the promise that the coming

year will be one of increased attendance
and accomplishment.

these,
young
have entered the upper classes from the

i^mn-

carved piece, seahorse
the Philippines; whale’s tooth,

soapstone

Bangor Theological

from
shark’s tooth; ostrich’s egg, and a 30foot horsehair lariat used in the west as
bed rope to prevent rattlesnakes cross-

Seminary, Middle-

Doane College of Nebraska
and Mount Allison College. The chapel
exercises were conducted by Pres. Chase,
assisted by Rev. Dr. Leavitt H. Hallock
of the Pine street Congregational church
of Lewiston. The day was devoted to
the registration of students and assignment of classes.

bury College,

ing.

Two small boxes, hand carved, and
both elaborately and beautifully done,
were shown by E. G. Sawyer; a tinted

photo by Celia Nickerson; hand painted
articles and a silver cup complete the
i

NORTH UNITY.
R. E. Stone, left

for Boston last Sunday to
be gone indefinitely, on business... .The outlook for farmers in the potato business is not

as

flattering

as

last year. There may be

as

many

raised, but the price is ruling low_The corn
canning factory in Unity opened up for business last week, and all are hoping the frosts
will postpone their visits this year until the
is all

in, as much damage and loss was
last year by early frosts... Chester
Gerry is making improvements on the interior
of his house, finishing the upper story and
making changes below.... R. E. Stone had the
misfortune to lose a valuable 4 year-old horse
last weeK. The cause is supposed to have been

corn

sustained

a

too sudden

change

of feed from grass to hay
Arvesta Chase of Water

while warm_Mrs.
ville is visiting her sister, Mrs. Clara, at the
old homestead in Troy
Mrs. Maud Mudget-.
of Burnham visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Munroe, one day last week-R. E. Stone
..
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living water, which he intends having
brought into the house_Clarence Whitney
is having his well drilled for living water....
M rs. Patno of Unity has sold her stock, all but
the horse, and leased her farm, preparatory
to making a change in her name and sur%
roundings, intending to reside in Pittsfield.
May happiness attend her...The Ladies Aid
was very hospitably entertained by Mrs. John
Pierce last Wednesday, and a goodly number
was present despite the unfavorable weather.
After business and a good social time all repaired to the dining room, where a bountiful
repast was awaiting them and to which ample
justice was done. The next meeting will be
tor

the U niversity of Maine
contents of the case.
noon. Sept. 19th, and
that had comstudents
of
IN
THE STOCK DEPARTMENT.
; the number
up to Friday morning with Mrs. Clarence Coffin October 9th. All are
registration
pleted
F. L. Ricker, Monroe, had s i x
is divided as follows: Seniors, 28; Juniinvited
Mr. George Townsend and
thoroughbreds in Holstein. The head ors, 41; Sophomores, 68; Freshmen, 138. coidially
father have bought in Bangor, where they inof the herd was Brigsdale Queen, The school course in
to date
agriculture
tend to make their future home. Mr. George
Prince No. 3, 8,6611, H. F. H. B.,
has 21 first year students and eight
a
was
year old, which
bought in second year students. There are also Townsend and family autoed to Sherman last
March ot L. J. Trask, West Paris. Two
their former home, 130 miles.
seven special students and four students week,
cows, over four years-old,one three years each in the first and second years of the
and
a
two
old
year-old heifer had pedi- pharmacy course. The registration of
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The 37 first
grees equal to that of the head.
year co-eds speaks well for the
cattle have production back of their pedcause of co-education at the State UniThe following transfers in real estate were
igree, which is very important from the versity, and is far ahead of any previous recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds
financial standpoint.
Mr.
Ricker also
for the week ending Sept. 23,1912:
showed eight head of grade stock. His year.
Arthur T. Shute, Stockton Springs to Clara
business is selling cream and he proTHE POTTLE GENEALOGY.
nounces his cattle good cream cows.
Lillian Spinney, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
His cream goes to Jackson, which is s
Annie Hall, Islesboro, to Elmer L. Pendleton,
branch of the Turner Centre’ creamery
To the Editor of The Journal: In readdo.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Mr Ricker showed a flock of nine ing in a recent issue of The Journal tae
Julia P. Tilton, Unity, to D. C. Webstef,
sheep and eight lambs of Oxford Dowr genealogy of the Pottle family I found that 1 Freedom; land and
buildings ip Freedom.
grades and a pair of matched working could add to the descendants of Daniel Pottle.
Percy Z. Dodge, Searsport, to Cleveland P.
horses, Percheron, which weigh 2,600 e
He married Mary Holt, and three children Curtis, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
pair.
Wilbert N. Brier, Detroit, Mich., to FredCharles P. Woodbury of Freedorr were born to them--Joseph, Daniel and Serena.
JoBeph, the eldest, was born December 6, erick C. Gay, 'Brooklyn, N. Y.; land in Belfast.
showed 17 head of registered Shorthorns.
Caroline
married
He
Nov.
1810.
11,
Stetson,
Rudy Kip,-the head of the herd, is bref
Guy F. Stevens, Unity, to Chas. B. and
from imported stock, is two years ole 1844, and they moved to Lincolnville, where Lizzie A.
Denaco, Freedom; land in Unity and
and weighs 1,500. The animals are ol
they always lesided. He died March 24 1890, Knox.
what is known as the dairy strain anc
had three children—Edgar B., Seraphine,
James A. Carleton, Winterport, to John
Mr. Woodbury pronounces them gooc They
and Ella S. Pottle
Mtfrch, do.; land in Winterport
dual purpose cattle. His main purpose
Edgar B. Pottle married Villa Clarke ol
is raising breeding stock, but excesi
Henry E. Shute, Stockton Springs, to Sarah
Lincolnville, April 29, 1871. One son was born M. Shute, do.; land and buildings in Stoekton
cream is made into butter in the home
Clair.
them—J.
Some neifers in this htre to
dairy.
Springs.
are exceedingly promising, and the here I
Seraphine married Jackson Mathewa of LinAustin Wentworth, South Montville, to
has always won its share of prizei 1 colnville August 15, 1872. She died January 5,
Viola Higgins, Morrill; land in Morrill.
whenever and wherever exhibited.
1890. Suf Children were born of thia union—
George W. Burkett, Belfast, to Cyrus E,
F. H. Quimby of Brooks showed regis
Harry E., July 22,1873; Gussie Howe, May 21 Tibbetts, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
tered and grade Ayrshires, 14 heaef ii
Dec.
J.
Ora V., May 3
John G. Cunningham, Franklin, Mass., to
all, nine of which are registered. The 1876; Homer,Nov. 7, 1877;
7, 1885; Carl S., April 21 Fred H. Fowles, Belmont; land and buildings
1880; EIJa R-,
herd is the same as shown last
,

Registration at
began Thursday

..

!

year,witl

the addition of two head of young stock
cream is sent to H. P. Hood’s cream
He also showed twi
ery at Brooks

The

black colts, Percherons, one and fivi 1
8810 fee
y years old, which are fine animals.
of ear>
of
“
filling tips ai
F. W. Gibbs of Brooks -showed si;
pure blooded Guernseys and ten grade
*
!'al"es’ hall.
of the popular breeds.
een the
Rexiora Ryder, Brooks,
usual attractii -e'
showed a yok :
corn

vacation.

fancy work inThe East Maine Conference Seminary,
eluded two centerpieces by Mrs. Henry
for the fall term
Barbour of Stockton Springs and table Bucksport, opened
17th with the largest class for
mats by her daughter, Ruth, under 15 Sept.
It is comprised of 85 stumany years.
years of age. Each of the entries was dents from out
of town, and 60 from the
particularly attractive.
town.
The case containing curios and ancient
articles was well filled. In one corner
Among the recent promotions at the
candle mold, canteen, several University of Maine College of Law
was
a
plates, pitchers, sugar bowl, candlestick, was Edgar Myrick Simpson, A. B., from
cup and saucer, bellows and samplers, assistant professor of law to professor
shown by Mrs. Tuttle.
of law; George Henry Worster, L. L.
A gun used on the frigate Constitu- M., from instructor in sales and private
tion in battle with the British ship corporations to associate professor of
Guerriere Aug. 19, 1812, is the property law; Bartlett Brooks, A. B., L. L. B.,
of H. S. Webber, who also showed a from instructor in contracts and negotirebel canteen taken from Port Hudson, able papers to assistant professor of law.
La., with samples of bullets used in
The first cfiapel exercises of the fall
those times; a piece of copper from the
ship Cumberland, sunk by the Merrimac term at the University of Maine took
at Newport News; a rebel cartridge place at 11 o’clock latt Thursday mornmade in England and taken from a mag- ing with the following program: Organ
azine at Port Hudson after the surrender; voluntary, Raymond Floyd; musical ina rebel bullet fired at the battle of Baton
vocation; responsive reading. Psalm 90,
Gloria Patri; singing, Holy, Holy, Holy,
Rouge, La., cut from a magnolia tree.
Mrs. Vesta Davis Higgins had a fine Lord God Almighty; Scripture reading;
display of curios, which included petri- prayer; violin solo, Dr. R. R. Drumfied wood from Phoenix, Ariz., quar- mond; address, Pres. R. J. Aley; singried and worked by pupils of the Indian ing University hymn.
school at Arizona; riding quirt of MexiBates College opened Wednesday morncan hair-work; a pincushion made from a
for its 50th year. The
cactus; Apache Indian war club, and In- ing, Sept. I8th, numbers
142, of whom 92
dian bag of beads; a beautifully carved entering class
are
men.
Besides
students

id, Dixmont; C.

.son,

looking

Later contributions to
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mulches, accord^

George 0. Holmes, Belfast, showed
Ayrshires, two head, which are good

compliments.

flowers, artistically

I

Mr. and lira. Norman Thurlow arrived recently from Stonington, where they passed the

nal.

of the same, was especially attractive.
Mrs. Simpson displayed a knit spread
of attractive design.
In the cotton patch quilts one in tree
design made by Mrs. Mary Nickerson
has many pieces and received lots of

Leavitt and Nellie R.
hibits of everything
except fruit. Mr.
fine looking vegekinds, and several
■i ith an
accompanigrains of different
.tors were Waltei
1. Bickforfi, Carmel
lpden; H. 0. Bach-

at;rolr. r

in the home of his son, 0. B- McKechnie....
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elwell have moved to
Oakland, where they will reside.Miss Florice D. Foster went to Portland Saturday for a
several weeks’ visit.... Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Purington of Augusta visited over Sunday with
her mother, Mrs. Dora Ripley. They were accompanied home by their children, who had
been visiting here several weeks....Howard
Libby is enjoying his annual vacation from his
duties as driver of the R. F. D and Clyde
Allen is serving as substitute....Miss Ethel
Allen has returned to her work in the office of
the Pittsfield Advertiser, after a two months’

or

BURNHAM.

18*.
These are the descendants of Daniel PottU
and Mary Holt of Searsmont as nearly aa the}
Ella S. Pottle.
can be given.
Medfleld, Mass.
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, trj
Doan’s Regulate, a modern laxative. 25c. a ;
all atores.

in Belmont
/
Lydia H. and William Farwell, Thorndike,
to Elden A. Ward, do.; land and buildings it
Thorndike.
“Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil is the best rented]
for that often fatal disease—croup. It has bees
used with success in our family for efghl
years."—Mrs. L. Whiteacre, Buffalo, N. Y, ^

satisfaction for more than 60
years. Medical Book sent free.
Ho.

3
4

Belfast and

Prlo.

One

Boston, $3.25^
Way. $6.00 Round Trip.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily
except Sunday.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily, except Mon-

day.

Leave Boston at 6.00 p.

day.
Leave Rockland

m.

daily, except Sun-

6.15 a. to. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston! daily, except Monday.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
at

^WANTED
A

HTMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corner
L...s a taul Ann Street. New York.

capable girl or woman.
No. 4 Church Street,
Apply to
Or Telephone 25
38tf

1
2
3
4

1

^ ^ wvw warn

*

1
2

2
3
4

^

^
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D. P. PALMER’S

m

King McGregor, bs., (Burrill).2 2 2
E. T. L., bg., (Young).3 3 3
Time 2.25, 2.25f, 2.30*.
A special feature was a fast mile on a 7 h.
p.
Indian motor-cycle driven by L. M. Ludden
of Brockton, Mass., who went the mile in

-A

Its not too bad, and not too good,
But I do like to see men dress as they should'

K
•

1

1

ms* r*^

1 Famishing Goods Store \

3

Lady Braden, brm., by Brown Braden

(Gallagher).1

foe

BANGOR LINE.

i Fever*. Congestions, Inflammations.35
% Worm*. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease.. 35
3 Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.2i
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.95
7 Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis.25
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
9 Headache. Sick Headache. Vertigo.25
I (I Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13 Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.......25
1-1 Salt Kheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
15 Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.35
10 Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.35
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.25
SO Whooping Couch, Spasmodic Cough.95
21 Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.35
37 Kidney Disease.- .....25
38 Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
30 Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.35
34 Sore Throat. Quinsy__
25
77 Grip, Hay Fever and Sommer Colds.25
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.

Time. 2.26}, 2.24*, 2.28}.
2.20 Class, Trot or Pace. Purse $125.
Ciorinda, bl. m., by Colombo,
(Burrill).A.0 2 111
Miss Avon, b. m., (-).0 12 3 8
Frank C., ch. g., (Nash).3 8 3 2 2
Time, 2.28*, 2.21*, 2.22J, 2.24, 2.25.
224 Class* Purse $126.
Lady Braden, br. m., by Brown Braden
(Nash).1 1 1
Lady Emperor, g. m., (Wentworth).2 2 2
Dr. Bingen, b. s„ (Bur-ill).8 8 3
Time, 2.23*. 2.24}, 2.25.
There were three good races Thursday, the
closing day. The summary:
1
2

EASTERN 8TEAM8HIP
CORPORATION.

.

Humphreys’ Specifics hare
been used by the people with

The racing on the first day. Sept. 17th, was
reported last week. The racing Wednesday
was a feature of the day, and the 2.20 class
was particularly exciting.
The first heat was
a dead heat and five heats were needed to decide the race. The summary:
2.40 Trot. Purse $125.
Kohl McBeth, b. g„ by Fred Kohl
(Burrill).1 l i
Lizzie Constantine, bl. m., (Mason).2 2 2
Howard, bl. s., (McFarland).4 3 3
F. D. L., b. g., (Dearborn)...„3 4 4

Free for all Mixed. Purse $200.
Mercer C., bm.. by Marston C. (Metcalf)1
Frank C. chg. (Lunt).2
Miss Avon, bm. (Best).4
Dr. Bingen, bs. (Burrill).3
Time 2.21*, 2.24*. 2.23*.
2.36 Class Mixed. Purse $126.
Hattie P., brm. (Metcalf).1
Link Braden, brh. (Preston).2
Odd Mark, bg. (Kimball).4
Lady Marston, bm. (Allen).3
Time 2.26}, 2.25}, 2.28}.
2.30 Class Mixed. Purse $125.

_a

Over Half-Century.

THE RACES AT MONROE.
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were care-

cabinet with
which keeps

In the creamery departSon of Winterport
tors. In dairy butL. A. White of Monof Winterport and
ilrooks contested for
tter in prints found

jji

j

ing to conditions,and while he has sprayed in past years has not done so
lately as
it did not seem necessary. In
boxing
the number of appleB in each box is
placed on the box, and all are of uniform
size. Boston, Providence and New
York
markets take the fall fruit, while the
winter apples go chiefly to the
English
market.
Edwin Greeley of Bar Harbor, 12 years
old, who was with Mr. Littlefield for the
summer, trained three pairs of steers
which were shown here.
At Belfast
he took first and second prize and
the
special offered by The Republican Jour-

County Correspondence.

F. M. Nickerson, Monroe, .showed 11
exhibited maps which showed consider- head registered Shorthorns. His
able talent. There were oil paintings by nal herd contained some 17 head, origiall of
H. A. Mosher, Orono, E. G. Sawyer and which are fine milkers and
handsomely
Mrs. F. M. Nickerson, Monroe.
Miss marked. They have been a money makMosher, Mrs. M. P. Waite of Monroe and ing herd and his stock has always been Murphy boys are now cutting them....Mrs.
Vesta D. Higgins of Brooks had a collec- in demand. The herd has been bred
upon Sarah Townsend, who with her husband has
tion of water colors. Addie B. Tuttle the same farm for over 25
years and is been visiting Mrs. Maria Bailey, is now very
displayed painted china. George Inness known all around. It was originally the sick in Waldo
County hospital... .Mary Levenhad a ludicrous picture entered "Tulips,”
l^erd of the late Eli C. West, and Nick(two darkies about to kiss one another). erson, his son-in-law, has kept the stock seller is quite ill. Dr. Pearson attends her
C. M. Moore, Monroe, had several photos up t its high mark He now is superin- and fears appendicitis... .Mrs. Cora Elwell,
who has been with the family of Mr. James
of improved buildings, Maude Cooper, tendent of aohnnla and nnn’nfr
Chase for nearly eight years, has, on account
Monroe, and Myrtle L. Robinson, South of help is reducing his stock.
of ill health, gone to her sisters in Morrill,
Paris, pen and ink sketches.
DISPLAY OF FARMING TOOLS.
to regain it to some degree. She has
FANCY WORK AND CURIOS.
Besides the exhibits in all depart- hoping
many friends in this place who earnestly hope
Mrs. Tuttle was one of the largest ex- ments, there is always much interest to
have her back soon... .The Station Sunday
hibitors in the fancy work department, shown in the displays of local and other
school went to Swan Lake on a picnic not long
having entries in nearly every Knit class. firms. The display of farming tools was
A knit spread showed by' her was very the best for some years. J. C. Plourd of since and had a very enjoyable day. Mr.
pretty and involved a great deal of work, Monroe, who is located at the old Ed Marden the genial proprietor of the ''Lake
as did a crocheted spread.
Nealley stand, handles farm machinery House” is never to busy or too tired to help
The show cases in the center of the of all kinds, carriages, harnesses and other the
young people enjoy the pleasant features
hall set off to good advantage the em- equipment, cream separators of several of the
place.
broidered pieces. Some were of the fin- kinds, fur coats and robes. Mr. Plourd
est muslin, and others, of heavier work, had a big exhibit, including eight vehiFRANKFORT.
included center pieces, sideboard and cles, samples of as many different kinds;
Miss Margart t W. Peirce has gone to Poughbureau scarfs and towels. Mexican and double, single work harnesses and drivN. Y., to enter Vassar college... .Mrs.
hardanger found a place here also. Here ing harnesses. A vegetable cutter and keepsie,
names.
Mrs. C. B. two Sharpies’ separators were under a James Tait has returned from a visit of two
are a few new
Roundy, Monroe; Mrs. C. W. Page, canopy enclosure outside also manure weeks with her brother, Ralph Kenney,in East
Hampden; Mrs. A. E Cunningham, spreaders, riding cultivator, sulky plow, Millinocket.... Miss Ellen G. Carr has gone to
Swanville; Mrs. Fred N. Savery, Bel- two walking plows and walking cultiva- Castine to resume her studies at the Eastern
fast; Mrs. Lucy A. Sargent, Searsport; tor. Mr. Plourd and W. B. Bartlett, State Normal school.... Percy Grant has movCelia M. Nickerson, Swanville; Mrs. his clerk, were kept busy looking after ed bis
family to Brooks, where they will reside
Lena C. Nye, Searsport; Miss Lucille the exhibit.
in the future..S.Nolan Kane, who has been in
Webber, Monroe.
THE W. C. T. U. REST ROOMS.
Boston during the summer months, is spending
In the crocheted work* doilies by Mrs.
The rooms of the W. C. T. U. were a few days at his home here....Miss Alice
Eastman; centerpiece by Lucille Web- the source
of
good to many people Averill of Providence, R. I., was the guest ofj
ber; doilies by Mrs. S. M. Bryant and as testified much
by the large registration and friends here the past week....The Waldo
table mats by Mrs. Tuttle were specialthe donation box.
Miss Alice Kane of
ly worthy of note. Table mats by Mrs. Swanville was in
Peirce reading room is again open, after being
charge Wednesday and
Cunningham were very evenly done, and Mrs. C. M. Conant
Tuesday. Other closed for two weeks during the vacation of
a crocheted tidy by Charlotte Parker, at
members of the union were also present the librarian, Mrs. Tait....O. E. Parker and
the age of 12 was a nice piece of handiwork. Celia Nickerson of Swanville and aided in the care of the headquarters. Charles Beal were in Belfast last week servThe ladies were always prepared with a
ing on the traverse and grand juries... .Haydisplayed specimens of fine tatting, and
of tea for the weary, or to furnish av ward Peirce, 2nd, has
a small collar in fine work of this class cup
gone to New Haven,
comfortable place for a child to have a
was shown by Mrs. Tuttle, who also
Conn., to resume his studies at the Sheffield
or for the sick or injured to rest—
nap
the
showed a worsted tidy representing
Scientific school at Yale.Mrs. Jacob Clegg
really a rest room, rightly named. Mrs. and little son have
links of Odd Fellowship.
gone to Northfield, Vt....
W. B. Twombly is president of the union
Helen Haley had a beautiful silk and
and Mrs. C. M. Conant superintendent Mr. and Mrs. Cliff onfjellison have returned to
worsted quilt with intricate fancy stitchof fair work. They, together with all their home in Bangor after visiting Mrs.
es.
the members, were untiring in their Clegg’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Clegg
Mfs. Vesta D. Higgins displayed beautiful table linen. One spread, with elab- efforts for the welfare of the rooms and and attending the Monroe fair.... Miss Gerthose who were its guests.
trude Lowe of Dorchester, Mass., is spending
orate corners in Mexican, with border

,_a

'tir

summer, and after a brief visit with his
mother, Mrs. George Berry, Mr. I. left for
Portland, where he is to be engaged in dentistry. Mrs. Thurlow will remain for a longer
visit....Misa Eva McKenney of Brockton,
Masa., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Albert
Cole.... A. J. McKechnieof Dover is visiting

plows, top dresses,

,,

ft.1-';-;

of matched three year olda and a
pair of
twin steer calves.
H. W. Littlefield, Brooks, had 18
head
Herefords. part pure apd part grades
his specialty being oxefi, beef
and veal.’
His whole herd of cattle, numbers
30
Mr. Littlefield combines the two
indus'
tries, apple growing and Btock.
He
ships all fincy fruit in boxes and will
have about 1,000 boxes for the
market
His orchard is the second in size in
Waldo county,having about 3,000
trees,Baldwin, Ben Davis, Stark, Wolf River
Wealthy and Alexander. He cultivates’

JP
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Thev
do it if they buy their Furnishing
Goods,
Hats,
Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Inter{
woven or Everwerr), Lamson & Hubbard Hats
A
{
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
BALL.
j)
between Carmel and
Wednesday’s game
Jackson and resulted in
of 10 to 7 in
ij Collars, Yale Union Suits—I am agent for these
favor of Carmel. It
long game and the ;
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere in
well matched. The umpire
parties
Hibbard, pitcher for the Monroe High school.
|J the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps ^ones1-1"6
The game Thursday
between Swanville
and Jackson and Hibbard
the pitcher.
f DWIGHT P. PALMER, Masonic Temple
1

^k

can

1*73

BASE

was

a score

was a

were

wsb

was

was

The game resulted in
favor of Swanville.
W. C.

a

score

of

10 to 7 in
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-the-

or Cradle Roll,
departments of W. C. T.

U. work, and in Dexter there are about
60 little ones on the Roll. Not long ago
a reception was held for the mothers and
babies and the white ribbons were tied
on the wrists of 14 little new members,
whose mothers promise to bring them up
in the principles of temperance and purity. This union holds an annual field day
at some pleasant place. The program
includes a picnic, sociability, speeches,
papers,

•

Jl

T. U. NOTES.

White Ribbon Recruits,
is one of the

•

^&

recitations, music,

Consumers’ Fuel Co.
Wish to announce that the following prices on
Coal are in effect after September 1, 1912 :
Chestnut Coal,
$8.25 per ton
“
8.00
Egg Coal,
“
Stove Coa|,
8.00
“
Pea Coal,
6.50
“
7.25
Coke,
All above prices subject to a discount of 25c.
per ton on all bills paid within 30 days after de-

etc.

The Androscoggin County W. C. T. U.
evidently did not take a vacation, for
they have been doing things all summer.
The'County convention at Sabattus was
followed by an Institute in Auburn.
There was also an Institute at Greene,
and although there was a pouring rain a
good audience gathered to listen to Miss

livery.

1

No discount for less than

one

ton.

4w38

Elizabeth Gordon.

August 2nd was W. C. T. U. Day at
Empire Grove Campground in Poland,
and Mrs. Quimby, State vice-president,
presented a splendid program. The
“Young Campaigners” came from the
towns round about, and their songs and
recitations added greatly to the interest.
Miss Elizabeth Gordon was the speaker,
remaining in camp several days.

August 4th was Temperance Day or
ground. Dr. W. F, Berry, Dr.

this same

F. A. Leitch and Miss Gordon

were

tl

t

superintendent and lead
er of this eampmeeting always wears r
white ribbon, and says that “W. C. T.
U. Day” has come to stay on that Campground.
speakf

The

rs.

I.

ii

.1
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YOONS WIFE
SAVED FRO
HOSPITAL
Tells How Sick She Was And
What Saved Her From
An

Operation.

Three years
married and went to house-

Upper Sandusky,Ohio.
ago I

was

—

£* s& t&t t%s &s &s iffii

t$g 8% s2& *$s *?5r 8% «?& a&

keeping. I was not
feeling well and
could hardly drag
myself along. I had
such tired feelings,
my back ached, my
sides ached, I had

«

|

PRESTON’S

£

jj Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
K<

bladder trouble awfully bad, and I could

»

not eat or sleep. I had

^

^

Washington street just oP I air. street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Cartful drivers if desired. Your patronly28
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13
W. C. PRESTON, Proprietor.
Is situated

V

or

^8
m

headaches, too, and
became almost a nervous wreck. My doctor told me to go to a hospital. I did
not like that idea very well, so, when I
saw your advertisement iri a paper, I
wrote to you for advice, and have done as
you told me. I have taken Lydia E,
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
Liver Pills, and now I have my health.
If sick sr.d f ling women would onlyknow enough to take your medicine, they
would get relief. ”—Mrs. Benj. H. StansBERY, Route 6, Box 18, Upper Sandusky,
Ohio.
If you have mysterious pains, irregu-

a® ses®ss®bs aE»«5Baf»®»aEaas®s»®ss«EaFsstas®««iSS» xm^a

|a
(ij
I
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1857

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

I’

»io

'♦

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE, FERJ ILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory m the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON

THE

& HALL, Belfast

COE-MORTIMER

4

®

Agents.

COMPANY,'

NEW

YORK.

lv

awaits

|

’Jt.

William Lincoln West

larity, backache, extreme nervousness,
inflammation, ulceration or displacement, don’t wait too long, but try Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound now.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, has been the standard remedy
for female ills, and such unquestionable
testimony as the above proves the value
of this famous remedy and should give

TRUCKING.
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
tion. Telephone connection
'W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Ave no*- B \ii.st
14tf

every one confidence.
■

The Shoe Situation.
Trading in*footwear shows further improve
ment, both in New England and at nearb
points, and while little buying has yet been fc
spring, many supplementary orders for fa
and winter goods have been received.
Ei
ceptional strength continues to be the leadin
feature in all varieties of irrther, with stool
depleted and demand sustained, owing to tl *
improvement tin footwear.- Dun’s Re vie'
Sept. 21st

\
\
I

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
At 52 High Street.
16tf

Tel. 216-13

Ex-Veterinary Inspector Rureau of Animal
Industry \ S. Department of Agriculture.

VETERINARIAN
TREATS

Al-I.

DISEASES OF

AN1JV1AI9

Hospital, 1'haininey and Office.*

8Pf/iNO

BELFAST MAIN F,
Hospital >eyer Closet*.

STKtF.T,

Phones—Hospital 69-13.

Residence 69-11

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chir. ody, Manicuring. Shampooing and Facial Work. Also a
full.line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
23«

WEARMlfllT^I RUBBERS
This Winter

I

And it is a prospferity established on so
solid a basis that an unusually acrimonious campaign preliminary to a national
BELFA8T.THURSDAY.SEPTEMBER 26, 1912
election has thu3 far had no disturbing
effect upon business. George M. ReyPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
nolds of Chicago, the head of one of the

Republican Journal

The

The

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

Eczema All Over Baby’s Body.
“When my baby was four months
old his face broke out with eczema,
and at sixteen months of age, his face,
hands and arms were in a dreadful
state. The eczema spread all over his
body. We had to put a mask, or cloth
tie up his hands.
over his face and
Finally we gave him Hood’s Sarsaparilla and in a few months he was entirely cured. Today he is a healthy
boy.” Mrs. Inez Lewis, Baring, Maine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures blood diseases and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

two

biggest aggregations of money in
the country, amounting to $280,000,000,
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
f p^ess Manager when attending the American Bankers’
For one square, one association meeting in Detroit, said:
Advertising Tf.rYis.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
“Not in the 32years I have been in the
and 25 c nts for each subsequent insertion.
banking business has prosperityhad so littlechance of beingshaken as it has at pres: .-VRIPTION Terms.
In advance, $2.00 a
year: $1.0(1 for six months; 50 cents for three ent. Why, ten years ago an election like
months.
this would have brought about a money
panic. Now there is no danger of such
an
That is a handsome, and well merited
eventuality. Prosperity is too well
founded to be shaken by politics.”
compliment the Kennebec Journal pays
Last January the Treasury Departto our distinguished fellow citizen, Hon.

The News of Brooks.
Joseph

ment submitted an estimate that there

Arthur I. Brown.

Decrow is

on

the road selling fruit

stock.

would probably be a deficit of $18,000,000
Miss Clara Jones of the Brooks High school
President Taft polled in 1908 the largest in customs
receipts for the fiscal year
popular vote ever given a President. His ending June 30th laBt, compared with the is to teach in Jackson.
Charles Ryder is building a nice stable at his
vote was 7,678,908 as against 7,623,486 in
previous year. But soon after January place on Emmons street.
1904 for Mr. Roosevelt.
1st the customs receipts began to inH. H. Pilley, who has been in poor health, is
What are we coming to when a leading crease and on July 1st the customs reve- now on the street
every pleasant day.
nues
were
but
below
what
$4,000,000
they j
Boston daily speaks of “Dr. Holmes’
James Payson and wife are at the village
doggerel?” Next we may hear the were the year before. They have con- and have employment in the corn factory.
sacred codfish spoken of disrespectfully. tinued to increase and at the present !
Mrs. L. A. Bachelder drove to Swanville
rate will show,instead of a deficit, a surlast Sunday to visit her son Wilson ar.d to call
The enrollment at Wellesley College
plus of $50,000,000 for the fiscal year upon friends.
bids fair to exceed 1500 this year, and
ending June 30, 1913. Generally a presMr. Leeman of Liberty is in town with his
ihe r.ew freshman class will be the idential election has lessened importamachine, and several lots have althreshing
largest in the history of the college. tions. "The situation is all the more re- ready been threshed.
The enrollment last year was 1,432.
markable,” says Acting Secretary James
Mrs. Martha E. Luce, who has been visiting
Freeman Curtis of the Treasury depart- her old friend Mrs.
May Rose, has returned to
The “special representative of the
ment, “in view of the continued agita- Belfast and Northport.
Col.
Roosevelt
with
Munsey publications
tion for a revision of the tariff downIt is said that Edwin Godding has sold his
wires from Omaha, Neb., that “Republi- J
A prospect of tariff legislation hay press, but that it will be run in this vicinknive Taft and cast ward.
cars are

planning

to

ballots for Wilson.” In other words they
propose to bite off their nose to spite
their face.

has had the

>

ffect in the past almost inand di-

ity as in previous

j
variaby to curtail importations
j minish customs receipts.”

drop her

Boston

political history
fear that they

to

complete the tabulation of the election

of Mason, Wellington, Chester, Mill- I
bridge and Mussel Ridge plantation had
■iot beet, received, and the returns from
Dexter
back

were

incomplete

for correction.

announce

and were sent

It is

expected to
today.

the result of the count

An

i

Friend’s school for

j

can

be raised any-

general movement,
late, but is keeping an

seems more

interest in

quiet

It is said
a

the Bulletin.

question but that this
more prosperous today than
at any previous period in its history; nor
can any one question the fact that this
There is
country is

no

prosperity has been attained under Republican legislation and Republican rule.

10 % Discount

Robertson, Clerk.

j

services
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I Going Out of Business 1

torvipn
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streak of cement

gravel

on

his

place

that

are

work

seems

“holding

the

fort.”

they

as
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Story and half h<
>ne-half acre uf lane
inown as "Frank Mi
>rice if sold at
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want to get out of business

by

LICENSED
teal

Al

Estate, Live Stod

rerms Reasonable

FREEDOM.

1

n

§

They also take this opportunity to
thank the public for their liberal
patronage while in trade.

p

once

ORRIN

I. WESTO?

jg
§jj

DECEMBER 1st.

||

State W. C. T. U. convention, in session
Auburn, includes among its members workers from all over the State, from the cities to
the little hamlets, where only one, or two, or

please their customers,

that will

§

in

three

3m38p

II

1§

AUBURN.

a

DISCOUNT

jg
|

The

that Edmund B. Young has struck

Offers their entire stock at

|j

morning worship; Sunday school
Epworth League praye'* meeting
Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m. Praise and
Evangelistic service at 7.G0 p. m. each Sunday
evening.

RIBbONERb IN

m

1N. H. Hopkins & Co.

m.;

WHITE

"

ttilkinp,

II

at 10.30

12

HAVE INVENTET
cow-tail holder :<
and which !
whenever 'used. The
md they may be hac
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The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sunat

^

m

the week at the North
follows: Morning wor-

Cow-Tai!lj

A

p

p

attend these services.

day

all Other Blankets

on

wmBmwMmmmmMmmjmmmMWMW wmwm

There will be services at Knowlton’s Hall,
High street, Sept. 29th, under the auspices of
the Spiritualist society.
Mrs. Lydia T. Hatch
and Annie B. Carter will conduct the after9.

S1.75

jameThThqwes.

Next Sunday will be rally day for the North
Church Sunday school, and it is hoped that
there will be a large attendance in all the
classes.
Parents are urged especially to see
that the children are in attendance.

epruipoc ut

$1,25

Ij

j|!

Sometimes this

to amount to

nothing, but the inJohn Mannucia, our local barber, was the terest and efforts of these one’s, and two’s, and
victim of a collison one evening recently with dozens, widens in its sphere of influence, as
an automobile, in which
the carriage was the ripples spread out and out from the pebble
An Autumn Ride.
The formal welcomes
wrecked, the horse somewhat injured and him- j thrown into a pond.
self badly shaken up.
to the convention were given last evening by
One day last week the writer, seated in a
Miss Ruth Ames, aged 15, who has been in a the local vV. C. T. U., for the churches, for the
Portland hospital for some two years for spinal city by the mayor, by the superintendent of comfortable carriage, rolled along behind a big
meningitis,seems to be gaining strength by the schools, and for the State Grange. During honest family horse “through fields and forests
the day reports were given by State officers fair," and enjoyed it as ody a true lover of
last reports. Alfreda Smith, seven years of
and some dozen superintendents. Today, with nature can. The day was perfect, with not a
age, has been sent to the same hospital for the
many more reports, is the Memorial service at cloud in the sky. The mellow autumn haze
same disease.
2 p m., and later, a “Query” on S. T. I. work
lay over the landscape and softened the yellow
Last Sunday afternoon the weather was fine
by Mrs. Georgia Tyler Woods of Troy. The and red, the purple and green, the brown and
and Rev. H. G. Booth welcomed a large audievening address will be by Mrs. Katherine gray, of nature’s coloring. Ail along the way
ence
at the Congregational church.
The j Lente Stevenson of Boston.
Tomorrow morn- the hedges of blue and white wild asters, the
friends of Mrs. H. H. Pilley were glad to meet
ing occurs the election of officers and of dele- masses of golden rod, the red of the sumac,
her at church and glad to learn that she is
gates to the national convention. In the after- the elder and the maple, made combinations of
strong enough to walk from her home to the noon the
county presidents have an hour, and ! color that delighted the eye. Now and then
place.
the children, L. T. L.’s and Young Campaign- we reached the summit of a high hill, and
The highway from the Meadow Brook bridge ers demonstrate, and little Leo
Lyons will looking off could appreciate the feelings
to the Long bridge has been made a State
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of Lubec of an aviator on his upward flight
alsing.
road under the direction of Commissioner S. J. will
give the evening addresses
though we were well satisfied with a
Roberts and it is a pleasant surprise to those
horse for our downward
trip. When we
Frosts Hurt Corn Pack.
w’ho
used
to drive over that strip
of
entered a beech wood and drove for what seemhighway in the olden time. It is now a piece
On account of the frost of the past few I ed miles through the stillness of it, our voices
of road that it is a pleasure to drive over.
days the corn packers are estimating that the j grew hushed as though we were passing down
corn pack this year will be only from 50 to 60
E. G. Louder of Thorndike was in Brooks
the aisles of some vast cathedral. Truly “the
per cent of the average pack. Very litt|e canSundav with his wife and four buxom children. ning has been done as yet, less than ten per groves were God’s first temples,” and in them
Sarah Cole was with them and enjoyed a call cent, according to estimates so that future today one feels His nearness and His power.
prospects for Maine's important crop are seri- On and on we went, over hill and down dale,
upon old friends very much, as she has been in
ous.—Portland Press Sept. 24th.
Brooks a great deal with her relatives. Mr.
past big farm houses and fields of corn that
Louder has a “Ford" and they have taken a
made us proud of our farmer’s blood, and our

medium of stale eggs. The spring is said to
medicinal, and our hostess informed us that
people came from far and near to get the
We wondered why with such an asset
water.

be

on

their farm

these

people

were

not

reaping

the benefit in showers of gold from summer
visitors. In such an idea
spot one could

easily imagine

throng

a

of

.-ummer

people

in

health and happiness, and a summer
resort that would rival the famous mineral

search of

springs of Europe. Surely we who enjoyed j
the hospitality ot that home on that, glorious j
autumn day, would be first to patronize the 1
mineral spring, and to sing the praises of host i
and hostess, the spring, the brook and the
farm.

R. T. Newell.
Road

News.

—

Automobile owners who make frequent use
of the road to Belfast will be interested to
know that the gully at Ducktrap is being filled
in to a depth of several feet, corresponding
with the level of the new bridge. When this
i
portant task is completed Ducktrap Hid
will have lost its terrors. Incidentally it maybe said that the Waldo county highways at the
present time are in much better shape than

—

This committee also found that
“aplegislature nave neen

diverted

Waldo Pomona Grange will meet, Oct. 1st in
Union Harvest Grange hall, Center Montville.
The address of welcome will be by Clara Mehuren and the response by J. C. Carey. Topic
for discussion will be, “Will It Be j Advisable
for the Farmers of Waldo County Grange to
O rganize a Farmers' Exchange, to Co-Operate
With Other Exchanges in the Statet” Ralph
Howard will open the discussion. A program
will be presented by Union Harvest Grange.

The October session of the Prospect & Unity
Association of Free Baptists will be held with
the West Winterport church October 5th and
6th. A full attendance is desired-—W. N.

nnnn

Regular Price 69c.

1 Lot 11-4 Blankets,
Regular Price
Sale price 98c.
1 Lot 11-4 Blankets,
Regular Price
Sale price $1.49

Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

The first service in the newly decorated
auditorium of the Grace Methodist Church,
Bangor, will probably be held Sunday, October
6th. It is thought that everything will be in
readiness by that time.

Blankets,

Sale price 59c.

The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the

current

beats anything seen here yet. It is but a few
rods from the Forbes siding and should be
worth something.

1

tive marketing, more rigid packing laws.
These matters are discussed at length in

1 Lot 10-4

Rev. D. B. Phelan, pastor of the Methodist
Church, will preach a series of sermons during
October on religion and politics. They will
begin at 7 o’clock p. m., and the public is invited.

of

events.

and in favor of the Fusin candidates.”
uy

o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

at 11

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenThere arc no red flags displayed in Brooks
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
We have a clean bill of health and are
now.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
all ready to greet our outside friends at our
attend Sunday school at any other church are
several places of business as usual.
cordially invited. Evening service at 7.30 p. m.
The corn factory held up work three or four
In connection with this Sunday school there
days last week as the bad weather prevented ! is a Woman’s International Bible Class and a
in
It
corn.
looks like a hard season hearty invitation is extended to all ladies to
bringing
for the corn business in this vicinity.
unite with us for the study of the Bible. The
Mrs. Susan Holbrook, formerly one of our discussions are informal and very helpful. We
most active society women and interested in assure you a hearty welcome.

from their legitimate purposes;” and ‘‘that the public funds have
where.
been withdrawn from the treasury of great deal of comfort with it this summer.
The feature of the September Bulle- the State by Governor Garcelon and his
Mrs. Affie Godding, who presides at the
tin of the Maine department of agri- Council without warrant of law, and Brooks central telephone office, met with a
culture is an article upon “Orcharding have been applied to unauthorized uses serious and painful injury last week. She has
been lame and obliged to use crutches and in
in Maine” by A. K. Gardner and H. P.
and for unlawful purposes.”
some way she fell heavily in going out of the
and
assistant
horticulturist
“Can
the
Sweetser,
Ethiopian change his skin, shed and injured herself so that she cannot
horticulturist connected with the State or the leopard his spots?”
even get around on crutches, or attend to her
department of agriculture. In speakduties at. the switchboard.
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
outlook
the
of
they
say:
general
ing
Mr. and Mrs. York and son from '. inthrop
There is talk of a fair being held by Union
“Maine has been rather tardy in apprevisited members of
the Manter Edwards
ciating the chances of the development Harvest Grange, Center Montville, the date family and other friends here last week. Mrs.
to
be
Most
secdecided
this
week.
Commercial
in
upon
apple growing.
York was named for her aunt, Lottie Edwards
The County Grange will meet with Union of
tions of the State have orchards of
Brooks, and as a girl was interested in
Her many
greater or less extent and up to within a Harvest Grange, Center Montville, Oct. 1st. elocution and gave readings here.
few years these have been seriously neg- This is always an occasion of enjoyment as it Brooks friends are glad to see her once more
old
friends
bungs many
together.
and remember her well. Mr. York was forlected.
Seaside Grange has started its meetings merly of Unity, where he has many friends
Cultivation, systematic pruning,
after the summer vacation, and much interest and acquaintances. His mother was Louisa
spraying, more rigid laws relating to
is manifested, and many new members are be- Hall, daughter of Enoch Hall of Brooks. So
have
and
of
fruit
co-operation
disposal
ing taken in. The fourth degree was worked we are all glad to see Mr. and Mrs. York.
order
to
Maine
in
needed
been sadly
put
on several candidates at the
The Knights of Golden Crown lodge, K. of
meeting last Friwhere she should be as a fruit producing
day night, and a harvest supper was served.
P., met last Tuesday evening for the first time
State.
Burnham Grange recently enjoyed a picnic since the heated season and made it a glad
“Fine fruit can be produced in every at
Oakwood, where a fish chowder and picnic time for all who were in attendance. The
county in the State, providing the right dinner was served. They had a very pleasant officers were installed by Harry Staples as D.
selected.
It
is
are
varieties
soil and
day and all seemed to enjoy themselves finely G. C. The ladies of Silver Crown Sisterhood
safe to say that $100 net per acre can in boating, swings, and at the dance hall,where were in attendance by invitation. Talk was
made by some of the big bow wows and then
be realized, depending of course upon ice cream was served in generous quantities.
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, held a all repaired to the banquet room, where the
the grower, acreage and method of manan appetizing
regular meeting Saturday evening, Sept. 21st, refreshment committee had
agement.’’
lunch in readiness which did great credit
with
E.
master
R.
in
the
the
aid
of
advancement
chair.
in
past
Page
Factors
to the Knights as hosts, after which sociability
of orcharding in Maine are said by the After the usual business the master declared a
was indulged in.
horticulturists to be: Orcharding as a recess, and a light lunch was served in the
September 18th was a sorry day for George
dining room. After recess the master again
specialized business; better methods of called to order and the lecturer
Ellis of Brooks, who started for the Monroe
a
presented
management of the orchard, including fine program, consisting of songs, instrumental fair with a nice team and two ladies. Just bebetter stock and selection of soil; better
music, readings and remarks by several mem- yond the Ricker place at the foot of the State
methods of handling the fruit; co-opera- bers.
Road Hill he had a collision with an automoas

BLANKETS

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning

see a

every

were “contrary to
usage, kept by the
possibilities for successful
Governor and Council from all inspection
H.
of
the
New
farming.
Seeley
or scrutiny
by candidates, their counsel
England Lipet Irdustrial Bureau has
or any parties
legitimately interested in
in his office in the South Station, Boston,
them. During such time as the returns
■d display of vegetables,
including hand- were so
kept, many alterations, erasures
some iarge specimens of beets, squashes,
and forgeries were made upon them, for
wheat
and
radishes, turnips, beans, oats,
the purpose of changing the
result; and
other things, raised on strictly wild land
in all cases which have been
discovered,
within the district which is included in
such improper treatment of the returns
the land now' under the option of the
resulted against Republican
candidates,
ailied railroads. It is the intention of

good

day night; preaching service Sunday morning
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.

church

The frost last Saturday night was severe on
lowlands and all tender vegetation was
killed. It is thought that the sweet corn crop is
; ruined.
Mr. Harold Small of Monroe, for the past
year principal of the Institute at Charleston,
Maine, recently visited his aunt, Mrs. Hattie
Clifford, of this village.

W.

as

Special September Sale

The services at the Universalist church for
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Satur-

of study.

the

have great

just

1

at 7.30.

in the “Pines.” His friends think that he is
in health by the out-door treatment.

How the Democratic Governor and counWe printed last week an interesting
cil handled*the flection returns of 1879 is
article on the agricultural development
told in detail in the report of the investiof Washington county, and the efforts
committee composed of members
being made to coionize a section known gating
of the Senate and House. These returns
as "The Barrens.” but which is found to

are

Rev. Charles Smith of Vinalhaven exchanged pulpits last Sunday with Rev. D. B Phelan
of the Belfast Methodist church.
There will be no services of the Episcopal
Mission next Sunday. The regular service
will be held at 4 o’clock October 6th, with Mr.
Orlando Titherington reader.

F.

gaining

only occupants of the veranda.
Some reference to political affairs struck
a reminiscent vein in
Capt. Nash and he
began relating the inside history of the
State steal.
It was intensely interesting and the writer memorized the story
as it was told; but at the close
Capt.
Nash requested that wThat he had said
should be regarded as strictly confi-

uie

a course

Stantial has
he enters the

BLANKET?

The services at the First Parish Church
held next Sunday at 10.45
at noon.

(Unitarian) will be
a. m. Sunday school

dandy three-year-old ship at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12
colt, call on Lieut. D. R. McAndless. It is just m.; Christian Endeavor at 6.30 p. m.; prayer
as handsome as the pictures make them.
meeting Thursday evening at 7.30 p. m. A
cordial invitation is extended to the public to
Lawrence Estes is still staying at his camp
If you want to

unofficial list of members of the dential and this
injunction of secrecy has
legislature gives 21 Republican Senators been observed. It has since, however,
and 10 Democrats, and 78 Republican been regretied that the
story was not
written down and preserved.
Representatives and 73 Democrats.

the roads to colonize this area, and to
that end they are exhibiting the vegetables, to show that those raised there

Colby.

Maynard Stantial, son of B.
gone to Rhode Island, where

the

returns last week as the official returns
from the city of Oldtown and the towns

at

Harrison Roberts is in poor health of late and
takes little interest in business as compared
with his former robust activity.

of the

reported that New England was State had little
would
one of the important battlegrounds, and
venture on another attempt to defeat
the Maine election of fast September, the will of the
people. The “State
when prohibition was reaffirmed by a Steal” in 1880 was ruinous to the
repusmall margin, was reviewed. No men- tations of those most
prominently ention was made of the brewers contribu- gaged in it, and
although it is now gention to the Democratic campaign fund
erally recalled only in its serio-comic asin this State.
pects it narrowly escaped being a trageAt a recent meeting of the Missouri dy. How narrow was the escape from
Editorial association John Beal, publisher bloodshed was known to but few at the
and we believe that the story has
of the Mexico Message, reaij a paper on time,
never been told in print, and probably
"Some Things the Editor of the Country
never will be.
Capt. Charles E. Nash
Weekly Should Do,” in which he said:
One of the first things the country edi- was mayor of Augusta at the time and
tor should do is always to tell the truth; upon him devolved the duty of maintainteli the truth and shame the devil; tell ing peace and order and he was in comthe truth, it may be, regardless of conmand of the guard at the State House.
sequences.
Some
when on a Maine
years later,
That is good advice; but sometimes
Press excursion, Capt. Nash, George A.
there is a particular devil who is shameand the writer were seated on
less ar.d whose calloused hide is impervi- Quimby
the veranda of a hotel in Plymouth,
ous to the shafts of truth.
Mass., while others of the party were
The Governor and Council were unable dancing. We were in semi-darkness and
tee"

course

Farmers are ready to begin the potato
harvest, but the prospect of sales from the
fields is not encouraging.

j

the

years.

Miss Fannie Louder is to enter the business
college at Waterville and will for the present

Contrast these conditions with the
Globe in discussing edi- j closed mills and factories and the soup
torially the straw hat season asks why a kitchens under Cleveland’s administration and ask yourself if you want to proman should put aside his straw hat on
Sept 15th? There is certainly no law mote a return to “Cleveland Times” by
compelling it. We remember a doctor voting for a free trade President and
in Eastern Maine who wore a straw hat Congress.
all winter, and he was merely regarded j
The Pattangall-Plaisted administraas eccentric.
tion takes its defeat very hard, and soon
At the 52nd annual convention of the after the election of
Sept. 9th there
National Brower’s association held in | were rumors of a count-out. But those
Boston 'last week the "vigilance commit- familiar with
The

The Churches.

Terrible Suffering

R ELI EVE S

Waldo county. We drove up to the
door of one of these homes to inquire our way,
and were greeted by the loud “caw-caw” of a
“A tame crow,” cried one of our party,
crow.
who understands all the modulations and inflections of bird language.

For Sale
dences in
12

rooms

the finest

a

bath.

and cold water in six
rooms.

resi-

Belfast—containing
and

Hot

sleeping

Excellent closet and

storage accommodations. Fine
For other
stable connected.

particulars apply to

Chas. F.

And

a

tame

crow

Thompson.

bile, in which the carriage was injured and one
leg of his horse was broken. Dr. Darling of
Belfast. April 15. 1912.—16tf
Belfast was telephoned to, and in record time
arrived and rendered the necessary surgical
aid, it being a valuable young animal. Fred
H. Brown then brought out his nice team
At Quantabacook Lake. A finely furnished
horses and jigger and hauled the poor horse cottage of 8 large rooms, over 1,000 square
feet of veranda, storage, wood and ice house,
home, where it is hoped it may recover. It is
boatihouse and boat. Inquire,
a risky business on the road nowadays at any
MISS MARION WELLS,
27 Church street.
80tf
time of the day or night.

COTTAGE FOR SALE

as

was,

hie

!

interport,

County of

Waldo, deceased, and given
tlie law direcrs.
All persons having
demands, against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are
requested to make
payment immediately.
GEORGE H. CAMPBELL,
ltM
W interport
September 10, 1912.—3w3o

Piiotnm

Wo

rorp

told that

On

master on a drive of
three miles and had returned home with him.
He was evidently a very respectable crow and
a favorite in that family despite his color and
his voice, which to our impartial ears sounded
that of his uneducated
as disagreeable as

EYE

Copyright,

SPECIALIST

WiNTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

I WILL BEAT
House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m.,Oct'. 2
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, Oct. 3.
The Hotel, Thorndike. Friday a. m., Oct. 4.
Central

House, Unity, Friday

how
curls, ^
and trii
garment fits

SEE

p. m., Oct. 4.

Bellows House, Freedom. Saturday a.m., Oct. 5.

Call On

deep pool, lying placid and still, probably the home of lurking trout. In the spring
all is changed and the stream becomes a raging torrent, rising to a depth of six feet or
We were particularly interested in the
more.
formation of the ledge which for some dis-

M. R. KNOWLTON

ot

For bargains in city and farm property;
also shore lots and cottages at rock-bottom
prices. Houses to rent. Apply at
Rc.AL ESTATE OFFICE,
3w39
City Building.

|

the bed of the stream, and which
so much resembles the grain of wood, as the
water flows over it, that we found it hard to |
believe that we were gazing at solid rock inA complete dining room set in oak, a table, I
stead of sticks and huge logs of wood. We six chairs, sideboard and china closet, all in
regretted, as we have done many a time good condition. Apply to
MRS. G. S. PENDLETON,
before, that our
geological knowledge
25 High Street.
2w39
was so limited that we could not read the
wonderful tale which this bit of nature
William
West
would doubtless unfold to the trained eye of a
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Hureau of Anima
thrs
feature
of
Another
wonderful
geologist.
Industry V. S. Department of Agriculture.
stream is a spring of mineral water near its
VETERINARIAN
banks. The spring is clear as crystal, and the
TREATS AIX DISEASES OF AMMA1S
water not disagreeable to the taste, although

|

FOR SALE

j

Lincoln

the smell is such that a fastidious person is inclined to hold on to his nose, being forcibly
reminded of the way in which public disapproval sometimes finds expression through the

'll!

Forest

a

tance forms

1912.

Note ti

44 South Main St.,

Having got our bearings once more we started along and finally reached a typical farmhouse in Knox, where we were entertained,
and enjoyed the privilege of roaming at will
over the splendid farm and along the shores
of the broad stream which flows through the
fields not far from the house. The stream is a
beautiful one, and at this season not more than
a foot in depth, gliding along over a bed of
rocks that form stepping stones, with here and

'•

Strljarlii. tptmi i j.
Rochester, N. V

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

brethren in the cornfield.

there

1

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON

that

he had followed his
impossible methods; ; day

HYOMEI has ended the misery of Catarrh for
thousands of desparing sufferers; it will do
the same for you if you will give it a fair trial.
Just breathe it; it kills Catarrh germs and
banishes Catarrh. A HYOMEI outfit, which ineludes inhaler, costs $1.00. Separate bottles,
if afterwards needed, 50 cents, at pharmacists
everywhere. Money back from A. A. Howes
& Co. if dissatisfied.

of

W

in the
bonds

perched in a pear tree over our heads,
giving warning of the approach of strangers.as
it

The quickest and easiest way to open up
your mucus clogged head and free the throat
from Catarrhal secretions is to breathe Booth's
HYOMEI.

One

4 DMINISTR V fOli S NOTICE.
The sub‘T scriber hereby gives not ce that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GEORGE II. C AMPBELL, Jr., late or

home in

CATARRH
IN ONE
HOUR

Don’t waste time with

Knox county’s.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
SPRING

BELFAST MAINE
STREET,
Hospital >ner Closed.

Phones—Hospital 69-13.
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made last
partridge and

w’as

on

law

limiting

the

that may be taken by
single day. The law prorreis was also amended by
re, and it is now lawful to
eptember first to November
ws were passed
by that legf especial interest at the
rd season. The first
provides
on eider or sea duck from
her 1st of each year. The
'hut the buyer as well as the
led against when game is
pen season for deer be1 d
closes December 15th.
uent hunters cost $15 and
-.ill two deer and a moose
■e moose season
begins Octobull may be shot by each
birds

|

home

,ecembe«.||&.

valley Can-

Beckwith and

great
his faithfulness and
willingness, has left the office and will return
to school. With the quick delivery given to
favorite

a crew

on

account of

telegrams by telephoning them, and with Perley as messenger, the delivery service of the
Western Union in Belfast

markably good.
customers

ing
light logs, tombstones, andirons, etc.
The building of this addition swallowed up a
surplus of $20,000 in the county treasury, accumulated mainly from liquor fines under
j Sheriff Norton, and left the county in debt.
Buzz Wagons. The following automobiles
from Waldo county have been registered at the
office of the Secretary of State:
No. 7,625. F. C. Currier, Morrill; runabout’
gasoline power; horse power, 18; predominating
color, black.
No. 7,641.
Clarence R. Simmons, M. D.,
to

Fr

considered

was

the

m

assurances

fact

that this

we are sure

re-

of many
has been

appreciated.

Miss Newell, who is still manager of the office, hopes that if she recovers her
health sufficiently to resume her work there
she may be fortunate enough to again secure
Perley’s services as messenger.

1

New Advertisements. Carle & Jones (2
stores) are making the fall showing of Style
Craft garments, and invite an inspection of
the smartest models

in

coats for the fall of

1912 and the winter of 1913..
more,

For four

days

ending Monday night, Sept. 30th, Carle

& Jones will offer for sale all their wall paper
in stock at half price.
These are all new
goods. They are also offering bargains in
fruit jars, bean pots, butter jars, pitchers
and agate ware. “Walk in and look around.”
.Chase & Doak are showing an unusually large variety of sterling silver and
cut glass suitable for wedding gifts.
The whole proof of the Holeproof stockings
is in the wearing. Guaranteed for six months
without a hole, or new hose. Sold only at The
Dinsmore Store-A complete oak dining
room set in good condition for sale.
Apply to
Mrs. G. S. Pendleton, 25 High street.-;.. Mrs.
W. J. Bailey, Mrs. George E. White and Fred
W. Bailey publish a card of thanks_See appointments of Dr. E. H. Boynton of Winterport, eye specialist-M. J. Dow, Brooks, is
agent for the Little Giant Rice Potato Digger.

bargains

_For

in real

estate

call

on

M. R.

He has farm and
Knowlton, City Building.
city property, shore lots and cottages, for sale
ht rock bottom prices. Also houses to rent.
_N. H. Hopkins & Co. are going out of
business and are offering their entire stock at
a discount as they want to get out of business
by Dec. 1st. They also wish to thank the public for their liberal atronage while in trade.

showing
WE ly large variety
of
are now

attraction

are

25, 35 and 50 cents.

Monroe Fair. The Waldo and Penobscot fair of 1912 is a thing of the past and the
general verdict is that it well sustained its
reputation and merited the liberal patronage
it received. Some notes on the fair, and a
summary of the races, are given in other columns.
President F. A. Littlefield, Secretary
A. D. Colcord and his assistant, Arthur Moore,
were busy men during the three days and
worked hard for the success of the fair.
| There were some good horses shown, many of
them owned or sired in this county. G. H.
Ryder had a 4*year-old Wilkes filly entered as
a carriage horse.
He also showed three other
colts, Belle Braden, out of ^Jthoda West by Direct Braden, who holds the State track record
in three-year-olds and four-years-olds, winning the blue ribbon at the great horse show
in Hartford, Ct., and called the handsomest
stallion in New England; Jessie Ward, 2-yeareld, out of Rhody West, record 2 29$, by John
Ward, 2 25f, a yearling; Federal C.f* out of
Rhody West, by Stiletto C., 2 12. F. H. Leonard
1 showed the stallion Cordofan and
Henry Leonard a percheron, Lady Gilbert, three year old,
weight 1850. E. M.Whitcomb showed three percherons, ranging from one to three years, fine
blooded stock. G. W. Partridge displayed a
two-year-old colt, very stylish, and with fin e
hock and knee action. Alclayone 2 20$ wa
the sire. Swan Lake Boy, owned by W. M.
Briggs of Swanville, took the blue ribbon in hi®
class af a three year old. Alclayone, 2 20$,
owned by Henry Haley, was on the grounds
looking as young and vigorous as a four-yearold. He took the blue ribbon in trotting stock
stallions, with stock to show. A natty little
rig owned by J. W. Hobbs and driven by
Harry Littlefield was a tiny Shetland pony
and two wheeled dog cart, and it attracted a
great deal of attention.
The

1

Allen carried
j Samantha
most successfully and

j
!
I

j

j

was

a

this difficult part
was greeted with
applause every time she appeared. Miss Alma
Avejy as Priscilla and Miss Frances Abbott as
Grace Darling were sweetness personified, and
the children who took pa rt w*ere excellent. In
fact, each and every character was letter perfect in lines and stage business. The crown
was awarded Miss Dyer, as Columbia.
The
gross receipts were about $90.

FREE

out

SAMPLE

INDIGESTION
REMEDY.
FINEST EVER FOR GAS, SOURNESS, FERMENTATION, HEAVINESS AND UPSET
STOMACH.
Send name and address to Boooth’s MI-O-NA,
Buffalo, N. Y. Say “Send me sample of MIO-NA,” and you will have an opportunity to
try for yourself a remedy for Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, Gastritis

Catarrh of the Stomach
that has
relieved and cured thousands upon
thousands of people throughout America.
So certain are MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets in
any case of disordered stomach that A.A. Howes
& Co. will supply you with the distinct understanding that if you are dissatisfied with results they will refund the purchase price.
Could anything be fairer? For Dizziness, Bilor

iousness, Headache, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, or any disease arising from an upset,
weak or sick stomach, MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets are highly recommended. 60 cents a box
all

over

America.

U

the High Street Congregational church,
Lewiston, this week—Sept. 25th, 26th and 27th.

Golden Rod began Monday,
Sept. 23d, on the winter schedule, making but
one trip a day between Belfast, Islesboro and
Castine. She leaves Castine at 8.30 a. m., and
The steamer

leaves Belfast at 2 p.

m.

sewing circle of the North church
met yesterday afternoon with Mrs. Frank E.
Wiley, Congress street. It was Mrs. Wiley’s
birthday and the ladies presented her with a
The ladies

vase

filled

with sweet peas.

Letters.
The following letunclaimed in the Belfast post
office for the week ending Sept. 21st: Belfast
Mfg. Co., Llewellyn E. Bowen, H. Davis, Earl
Whitney, Mgr. Picture Show, Main street.
Advertised

ters remained

Division Commander F. H. Leach of Oakland
and other prominent Sons of Veterans are expected to visit A. E. Clark Camp Monday evening, Sept. 30th. All members are requested to
appear in uniforms. A banquet will be served,
Fred S. Jackson has bought and will occupy
the James Pattee house, corner of Grove and

Cedfrr streets, advertised for sale in The Journal last week. Mr. Pattee will dispose of his
household effects and will make hie home with
his son, Dr. Sumner C. Pattee, in Searsport.
Alonzo Shute of Hartford, Conn., was oper*
ateu on ior
appendicitis last Tuesday morning
in a hospital of that city. His parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph D. Shute, received a
telegram
Tuesday evening stating that the operation
was successful and that the patient was
doing
well.

Henry W. B. Kendall, who has been in the
jail in Bangor for some months on the charge
of selling liquor without a United States license, was taken to Portland last week, where
before the United States district

he
plead guilty to the charge and was remanded
to jail in default of payment of the fine of $50
and costs imposed.
Work

avenue

on

and to act

on

any

other business

The church friends of Miss Sabina
Morey,
who left
Wednesday morning for Lexington,
Mass., gave her a farewell party in the Methodist Church parlors last Tuesday evening. The
room was arranged for the
reception with
tables, couches, chairs, pillows, mats, etc., and
decorated with flowers and ferns. College
jellies and cakes were served and a short
musical program rendered. In appreciation of
Miss Morey’s faithful services she was presented with a beautiful gold bracelet.

|
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8. 10,15, 20, 25 and 30 GAL. MEAT
TUBS, 10c. PER GAL.
100 OALLOR HITCHERS,

d

WALL PAPERS at 1-2 PRICE

n

^

nace

Uj

days.

Quite

number went from here to Union
yesterday to attend the fair. Chas. F. Swift,
Chas. W Lancaster and W.
A. Mason made the
trip in the latter's touring car.
a

Cooper & Co.

building

new

not

moved

la8t

n

into the offices in their

Saturday,although they

fully equipped. The offices

were

handsomehave electric; lights
and every convenience. The
old office building, which was moved to the corner of Front
and Miller
streets, has been made into a neat
and convenient
tenement and is occupied by j
one of the firm’s
teamsters.

For Four days, ending Monday
night, Sept. 30th,
we will offer for sale all our Wall
Paper in stock at HALF
PRICE- Our papers are all new goads and were never in
better shape and we have had the best Wall
Paper year to
date. We are getting ready for another
year and are
making these prices in order to clean up our racks.
REMEMBER A 5c PAPER WILL COST YOU BUT 2 1-2c.
A 10c. PAPER 5c.
A 20c. PAPER 10c.
EVERY PAPER IN STOCK AT 1-2 PRICE.

The Young Ladies Social Union of
the Baptist Church held their annual
business meeting
last Tuesday evening. Mrs.
Ernest Milton was
elected president; Miss Bertha

president,

Royce,

vice

Miss Amy L. Wilson
secretary
and treasurer. The
work committee are Mrs.
Nettie Merrithew, Miss Edna
Hopkins and
Miss Bertha
Hayes. They will meet next
Tuesday evening with Miss Ruth Curtis, Condon street.
and

Miss R. T. Newell has
received from the
author of the article on “The
Taj Mahal,”
which through his
courtesy appeared in the
columns of The Journal last
winter, a beautiful little gift book,
richly bound in soft leather.
The frontispiece, a picture of the
is the

tomb,

reproduced in The Journal from a post
card. The book is a gem, both in its
subject
matter and its artistic
setting,and Miss Newell
greatly appreciates the gift.

same

Mad at Paint
gallon for paint is about $2.50 on the
average job, and lots of men waited last year
for that; but they didn’t
reckon; they got mad;
25c

a

wouldn’t pay it.
There are times to Ret mad and refuse to
pay; but when one’s property needs protecting
is no time to get mad and not
paint.
Besides, it costs more to get mad and wait
than to paint.
Getting mad doesn't do any good to your
property; paint does it good by keeping-out
water; no water no rot; no paint, some water
and rot; and a little rot is more than
enough
to make a man liberal -toward his
painter and
paint.
Paint costs not a cent. All the paint in the
world, so long as it keeps-out water, costs not
a

U

3

PJ
fn

are

ly finished,steam-heated and

cent.

DEVOEjB

Mason & Hall sell it.

court

is

-

n

10 cents each.

Mitchell & Trussell have
installed a new furin the Unitarian church.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Smith of Thorndike were
in Belfast
yesterday and The Journal had a
in
call
harbor.
There
from
of
clams
a cargo
them. They went to
dug Gilkey’s
j
Searsport in
the afternoon to
is a demand for clams to be sold at the fairs.
spend a few

in

«E

1

7C*
)
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“
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CHASE & DOAK.
Don’t fail to see the big special photo play
from Sir Walter Scott’s poem, “The Lady of
the Lake,” at the Opera House, tonight.
The sloop Bay Queen arrived yesterday with

g

EITHER MASON

WVl (

1 GALLON BUTTER
JARS, WITH
2

(

mm

POTS,

! :

unusual-

Suitable for Wedding Gifts.

that may come
striking before the
meeting. The usual fare will be
figure and sustained the part well. Mrs. Fred
furnished by the good
people of Swanville;
Rackliff, as Barbara Frietchie, rendered
bring your goodies and have a good time.—A.
the poem of that name with splendid* effect
Stinson, Sec'j.
and was heartily applauded. Miss Kelley as

of Arc Miss Katherine Brier

an

STERLING SILVER
and CUT GLASS

the Crosby cottage on Northport
progressing favorably now, but was
somewhat delayed at first by failure to receive
Mrs. Walter O. Poor’s Bridge Party. The
“Samantha” Scores a Success. Samantha lumber ordered from
Bangor. The corner
San Diego Union of Sept. 8th has on its society Allen at the Court of Fame was given in the stone was laid with
appropriate ceremonies by
page the following account of a party given by Opera House, Wednesday evening, Sept. 18th, Mrs. Horace Chenery, who used a silver trowel
under the direction of Miss Harriet Harris of sent here
mrs.
alter u. roor, accompanied
dv a nne
by the architect.
Boston, for the benefit of the Universalist
picture of the hostess:
M r. M. R. Knowlton has sold the Adelbert
A charming afternoon of bridge was given church, and the cast included the greater
Monday by Mrs. Walter O. Poor, entertaining part of Belfast’s best talent. The stage was Higgins farm in Searsmont to Smith Bunker
in compliment of Mrs. Carlton Chapman of
of Belfast, and has sold the shore lot
at
set as an Eastern scene, with the Goddess of
New York City, who is visiting in the city as
Brown’s Corner, Northport, owned by Mrs.
the house guest of Mrs. Theron Tracy.
The Fame ready to crown as Queen of Fame the
Emma F. Kockersperger of Sea Breeze, Fla.,
party was one of a series being given by the most worthy claimant. Mrs. S. A. Parker as
to Edward H. Knowlton of Belfast.
hostess.
Mr.
the goddess looked and acted her part to perMrs. Poor entertained in the blue parlor qf
Knowlton will improve the property another
i the U. S. Grant hotel, which is so admirably fection,and the maids and heralds were charm! adapted to this purpose. Following the game, ing little misses. Miss Loula A. Mason as season and build cottages to rent.
tea was served in the parlor.
A number of
Queen Elizabeth was regal in her royal splenFrom the number of stone arrow heads and
other guests came in later for tea.
other stone implements, which have from time
Tables were arranged for four sets at bridge,
and the winner of the highest score at each Ritchie was charming and graceful in her con- to time been discovered on the farms in the
table received a beautiful fancy bag of elabo- ception of Ruth. Mrs. E. P. Frost was excelvicinity it would seem that Citypoint might
rate Japanese design in the rich Oriental
lent in the two parts, Nydia and Miriam, and present a good field for the student of
shades.
archaePresent were Mrs. Carlton Chapman of New the dance with her maids was most pleasing ology. Several people in the neighborhood
York, Mrs. Theron Tracy, Mrs. C. L. Caven, as were her two solos. Miss Sabra Pyer, who have made interesting discoveries in
this line
Mrs. Jowett of Los Angeles, Mrs. Francis has been
prominent in entertainments at and it is said that one man has quite a valuMead, Mrs. B. V. Franklin, Mrs. Alfred Stahel,
Mrs. James Holmes, Mrs. H. Hersey, Mrs. G. Kent’s Hill, also took two parts—Queen Isa- able collection.
M. Whitney, Mrs. D. C. Collier, Mrs. Rufus bella and Columbia—and displayed marked
Veterans’ Meeting.
The Waldo County
Choate, Mrs. Homer Oatman, Mrs. S. R. Flynn, dramatic ability as well as a pleasing stage
Veteran Association will hold the
Mrs. George W. Fishburn, Mr£ S. A. Reed,
Helen
yearly meetMiss
Brown
as
Mrs.
PartMrs. R. Smart, Mrs. Lucien Bouvet, Mrs. E. C. | presence.
ing at the grange hall in Swanville, October
Hickman, Mrs. Lyman J. Gage, Mrs. A. A. ! ington, with Ike, her son, (J. Lee Patterson),
3rd.
If
stormy, the next fair day. Comrades,
Gibson, Mrs. Frank C. Avery, Mrs. R. Sears of | Miss Alice Simmons as Bridget O’Flannigan,
again we are called to gather for the yearly
Chicago, Mrs. L. J. Wilde, Mrs. L. L. Bowers and Miss Geneva Heal as
Topsy, caused much
»
and Miss Helene Richards.
meeting to elect officers for the ensuing year,
merriment by their antics and lines. As Joan
this

Stairs, Odd Fellows’ Block

QUART FRUIT JARS,
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PINT
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years,

the most convenient to furnish.

day
in Islesboro and Belfast,
Searsmont; touring car; gasoline power; horse
on ,ng
to Bangor in time to
power, 35; predominating color, black.
No. 7,695. Albert F. Sherman, Liberty; tourbetween
Monday morning
ing car; gasoline power; horse power, 22hi pre--vide and way landings. The
dominating color, gray.
be having a prosperous seaNo. 7,731, A. E Browm, Searsporlj touring
car; gasoline power; horse power, 27i; predominating color, black.
ms lias bought of George A.
No. 7,754.
Frank H. Miller, Lincolnville;
>oner Mary Eliza and has her
touring car; gasoline power; horse power, 30;
color, blue.
predominating
ve
Lewis wharf for repairs.
.M: tons net and was built at
“The Town Marshal.” O. E. Wee, the enbnn„ in 1855. Notwithstand- terprising young producing manager, has a
lias retained her sheer and her decided novelty this season in his new three
Mud to be sound. She is a handy act comedy “The Town Marshal,” which will
-u r and evidently good for many
be seen at the Colonial to-morrow, Friday,
-orvice.
evening. The play was seen last season in all
the principal cities and made a splendid imouently receives matter ad-porting Editor, the Dramatic pression. The story is human throughout, the
digious Editor; but in point of dialogue right up to the minute, and the chareditor, who officiates in all acters are cleverly drawn. The story bears
and
the local editor as well. the stamp of originality and fairly sparkles
with clever moments. Louis Lytton, a young
ne paj er, or is kept out of
actor, whose work is already well known, is
s approval, and no “copy"
featured in the leading role. He is said to
tors that has not passed
have a big opportunity in Mr. Wee’s latest
In this connection it may
The cast has been chosen with grtat
‘Tire is always some one offering.
usiness hours to receive care and the settings will be in perfect keepbusiness matters, and a ing with this novel attraction. The prices of
.mbs

j
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was

me aaco
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Mr. French has had many years experience in

handling such goods in Boston, where he has
been for nearly 40 years.

at

dation and had settled badly. To reach hard
bottom Mr. Beckwith had to dig in some places
to the depth of 13 feet, the excavations bring-

minute

fimg of the Governor and
n.ns for highway improvea

;

2.00

have been doing
an important piece of work at the court house.
The addition, in which is the law library, etc.,
was built in the winter c n an insufficient foun-

f

|
|

is

A. T.

their guests, Mr. and
\ picnic dinner, including

i

fil
Up

a

CARLE & JONES1

will tell you so.

0

ning Co. began the season’s work on corn at
their plant in this city last week and a good
run was anticipated.
Recent frosts, however,
may have seriously damaged the crop, al
though it is hoped conditions are not as bad as
Manager Clifford has another big 3 reel
The Liberty factory has begun
Orrin J. Dickey will run the last excursion reported.
Twenty
wTork, although it had been reported it would feature for Friday and Saturday.
of the season to Togus to-morrow, Friday.
in Sing Sing, a most interesting subject,
not be run this season, and corn
canning was years
all.
The Ladies Aid Society of the First Metho- begun
generally in the State this week. The 5 reels in
dist Episcopal Church will hold a food and factory here will
The committee in charge of the improvebegin canning apples when
candy sale in the vestry tomorrow, Friday, the corn is packed and will do a larger busi- ments at Kirby Lake have made arrangements
night from 7.3u to 9 o’clock. A social will be ness in that line than last year.
to begin breaking up the land around the lake
held in connection with the sale. All friends
weather permits.
Perley Tibbetts, who has been errand boy early next week, if the
of the Society are asked to contribute cake*
and messenger at the Western Union office
The State convention of the Woman’s Chrisbread
or
whichcookies, doughnuts,
candy,
tian Temperance Union is holding its sessions
about eight
and who has been a

ture

.<

only

3.0C

int VO kin

receive prompt atten-

!

2.00 and

a

Freedom.

..f

pairs Women’s,
pairs Children’s,

glasses

and if you need

James A. French of Boston,
formerly of Lincolnville, has leased the store in the Chase
building on Main street now occupied by N. H.
•Hopkins & Co,, who are closing out, and will
open with a line of light and fancy groceries.

$1.50 and $2.00

6 pairs Men’s,

eo-

I

Maurice W. Lord entertained a
party at the
Lord cottage last Tuesday afternoon in
honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph O. Critchett of
DorMass.
The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
chester,
Clarence E Read, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Seekins and Miss Amy E. Stoddaid. A corn
roast was a feature of the feast.

to

j

they will refuse to work, and you wHl
be at their mercy. If you have the least
trouble, with your eyes, you should not
delay in having them looked at. Come
to us and we will make an examination,

}

Reunion. The 26th Maine
Regiment Association will hold its reunion in
Memorial Hall. Belfast, Me.,
Wednesday, Oct
2, 1912. If stormy, the next fair day. Picnic
lunch.—H. M. Chase, Sec’y.
Commodore Charles W. Clifford.
Jr„ of dhe
Kennebec Club left Bath
Sept. 22nd in his
flagship. Topaz V., for a cruise to New York,
accompanied by a number of friends. Topaz
V. was built in Belfast by
Leroy Coombs.

j

is the old reliable

recently invaded a private
-mall hours can have the glass

|

r

they
day

Regimental

buying Guaranteed
Stockings don’t merely look
at the Guarantee, but look
at the name and see that it

Vi

|

*•

dOtY

DO YOUR

Monday.

So in

during stock-taking.
r. Stockton Springs, hotelHe
a petition in bankruptcy.

a

of that” said the
in the restaurant who
some

entertain this,
party of ten
tables ., a benefit to the
Universal Social
Aid. Ice cream and cake will
be served.
The steamer, of the Eastern
Steamship corporations ate now making six
trips a week
leaving Belfast every day except
Sunday, and
arriving here from Boston every
day except

LVL£u_

to your eyes; don’t treat them As If
were slaves, for if you do some

I

Mrs Charles H.

waiter answered, “but the
band is playing that.”

steal it.
-esumed work in Leonard &
after a two
t ry last Monday,

u

T.0fe,

|

40,

V

by Keyes' orchestra.
Crosby will
^
Thursday, afternoon a bridge
music

did not wish to display his
ignorance and who had no
knowledge of French,pointing to a line on the Menu.
“I am sorry, sir,” the

■_

Monday

Tb. regular
Thursday alght danoe will be
giVbh at Se»ide Grrt,„h,ll tble
evening, with

KNOX.

Mrs. Nancy Crosby has gone to Monmouth
visit her daughter, Mrs. Mattie Cram_
Mrs. Bessie El well of Waterville visited her

to

sister,

Mrs. R. W. Emerson, recently.... Mrs.
L. Cobbett of Dover, N. H., was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn the past week_
Miss Hattie Shibles returned home to
Troy
Sept. 23d....Mr. and Mrs. John Penney are
receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter Sept. 18th ...Several from here attended the Monroe fair last week_Mr. William Rego of Boston is the guest of his sister,
Mrs. John Mannuccia ...Mrs. Bethania Wentworth has gone to Boston to make an extended visit with her daughter, Mrs. Bertha Wetherbee-Mr. H. H. Weeks of Cooper’s Mills
was at B. L. Aborn’s on business over Monday
E.

—

Special Agate Ware Prices
IN OUR BASEMENT SALESROOM

Preserving Kettles,

60c.
85c.
“50c.

Now 39c.
Now 49c.
“
Now 29c.
Tea and Coffee Pots, 60c. and 65c.
Now 39c.
17 Quart Dish Pans, 25c.
10 Quart Pails,
25c.
10 Quart Kettles, 25c.
All above are in the PEST grade Agate Ware.
“
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MAINE.

U

we

JONES,
BELFAST,
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Trade is good—never was better—and
thank you.
Yours veiy truly,

2 STORES

U

-mf=-si

Down Pickling
Time!

^GOES

We have

Window
Prices,
Our stock is large. We
shall reduce it by giving
the people of Eastern
Maine a chance to buy
Windows at the lowest
j price they ever knew.
Come or send at once.

everything needed
for Pickling.

The

Spiciest
Spices.

Pure, Sparkling
Vinegar
Little

Onions, Celery,

Cauliflower, Etc.

JARS ALSO.

night.
NORTH

1SLESBORO,
Frank H. Mayo of Belfast spent the
week-end with Mrs. Helen Ryder... .Mrs.
Artha Warren visited relatives in Castine last
week-Mrs. Jason Greenlaw recently returned from Deer Isle, where she spent the summer-Mrs. Fred Coombs is visiting in Boston.
Miss Amine Decker left Monday for New-

A.A.Howes&Co.,

Mrs.

....

Center, Mass.,where she has employment..
Mr. Jesse Bates left Saturday for Pittsfield to
attend school-Miss Zuba Veazie has returned from a visit in Somerville, Mass_Mr. W.
C. Brewer arrived Sunday morning to accompany his family home Monday... .Capt. L. \V.
Coombs was at home Sunday for the day.
ton

TROY CENTER.
Mrs. Osgood of Lewiston is a guest at E. H.
Garcelon's ..Rev. and Mrs. John Allen of
Grand Isle, Vt., have been visiting relatives in
past week-Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Dixmont were guests at I. B.
Stone’s Sunday-Mrs. Barnet Morse and son
of Plymouth were at C. J. Hillman’s Sund .y....
Miss Hattie Shibles passed last week with relatives in Knox-Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tem-

Troy

of Detroit

passed Sunday

at the

seminary.

MEDICINES.

Offers

O.

E. WEE

"An

Idyl of New England”

THE PAS fORAL GOMEDY-DRAMA

Ciias.R. Coombs

■

Mown Marshal

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER,

IN .THREE ACTS

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

With Mr. LOUIS LYTTON.
AS

*

GOOD AS

“WAY DOWN EAST”

or

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

“DAVID HARUM.”

with relatives in

town-Charles Hawes of Boston, who has
been visiting at the Center, returned home
Sunday-Arthur Linscott left Saturday for
Hartford, Ct., to resume his theologica 1 studie

DRUGS and

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27th,

the

Prescott of

ple

GROCERIES.
Colonial Theatre

Caskets and Burial
Suits.

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Gems.
Seats

on

sale Thursday

J. H.

moAing.

WOOD,

Home Telephone 48-3
Office
48-4

O. D.

72 MAIN

(tYE SPECIALIST)

STREET,

BELFAST

Office 14 Main Street, Belfast, Maine,

NEW FALL

COATS, SUITS, SKIRTS,
Children’s Garments.

OPPOSITE CAULK &

JONES,

Where he may be consulted on the various defects of vision to which the eye is subject.
Consultation free. Eyes examined and glasses
fitted if desired. No case too complicated.
Broken lenses duplicated. Call and exchange
38
your old glasses for new.

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY WANTED.
Cash paid: no commission charged; well established, reliable firm; best prices. Send for
weekly quotations, and ship your poultry to us.
W F. WYMAN CO
4w38
26 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston.

CARD OF THANKS

JAMES H. HOWES

We wishgto thank our neighbors and friends
for kindness and assistance in our late bereavement and for the beautiful floral offerings.
MRS. W. J. BAILEY,
MRS. GgORGE E. WHITE,
FRED W. BAILEY.
p

The

City National Bank
of Belfast.

A

meeting

of the stockholders of The

City-

National Bank of Belfast to vote on the proposed increase of capita! stock of the bank
from sixty thousand dollars to one hundred
thousand dollars and to determine the manner
in which it shall be accomplished, and the transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the special stockholders’
meeting,
will be held at their banking rooms on Saturday, October 19, 1912, at 10 o’clock a. ni.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, Me., September 8, 1912. —5w38

WANTED^
WATCHMAN

AT

THE

8HOE FAOTORY
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inside and began to send the little bark
out to the rolling ocean. The aky bad
darkened, ram was coining down and the
lightning blinded and the thunder deafened. But not for a single moment did
Nora falter. She had a great purpose,
and she meant to carry it out.
Looking ahead she could see the little
row boat struggling towards t! e-shore,
bui it was not gaining a foot in five minutes, for the young man seemed to have
lost all use of hisjright hand and was
trying to manage the boat with the one
paddle that he had found in the bottom
of the boat. In this feeble way he could
never be able to get ten feet nearer the
shore, and would doubtless be swept out
to sea should the wind veer a bit to the
west. The girls had sunk to the bottom
of the boat and were clinging to each
other, their faces white and frightened.
They feared their last hour of life had
come and they were praying for succor.
Nora could make out very plainly the
three persons ip the boat, for she was
nearing them rapidly. Her young arms
were strong and practiced, and she had
courage and determination to urge her

Nora Goodwin, Little Heroine,
Nora Goodwin’s home was on the sandy
beach overlooking the £reat sea. I don’t
that she lived right down on the
very beach itself, but a1 safe distance
above the high-tide mark. The Goodwin
house stood on a high point of land
which jutted out well into the water.
Thus they had a fine view of the sea
from three sides of the house, and always a sea breeze blowing about them.
Nora’s father owned a boathouse and
let out fishing smacks, rowboats and
motor boats to the tourists and summer
boarders who thronged the village near
by from early May to late September.
And Nora, being the only child, was her
father's chum, as well as her mother’s
comrade. On long afternoons Nora and
her father would row far out to sea and
soon the 15-year-old girl was considered
one of the finest oarswomen on the coast
for many miles.
One fine August morning Mrs. Goodmean

win was

obliged

to go to the

village

to

do some marketing and shopping. After
she had finished her shopping she dropto see a friend for an hour’s chat.
ped in thus
While
socially engaged she did not
observe the clouds gathering in the southeast, which always meant a storm on the
water. And when of a sudden the day
darkened and gusts of wind and, flashes
of lightning warned her of what was in

Pretty soon she came alongside the
struggling boat and managed to get into

on.

it. Then she handed to the young man
the rope from the boat which she had
just vacated and asked him to seciyje it
to the stern of the boat she had just

climbed into.
difficult task to perform, but crawling along the bottom of
the boat, the young fellow succeeded in
doing as the little rescuer bade him.
Then, w’ith new-born courage, he clambered back into the seat beside Nora
and begged to be given one of the oars.
“Hasn’t your right arm gone back on
yo ?” cried out Nora, speaking above
the noise of the storm. The young man
nodded his head, then screamed back,
“But I can use the left arm all right.”
But Nora merely held to the two oars
and bent all her strength to the work
before her. The water of the bay was
rolling pretty roughly, and tossed the
boat about in rather a careless fashion;
but Nora, being an expert with the oars,
soon had her headed inland and going at
This

pi ogress, it was too late for her to start
for her home, a mile distant from the
village, before the storm should break.
Her friend, old Granny Downs, a fisherman’s widow who had lived neighbor to
Mrs. Goodwin down or. the sea, urged
Mrs. Goodwin to remain “till the squall
was

over.’’

“J don’t like to ieave Nora alone so
long, and during such a sevefe storm,
n

»

*

_a:_

way and watching the coming deluge and
wind.. “But Nora’s not a bit of a coward,
the continued.
“She’d be the last one to want me to
risk the storm to come home. She’s a
brave child, is my Nora. I guess she’ll
not be worried—’less it’s over her mother.” And Mrs. Goodwin laughed and
closed the door, for the storm had burst
full upon the village and rain in torrents
was being dashed on all sides the little

a

was

rather

a

good speed.

The rain beat down severely; the wind
tore over them; the thunder almost took
The two frightened
away their hearing.
Downs cottage by a terrific wind.
girls in the bottom of the boat, directly
Then the two good women sat down at' in front of
Nora, sat looking up at her in
a little table spread with a simple but
wonder and admiration, not to speak of
chatted
and
luncheon
appetizing mid-day
the deep gratitude which shone from
as they ate, Mrs. Goodwin feeling assurtheir eyes.
ed that Nora would be all right at home,
It took Nora quite some time to bring
even
though alone. Mr. Goodwin had the little boat back over the half-mile of
taken a fishing party of gentlemen out
rocking water; but she managed to do it
to sea that morning and would not return
and soundly. Then she led her
safely
until late in the afternoon.
new found friends to the house and found
After her mother’s departure from
dry clothes for them. And then the storm
home, Nora found plenty of work to do.
the clouds passed away and the
She tided up the house; then spent an ceased;
sun broke forth over a now calm day.
hour or more painting an old boat which
And then it was that Mrs. Goodwin,
her father had in ‘"dry dock” for recame home, and q little later the three
pairs. Nora was an able assistant to her young people from
the village returned
father in such work, and often lent a
to their summer hotel, and then the story
helping hand when Mr. Goodwin was of Nora Goodwin’s heroism went like
obliged to abandoifhis work to take per- wildfire about the village and surroundsons out fishing or motor-boating.
And a great crowd of peoAbout 11 o’clock two young girls, ac- ing country.
flocked about the Goodwin cottage,
ple
a
trifle
a
companied by young gentleman
and the parents of the three young folks
older than themselves, came along the
Nora had saved from
brought
beach.They saw the rowboats tied up her gifts in the shapedrowning
of certain very
at the little pier and one of them cried
large gold coins and checks written for
out:
amounts, all of which Nora at
“Oh, let’s have a row. The weather goodly
first refused outright to accept, but
is perfectly serene this morning.”
which she was persuaded by the crowd
“Yes,” said the second girl, “let’s all to take.
take an oar.
Bert, are you much at the
“I only did my duty, the duty of a
oars?” And she turned to the young
seaman’s daughter,” she said simply,
beside
her.
gentleman
“and I dislike to receive money for it.
“Well, before 1 sustained a compound
“It’s our only way of showing our apfracture of my right wrist I was someof your heroism,” declared
thing of a oarsman, at least, so our col- preciation
the father of the two young girls, who
But since then—
lege crew thought.
had returned to the Goodwin cottage and
which is only about six months ago- I
stood with their arms about Nora, “and
haven’t dared to use the oars.
But I
we shall be very unhappy unless you alcan manage a motor-boat all right.”
low us this
of giving to you a
“Well, then, we'll take a motor-boat,” little of ourpleasure
worldly goods in return for
said the first girl.
l our children’s lives.”
Then the three approached Nora, who
And then it was that good Mrs. Goodhad put aside her paint can and brushes
win broke down and wept—wept for joy
and was smiling a good morning to them.
at being the mother of a noble, splendid
But when they asked to engage a motorboat—there was but one tied up at the girl.
moment, all the others being let out
SOMERSET VETERANS’ MEETING.
Nora told them she regretted very much
that the boat was already engaged for
“The best meeting in years” was the
the day, and that the gentleman who had
unanimous verdict of the G. A. R. men,
hired it would be there at any moment.
their ladies and friends, who attended
Indeed, even as she spoke, two men and
the session of the Somerset Veterans’
as many ladies came over the cliff behind
Association in Solon Sept.. 18th. There
the house and dropped down over the
were
one hundred and fifty of
sandy beach to the boat landing. They them, nearly
representing the towns of Bingtook possession of the motor-boat and

j

—

set out to sea.

“Well, let's try a row boat,” said the
young gentleman who had been called
Bert by one of the girls.
“I guess we’ll
make out —between the three of us.”
This was agreed upon by the three
young people, who were from the village
summer hotel, where they were stopping
with their parents for a few weeks "rusticating,” as the girls laughingly told
Nora.
r-,.i---

and

...

♦

ul

.i_

the

young gentleman handed the
girls to their seat inside it. Then he untied the boat, jumped in himself, and
took up;the oars. But they had not got
far out in the bay, which was of rather
shallow water, when Nora, who was
watching them interestedly, saw the
girls take the rowman’s seat in the middle of the boat and the young man take
an end seat.
The girls bent to the oars
and made good speed.
over
the happiness of the gay
Smiling
young people from the summer hotel,
Nora turned to resume her work on the
keel of the old boat, wh- n suddenly
something dark in the southwest attracted her attention. It was a black cloud,
and was coming across the sky very
rapidly. Evidently the young folks out
in the bay had not observed the approaching “blow,” for they were still putting
out towards heavy water. Nora took up
her father’s megaphone and called out to
them through its great funnel, but she1
could not make them hear. She stood
gazing at the far away sea. It was becoming a bit more ruffled than it had been
when the three young folks started out.
She hoped they would notice the rising
wind, see the cloud, and make haste to
return.
But they were too busily engaged on their own innocent amusement
and conversation to notice anything outside the little boat which the girls very

evidently enioyed rowing.
For quite some time Nora watched-the
gradually diminishing boat. The bay
extended about a mile from land, where
it was divided from the great rolling
ocean by a low-lying sand dune. Towards
this dune went the three in the row boat,
oblivious that they were putting themselves in the path of danger. Half a
mile to the south of the point of their
evident destination'was a little life-saving station, where three sailors lived to
be of service to any in distress near the
dune". But sometimes -persons drowned
before the life-saving crew could reach
them.
Indeed, Nora had known fishermen in row boats to pass around the
dune to the north without being seen by
the life-savers at all. Their lookout was
mostly to the south, where some very
bad rocks, a wrecked ship, and other
seamen’s foes menaced those who went
upon the water near by.
Soon the wind came in a gust and almost took Nora off her feet. She ran
up the beach to get a better view of the

little

row boat. It was being sorely tried
by the windB sweeping the water and
troubling them greatly. Nora could see
that the young man had again taken the

oars, but the boat was turned the wrong
way to ride the waves. She’feared it

would get into a trough of the sea and
that it would be capsized. Not many
minutes did she stop to think over the
situation. She ran to the pier, untied
one of the strongest row boats, jumped

ham, Solon, Enjfatten, Brighton, North
Anson, Madison, Skowhegan, Norridgewoek, Oakland and Burnham, with Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Flynn of Idaho as specially honored guests. The morning ses-
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OUT FOR TAFT.

Hugh Pendexter, a Pittsfield boy,
abort-story writer and author of ‘‘TiberParty.
ius Smith,” “Camp and Trail" series.
Portland, Me., Sept. 191 Colonel
“Along the Coast’* services and other
works, has a 60,000-word serial for boys Frederick Hale, son of ex-Senator Hale,
beginning in the October number of the and national committeeman from this
Boys’ Magazine, published' at Smeth- State, today came out
forcibly for Presiport, Pa.
dent Taft. In a statement given out here
The Theosophical Path (Point Loma,
his position, Colonel Hale
Calif., Katherine Tingley, Editor,) for today defining
September contains several articles of said:
“I have asked Judge Philbrook, chairexceptional interest. As the official
publication of the Theosophical Move- man of the State committee, to call a
ment, dealing with the advanced ques- meeting of that committee to see what
tions of the day, religious, philosophical can be done in this State in this camand scientific, it is to be classed among paign. This meeting will be held within
the best of the serious magazines, as well a short time.' To my mind the only way
as being one of the most attractive by the fight can be conducted by the nationreason of its typography and illustra- al committee is through the State ortions and also for its articles orf general ganization, down through the county,
interest to the reader.
city and town organizations. This meeting is to be held to devise some plan,
The marvelous products of invention this
or some other, for the work.
and discovery described each month in
“My own position I stated clearly on
the Popular Mechanics Magazine are
my return from Chicago, where I atrich in the quality of suggestion, for tended
the national convention, that I
many of the new devices are but index
fingers along ihe highway of progress.
In the October “Magazine there are 306
articles and 256 illustrations. Among
the important features are the use
of the submarine
light on city police boats for locating drowned persons, or stolen goods; a siren devised by
Sir^Hiram Maxim to use on ships to detect the presence of icebergs; “Hunting
in New York Parks;” “Devices Used to

Create Inside Football;”

a. description
aquatic grandstand constructChicago regatta; “Carrying a
Skyscraper on a Cantilever; “Phonograph Messages from Aeroplanes;”
“Organ Plays in three Places at Once;”

of the big
ed for the

(Pi'L..

ni;_i_

xt_

“Writing Music with

tt_T

It* Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and
fnr the County of Waldo, on tba 10th day of
September, A. D. 1913.
a. JACKSON, administratrix ou the estate of Alfred 8. J acksou, late of Belfast,
In said County of Waldo, deoeaaed, having prewnted a petition praying ter a license to sell at
[Hiblic or private sale and convey certain rea
estate of said deceased, described In said peti-

did not believe in a third party and that
I should support the Republican ticket.
I have no reason since then to change
my mind. I am sorry to see the Republican party split up, but I believe that
the
and

people of this Statef Republicans
Progressives, will see that the com-

enemy is the Democratic party and
that eventually they will get together

LUCY
tion.

A true copy.

remarkably interesting and
useful article entitled “Intelligent Eating,” full of specific suggestions to
everybody. Another notable contribua

tion is entitled “What I Got Out of Col-

lege,” the author being a Wellesley College graduate. “What Children Should
Eat,” by Dr. Roger H. Dennett, a New
York specialist on children’s diseases, is
also a valuable article.
The regular
Cooking, Home Decoration, Household
and Fashion Departments are filled with
good reading and with ideas that will
help women to save time and money in
their houskeeping and dress arrange-

I

I

l

l

“I consider myself as progressive as
the members of the new party. I believed in the spring, when I supported
Colonel Roosevelt for the Republican
nomination for President, that the Republican party needed to be more progressive and I believe so still, but I differ from many in that I believe that this
change can best be wrought through the

FUR

icauit

we

McCall’s

I. PENDLETON, widower of Hattie
late of Seal sport, in said
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
County
i petition praying for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons Interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8th day of October. A. I).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, wily the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A

For Women

t’vo

Euy

236-246 W. 37th St., Now York City
Praaiura Cn'n'^ns’ and Pattern

McCall’s

Magazine

Journal,

one

and

Catalogue

free.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
September, A. D. 1912.

TheRepublican

THOMPSON, creditor of George
of Montville, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that he may be appointed administrator

CHARLES
Bums, late

legion

and his

DENTIST
Telephone

State treasurer must be acknowledged
by all.
Mr. Dunbar was for a long term of
years secretary of the Maine Senate, and
as such was
one of the most efficient
men who ever held
the position. He
was accommodating; always willing to exert himself to do fas*ors for others, and
ready and willing at all times to assist
the seeker for information in finding
what he wanted.
As secietary to the senate Mr. Dunbar did much to systematize the work of
the office and to facilitate handling the

work.

During the last three sessions of the
legislature he has served as clerk to the
finance committee, Senator Boynton,

chairman of that committee in the 75th
Legislature, regarding him as the best
available man for the work. His work
as the clerk to that committee iia3 been
of an extremely valuable nature.
By
his methods it has, at all times, been
possible to tell exactly the state of the

previous

Knox County General Hospital.
Dr. C. S. Coffin, who has been associated with Dr. E. C. Bryant in the Bryant
There are more patients in the Knox County
dental parlors for the past seven years, General hospital than ever before. Every prihas purchased Dr. Bryant’s business and vate room is taken and the ward^ are all full.
will take possession October 1st. Dr. It has even been necessary to pilt some of the
female patients in one half of the male ward.
Bryant, who has been most successfully Dr. Spear,
assisted by Dr. Karl Stewart, has
engaged in the practice of his profession had one
to three operations every da; for two
here since 1875, is to retire and his many or mors weeks. At. present there ore five
friends regret to learn that be contem- graduate nurses, besides the seven that are
plates leaving town.—Pittsfield Adver- training, making a total of twelve.—Rockland
tiser.
Opinion.

Temple.
tf 12

6-4

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County ot Waldo,
September, a. D. 1912,

PROBATE NOTICES

acquaint-

White slavery has been outlawed and
checked.
ances extend to all sections of the State.
Our trade with foreign nations has
That he is well qualified for the office of
a

of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, withiu anti for
said County, on the 8th day of October, A. I)
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

DR. E. S. WEBBER.
Masonic

Belfast, within and
on the 10th day of

E.

year each for $2.10 in

advance.

Room 5,

S.

lie sale certain rtal estate of said deceased, described in said petition, and distribute the proceeds after paying the expenses, among the said
heirs.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
•rder to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8th day of October, A. D.
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

McCALL’S MAGAZIKE
Hots—Sampla Copy,

Belfast, within and
the 10th day of

on

PARKER,

McCall Patterns free.

condition is favorable?
The tariff has been revised. Within a
year following passage of the Payne bill,
wages were increased more than $500,000,000. Industry is operating at high
pressure, general business is prosperous
and there is a scarcity of labor every-

Hazeltink, Register.

others,
living in different States,
of Catherine Mayo, lateof Monroe, in said Counhaving presented a petity of Waldo, deceased,
tion praying that Myron F. Parker of Searsport,

McCall Patterns Lead all others in style, fit,
simplicity, economy and number sold. More
dealers sell McCall Patterns than any other
makes combined. None higher than 15 cents.
from your dealer, or by mail from

Attest:
Chas. P.

Neally

Save Money and Keep in Style by subscribing
for McCall’s Magazine at once. Costs only 50
cents a year, including any one ol the celebrated

many substantial bene-

copy.

Evelyn
Bears, Nathaniel F. Mayo, Mrs Nellie Hiil, Mrs. Annie
MARTHA
heirs
and

reliable Fashion Guide monthly in
one
million one hundred thousand
homes. Besides showing all the latest
designs of McCall Patterns, each issue
is brimful of sparkling short stories
and helpful information for women.

weic

true

At a Probate Court held at
for the County ol Waldo,
September, A. D. 1912.

Have More Friends than any other
magazine or patterns. McCall’s is the

accomplished
people. Why make a change,
involving widespread unheaval of business, when every physical and material

fits to the

Magazine

and McCall Patterns

[From the Pittsburgh Gazette Times, Rep]
These are among the achievements of
three years of Taft. No other administration within the same brief limit has
so

ALE b't YUf. G OCER.

—.

A

oTAnSFe V*
Waili 'KS

will and testament
late ot Belfast, m said County of
ed, having been presented for

probate
Ordered That notice be giveu
Interested by causing a copy of tillsto »n
o,.1,
pubbsbed three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at HelliJ,0,T|* £
at
a
may appear
Probate Court,to w ,- i'»iv
fast, within and for said County
''hi;'
Tuesday of October next, at ten ot
»«£

before noon, anti show cause, if
-i.v
am
why the same should not be proven'■
allowed.
“I'proO
GEORGE E. JOHNsov
Atrueeopy. Attest:
Chas. P.

“a?

ana

Hazkltink,

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
September, A. D. 1912.

Belfast, withiu and
the 10th day of

Belfast
on

,,,,,

ujm1 U:

l. coombs, daughter
W Coombs, late of Belfast „,
of Waldo, deceased, having pi.-s»-,
praying that Mary A. Coombs mav
administratrix of the estate of -aVi
Ordered, that the said petitioner.
all persons interested by causing d
order to be published three week'
The Republican Journal, a
news; ,;
at Belfast, that they mav appem \
Court, tube held at Belfast, win
on
the
8th
County,
ray of Oct.it.,

Marjorie

;m

'll...
1

1

at ten of the clock before noon
if any they have, why the maytiouer should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOH V
Atrueeopy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazelti
a Probate Court, held at lit
for the County of Waldo, in
18th day of September, A. 1)

At

Chas.P. Hazeltink, Register.

M. Pendleton,
FRANK
of

where.
Two acts providing safety for railway
employees and proper inspection of apFOR STATE TREASURER.
pliances have been passed.
The Federal Mining Bureau, for reLincoln county puts forward a candi- ducing the dangers to workmen, has been
established.
date for State treasurer in the person of
A children’s bureau, to minimize infant
Kendall M. Dunbar of Newcastle, and
mortality and reduce child employment
confidently expects that he will be the in factories has been organized.
Pensions for Union veterans of ihe
man to handle the Maine pocket, for Mr.
War of the Rebellion have been briradDunbar is not unknown to Maine people. ened and
increased.
are

TREAT DOE, guardian of Blanche
Doe of Stockton Springs, in said Couuty of
Waldo, having presented a petition praying for a
license to sell at private.safe and convey certain
real estate of her said ward, described in said
petition, for the purpose thereiu named.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give uotice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weens successively
In The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of October, A. D. 1912,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. EJOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

At a Probate Court held at Keitast, within and
for tile County of Waldo on the 10th day of
September, a. D. 1912.

again.

ments.

His friends

on

within and
tbe 10th day of

mon

«

Companion

Belfast,

ALICE

i

Beifa^TT''''

a Probate Court, held at
tor the County of Waldo, In
vacuuS^l*
17th day ot September, A. D, lai
2‘ °“ ot?
certain Instrument, purporting t« k

At

GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Attest:

Chas. P, Hazeltink, Register.

kt a Piobate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
September, A. D. 1912.

Crosses Atlantic;” “Marathon 'Milkers

contributes to the same number of the

v

Ordered, That tbe said petitioner give notice to
all persons Interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be Held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on tbe 8th day of October, A. D.
1912. at ten of the clock before noon, and show
sause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should uot be granted.

Ordinary Typewriter;” "Thirty-Five-Foot Motorboat
Republican party itself.
“In the September fight the united
on a big Dairy Farm;” etc.
Republican party in this State showed
The October Woman’s Home Com- what it could do. I did everything I
panion contains the first installment of a could for the success of the State ticket.
new serial story by Justus Miles Forman,
In company with Chairman Philbrook of
which has to do with the subject, “Votes the State committee I went to New
For Women,” and is sure to create con- York and had a conference with Chairsiderable discussion. The story is en- man Hilles of the national committee.
titled “Through The Open Door,” and
given suuBianiieu
starts out briskly with the principal assistance for the State campaign. My
character, a young woman of nineteen, personal contribution to the campaign
discqyering herself in a state of revolt was $500, and this I gave to the city comagainst her teacher, who is stand-pat mittee of Portland.
and conservative to the last degree. Dr.
Harvey W. Wiley, formerly chief of the
DONE UNDER TAFT.
Bureau of Chemistry in Washington,
an

John Bicknell, Solon; reading. Adjutant,
Bowdoinham 150 Years Old.
S. F. Emerson, Skowhegan; war song by
Col. E.. E. Gould, Anson; reading, by
Bowdoinham Sept. 18th celebrated the
Guy Williams; address by Rev. M. Gerry
Plummer, Bingham; remarks, H. H. 150th anniversary of the incorporation
Starbird, Solon; remarks by Fred Ma- of the town and hundreds of visitors, ingoon, master of Solon Grange; address cluding former residents, came to assist
in the celebration. The town was decoon the work of the D. A. R. by Mrs.
rated from end to end in honor of the
Fred Msgoon; closing song, America.
occasion. The morning was given over
to sports of various kinds and in the afterPITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
noon literary exercises were held at the
G. W. Varney of Winnecook was in Town Hall. The exercises opened with
choruses of patriotic songs by 200 school
town on business'Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Murch of Freedom children, led by Hon. Stephen W. Carr.
Lewis M. Fulton presided and
were guests Sunday of their son, Edward Judge
gave a short address of welcome. The
Murch.
orator of the day was Rev. Henry E.
E. Q. Frost has returned from a visit Dunnack of
Augusta, who told “The
in Belfast at the home of his son, ClarStory of Bowdoinham.” Miss Clara
ence E. Frost.
Newhall Fogg of Bowdoinham delivered
Mrs. Fred Marden and son Ernest of an original poem, “The River Called
have
been
with
Searsmont
rela- Cathance.
visiting
Judge William T. Hall of
tives in this village.
Richmond and Capt. Silas Adams of
Bowdoinham’s historian,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Sampson of Free- Waterville,
short talks. The day was devoted
dom passed Sunday with Mrs. Anna Ste- gave
to athletic sports and the celebration
phenson and daughter.
closed with a colonial party at the Town
of
Williston
who
has
been
George
Troy,
Hall. The feature was the old folks’
the guests of friends in town for a few concert. Robert Brown led the chorus
days, returned home Saturday.
and Mrs. Pearl S. Card was pianist.
Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Coffin‘and little The soloists were Miss Lou Sylvester,
are
the
week
Elizabeth
Mrs.
True and Mrst T. J. Southard of
passing
daughter
in Thorndike, guests of relatives.
Richmond. Those in the chorus were:
Mr. and Mrs. >Henry Woodward of MiBS Addie Trufant, Miss Margaret
Camden, who have been visiting Mrs. Small, Mrs. LeandCT Small, Mrs. KelBetsy Woodward for a few weeksr re- ley, Miss Edith Wood, Miss Emma Dunham, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Doe, Edwin
turned home Wednesday.
U. Grant Hulse, Horace White,
E. Q. Frost has sold hiB residence on Brown,
Marshall White, George Dunham, EdPleasant street to William Cook and has
ward P.
Albert” Anderson-and
bought of his son the Main street stand Fletcher Kendall,
White. Miss Mabel Carr of
formerly occupied by Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Richmond
gave several readings.
to their removal to BelFrost
fast.

Ml

FRED HALE

Maine Member of Republican National
Committee Sees-no Need of a Third

devoted to the transaction of
which included appropriate
action upon the deaths of comrades C. S.
Wright and Samuel P.' Allen of Norridgewock, Pearl Otis of Anson and 1 appropriations made, pending, and as
Daniel Wentworth of Athens since the ; they compared with the same time in
last regular meeting.
Adjutant S. F. the last preceeding legislature. He also
Emerson reported a membership of 175 kept a record by which it was
instantly
|
veterans, and 260 ladies in the auxiliary. j ascertainable what the amount asked
It was voted to hold the December meet- tor in each
bul
was, the
appropriation
ing in Madison.
After a bountiful din- amount recommended
by the finance
ner served by the ladies of Solon, the af- committee and the amount allowed
by
ternoon was devoted to the following the legislature.
Mr. Dunbar will have the support of
program: Music; prayer by Chaplain
Cephas Walker of Madison; address of former members of the legislature and
welcome by Principal Guy Williams of will make an excellent State treasurer
the Solon High school; response by Col.
according to his friends.
E. E. Gould of Anson; recitation by Miss
Bertha Cooley of Solon; solo by Mrs.
For any itching sum trouble, piles, eczema
Nellie Snell of Solon; remarks by Charles salt rheum, hivee, itch, scald head, herpes,
Gilman of Solon; solo by Mrs. Emma scabies. Doan’s Ointment is highly recomDunton, Skowhegan; remarks by John mended. 50c. a box at all stores.
H. Avery,
Oakland; recitation, Mrs.
was

business,

...

:
>

certain instrument, purport;:
will and testament of Jan:
late of Searsport, in said Com
ceased, having been presented
Ordertd, That notice be givei
interested by causing a copy of
published three weeks siicco*

A

publican Journal, published

at

may appear at a Probate ComBelfast, within and for said
second Tuesday of October n
clock before noon, and show
have, why the same should uoi
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOH.nm
Atrueeopy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazklt
MS.—In Court ot Proi
fast, on the 10th day of s.
Alexander H. Nichols, admim t
tate of Frank A. Curtis, late ot
County, deceased, having prefinal account of administration f

WALDO

Ordered. That notice there.,f
weeks successively, in The K. j,
newspaper published in Bell.,
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to be held at BelfaV
of October next, and show cm.
have, why the said account slum
GEO. E. >]
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazki

a

ALIK) SS.—Ill Court ot Proh
\U
tt
fast, on the 10th day of >
Frank 1 Pendleton, administraiof Hattie M. Pendleton, late of s
County, deceased, having present?,
count of administration of said
ance.

Ordered, tliat notice thereof
weeks successively, in The K?|,
newspaper published in Belfas
that all persons interested mav
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
of October next, and show
have, why thesaid account slum
ed.
GEO. E.J()H»
A true copy. Attest:
Chah. p, Hazel m s
a

VT7ALDO SS.—In Court ot Pie!
?t
fast, on the 10th day of s
Mary A. Devereaux.adiiiinistrnr.
of Susan P, Genn, late of Prosify, deceased, Having present? ! ;
account of administration of

lowance.

Ordered, That notice thenweeks successively, in The K
newspaper published in Bel!
that all persons interested m
bale
Court to be held at B>
day [of October next, and sithey have, why the said acce
a

allowed.
A true

on

copy.

GEO. E. JOHN'
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazki

Y17TLLIAM T. FLANDERS, administrator of
\rrA!.DO SS.-ln Court of Pi,
»V
if
the estate of George W Flanders, late of
fast, on the 10th day ..! >
been enormously increased, particularly
VV. Wescott, executor of the i
C.
said
of
in
County
deceased,
Northport,
Waldo,
and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
in iron and steel manufactures.
having presented a petition praying for a license E. Brooks, late of Belfast,in v
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesed, having presented his tit.
to sell at public or private sale and convey cerCongress has made the contract beday of September, A. D. 1912.
istration of said estate for
tain real estate of said deceased, described in
tween railroads and their employees
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last said
petition.
Ordered, That notice tin
more favorable to the latter.
A will and testament of Mary Small, late of
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to weeks successively, in Th. i;
Brooks, in said County of Waldo, deceased, havShippers by rail and patrons of ex- ing
all
a
interested
a
of
this
newspaper
published in Bel
persons
by causing
copy
been presented for probate
press,, telegraph and telephone companies I Ordered, That notice be given to all persons order to be published three weeks successively ty, that all persons interest?
in
Probate
The
a
to be held at iCourt,
Republican
Journal,
publishnewspaper
are assured just rates by reason of addiinterested by causing a copy of this order to be ed at
that they may appear at a Probate day of October next, and '!.
tional authority conferred upon the In- published three weeks successively in The Re- Court,Belfast,
to be held at Belfast, within and (or sain
the said a??.
they
why
have,
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they County, on tlie 8th day of October, a. 1). allowed.
terstate Commerce Commission.
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
GEO. E. JOli
The eight-hour law on Government , may
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
A true copy. Attest:
it any they have, why tae prayer of said
work has been extended to include con- second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the cause,
should not be granted.
Chas. P. II.\zn
petitioner
if
clock before noon, and show cause,
any they
tract supplies.
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
!
why the same should not be proved, ap- j
A true copy. Attest;
Practice in the Federal courts has been have,
A LUO SS.—In Court of Pi
proved and allowed.
( has. P. Hazeltine. .Register.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
fast, oil the 10th day
simplified in the interest of all litigants,
j
A
true
A. Smith, auministi.
Attest:
stelle
copy.
which will relieve particularly the
At a IT- bate Court held at Belfast, within and
poor
Annie A. Thompson, iate of
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
for
the
of
on
the
l"tli
of
County
Waldo,
day
suitor.
County,
deee.iseu, having ;
September, A. 1). 1912.
Postal savings banks have been estabcount of administration or s;
i At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, witnin aid1
NEAL, administrator of the es- ance.
piIARLKSA.
to
the
lished,
great convenience of per\J ta’.e ol Moses S. Neat, late oi Searsmont, in
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues*
Ordered, That notice thei
sons who
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre
formerly hoarded their surplus? day of September, A. L>. 1912.
weeks successively, in
h? i;
t > sell at
set ted
petition praying for a licet
-—Provision has been made for the parbe
the
to
last
certain instrument, purporting
a newspaper pullMh -I
in ior
ic
sale
and
coiiaiu
real
private
convey
will and testament of William 11. Thomas, pub
cels post, which will begin operations
a!!
that
ml.Tesll>,
persons
estate of said deceased, described in said petilate oi Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deProbate Court, to be held at
tion.
January 1st.
ceased, having been presented for probate.
day of October next, ami
1
the
said
that
notice
to
give
Ordered,
petitioner
they have, why tin said
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
all persons interested by oa-using a ropy ot this
bt allowed.
neavy, impure Diooa maxes a muddy, pimply
terested by censing a copy of tills oroer to »e
order to be published three weeks successively
GEO. E. Ji
in
The
Recomplexion, headaces, nauses, indigestion. published three weeks successively
in The
Journal, a newspaper pubA true copy. Attest:
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly. publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they lished atRepublican
that they may appear at a ProBelfast,
i\ II ./,
Chas.
at
be
held
to
a
Probate Court,
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock mav appear at
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
Belfast, within and for said County, on tile second said County, on the 8th day of October, A. 1>.
Blood Bitters.* $1.00 at all stores.
ten of the clock
at
next,
of
October
Tuesday
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
4 DMINlsi BATKIN’S
Nm
! before noon, and show cause, if any they have, cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said ! l\ scriher
hereby giv?s
HON. FORREST GOODWIN.
why the same should not be proved, approved petitioner should not be granted
adminc.
be“ii
appointed
duly
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Congressman-Elect from the 3d Maine
EDGAK A. BUNlvKK, m
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
P.
Register.
Chas.
Hazkltink,
in the County of Waido, .1
District.
bonds as the law directs, a
Mr. Goodwin stands at the top of his
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and i
demands against tli? estate
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of 1
His counsel and services At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
profession.
flesired to present the san
on
the
second
Tuesof
A.
1).
1912.
Waldo,
for the County
September.
have been sought by the largest business
all indebted thereto ai?
day of September, A. D, 1912.
WENTWORTH, administratrix of i nient immediately t>> K"bert
interests in, the State. His successful
the estate of* Edwin E. Wentworth, late oi
certain instrument, purporting to be the lastfast. Maine, my autlionz I
defence of the rights of the
Waldo, in said Countv of Waido, deceased, havVEI.oi
will and testament of Mary a. Say ward,
laboring
in said County of Waldo, deing presented a petition praying for a license to
Foxboro, Mass., Septenib
people forced corporations to retain him I late of Thorndike,
for probate.
been
sell
at
sale
and
certain
real
es
ceased,
presented
having
private
convey
as permanent counsel.
The same ability
tate of said deceased, described in said petition.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inthat brought him success before the
N JT1CK l
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
by gives notice that sli?
courts of Maine wiU bring him
in The Re- all persons interested by causing a copy of this
equal published three weeks successively
pom tea executrix oi me mm
to be published three weeks successively in
order
at
that
success in the halls of
Belfast,
they
Journal,
published
publican
Congress.
of
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Mr. Goodwin is a man of
MARY BIRMINGHAM,
irreproach- may
Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec- at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
able character. The esteem in which ond
be
to
held
w
tor
said
at
of
the
at
ithin
and
teu
of
October
Court,
Belfast,
next,
Tuesday
in the County of Waldo, dece..
he is held in his own
before noon, and show cause, if any they
demands against tie
is
ciocl*
absohaving
community
lute proof that he has led a life of clean have, why the same should not be proved, ap- at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, ceased are desired to present
if any they have, why the prayer of said peti j
and allowed.
and all indebted then
proved
ment,
and honest endeavor. That Mr. Goodtioner should not be granted.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
make payment immediatei>
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
win is well entitled to the good name
A true copy. Attest:
SARAH
A true copy. Attest:
Chas.
P.
Hazkltink,
Register.
Frankfort, September 10.
conceded him is amply shown by the fact
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Kegister.
that in the campaign when personalities
held at Belfast, within and
NOTICE. T
were so freely
At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within ami
tlta Kith Hair /if
indulged in, whern every At a Probate Court UI.iMa
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
by gives notice that she
edition of every Democratic
newspaper
executrix of the 1:i'*
September, A. D. 1912.
September, A. I). 1912.
pointed
and every speech of every Democratic
II. NICHOLS, administrator of of,
E. SMART, daughter and heir-at law of
speaker was filled with unjust vituperation
Oliver W. Whitcomb, late of Searsport, in
the estate of Frank A. Curtis, late of Sears
DANIEL S. GOODKLL,
and recrimination of Republican candi- said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre- port, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
in the County of Waldo, deer,
a petition praying that she may be apa petition praying that the Judge of
sented
presented
dates, no speaker and no paper ven- pointed administratrix of the estate of said de Probate may determine who are entitled to the having demands against lh>
tured to cast so much as the shadow of a ceased.
balance of the said estate now iA his hands for ceased are desired to present
and all indebted ih<
stain on the name of Forrest Goodwin.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to distribution, their respective shares therein, and Cement,
to make payment immediate
Mr. Goodwin has accumulated through all persons interested by causing a copy of this order the same distributed accordingly.
MAh V
in
three
weeks
order to be published
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to j
successively
K>
his own efforts a fair amount of
worldly The Republican Journal, a newspaper published all persons interested by causing a copy of this j Searsport, September 10,
goods. He owns one of the finest resi- at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate order to be published three weeks successively
!
dences in Skowhegan, situated at the Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishADMINISTRATOR’S NOT
the Sth day of October, A. D. 1912,
ed at Belfast, that they appear at, a Probate
A scriber hereby gives not!<
top of Dyer Hill on Madison avenue. His ;i. Countv.on
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
duly
appointed auministratm
immediate family is made up of himself j if any they have, why the prayer of said petition County,!on the 8th day of Cctober, A. 1). 1912, uexed,
or the estate of
and Mrs. Goodwin, who was Miss Mattie i er should not be granted,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause i
LEON W. WYMAN, late
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
I
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition- I
Smith, daughter of the late Martin
111 the County of Waldo, tie
A true copy. Attest:
er should not be granted.
'■
Sn ith, a farmer in Cornville. Mr. Good'"Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
I bonds as the law directs.
GEO. L. JOHNSON. Judge.
demamls against the estate o;
A true copy. Attest:
win and Miss Smith were married in
same
the
to
desired
present
Ciias. r. Hazeltine, Kegister.
SS—In court ol Probate, held at BelJune 1893.
all indebted thereto are reqt
fast, on the 10th day pf September, 1912.
ment immediately.
John C. ’Clark, administrator on the estate of At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
VICTOR
for
of
in
said
the
on
the
10th
of
of
late
County
Waido,
Thorndike,
day
Eliza
M’Philbrick,
!
Islesboro, September 10, lh
! County, deceased, having presented his first and i September, A. I). 1912.
final account of administration of said estate for
J PE RLE Y of Urity, in said County
s not h
allowance.
of Waldo, having presented a peti ion prayscriber hereby gives notie
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three ing that Wiibur S. Lowell of said Unity, may be duly appointed administrator
appointed guardian of him. the said Roscoe J.
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Perley.
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said CounALBERT B. FERGUSON, 1
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to in the County of Waldo, de
NOW 85.
Probate Court, to be held at i Belfast, on the 8th all persons interested by causing a copy of this bonds as the law directs. A'
of October next, and show cause if any
order to be published three weeks successively mauds against the estate oi >
Mrs. John M. Foster of Pittsfield, Maine, day
they have, why the said account should not be
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubdesired to present the same
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro- all indebted thereto are reque-:
says:—“Mr. Foster has used “L. F.” Atwood’s atlowed.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for ment immediately to James t
Medicine as his never-failing remedy for all
A true copy. Attest;
said County, on the 8th day of October. A. D. fast, Maine, iny authorized ;u
Chas. P. Haz eltine, Register
ills, for the last ten, I might say twenty years,
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
JEREMIAH
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
New York, September 10. D'land received much benefit for the use of it
should
not
be
petitioner
granted.
Belheld
at
Court
of
SS.—In
Probate,
He is 85 years old and I am 80,’’
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
fast, on the 10th day of September, 1912.
NOTH I
A true copy. Attest:
If you begin to suffer from the effects of Viola J. Patterson, administratrix jiu the estate
scribers hereby give not 1
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
of /Robert F. Patterson, late of Belfast, in said
admiuisti
been duly appointed
time and illness, profit from the experience of
County, deceased, having presented her first and
annexed, of the estate of
NOTICE. The subscriber here
this worthy old couple. Take “L. F.” Atwood's final account of administration of said estate,
by gives notice that she has been duly ap- HAMILTON HOLTON WOOlh
for allowance.
executrix ol the last will and testament
lue, Mass.,
Medicine before it is too late, before disease
pointed
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
becomes too fixed to be easily corrected and weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, °f
deceased, and given bonds as
B. HARDING, late of Troy,
LEWIS
All persons having demands
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
your health preserved.
of said deceased aie.desired to
that all persous interested may attend at a Pro- In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
1
settlement, and all indebted
8th
lor
on
the
All persons having
35 cents for a large bottle at all good stores, bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
bonds as the law directs.
to make payment immedi
deceased
said
quested
estate
of
of October next, and show cause, if any
the
demands
day
against
Maine.
or a sample free by mail.
of
Belfast,
Dilution
be
F.
not
should
the
account
for
said
settlement,
are desired to present the same
they have, why
OKRIN G. WOOL.
K
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
allowed.
and all indebted thereto are requested to make agent.
JOHN W-EDMI NH
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
payment
HERBERT
HE’Sh)
HAKmN(J.
A true copy. Attert:
Brookline, Mass., August 13.
Chas. F. Hazeltink. Register.
Troy. September 10,191.2.
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That’s all the pilots kin do theirselves.
Just remember all the time that there's
an outer sand bar that blocks
up what
ought by natural rights to be the opening, and so the sunken points run by
each other, and to a stranger it’s as com-

York in
Nassau to New

Cat-Boat.

a

JOHNSON.
BV ALFRED

1

government Lighthouse

went to work to fix
hen the next tide left
r< peller high and dry.
in'! have fit tools to do
,mi 1 scoured the town
we

with

The
lock,-nut.
out to be the
piace turned
xer our

lightprising, ingenious felrned incidentally, did a
able business in repairing
ing up stuffing-boxes,
,:id passing boats through
.'nths, getting from $5 to
eng to the owner’s general
rdancy, or gratitude. In
1 to be that rara avis,
of

I
j
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i

of

one

the

rner, and to cheat him
at the same time to
and
;.,ols to do it

;

and

with,

on the Reserpeach which he had
xx ith his own hands in
uthern sun so that he

front door,

1

for this very puri couldn’t attempt at
at the gentleman’s
watch below” and he
oefore going on duty
I left Charlie to lie in
is ioor, while I went

I

i
i

office, a half-mile
cool, moss-hung tropi-

later the big
stern of our
pipe in and out be,s favorite trick) and
hour
at the

n

;

l

He

r.

was

utterly

tide was fast creepwer blade, and he anjl yet far off that I’d

I

xv'ay
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Jacksonville”
duties) be-

to

of my

awakened out oi

to “lend
round salt water by
>.. was as likely as rot to
and leave it to rust on
he tide came up.
to cheer up and leave
:
while, 1 started out to
along .the broad,
...••icb, under the soft,
id refused
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flatly

southern night, and

rook

rollicking party
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spears and nets,
crabs and other “seaeensisted of a big,
wes,
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vigorous and jovial
great shock of curly
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hearty, forceful
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ranging

only half

as

to

mark them of

you and the kids are
away out here on the

urselves, aren’t you?”

right,
rily:
all

for he

on

I

r

58 tbim

I

replied

her right, strangers

'll, is afraid of her bent and changes so in
m
they not knowin’
she “gets their goat,”
's gits $15 for takin’
1
1
er cruisers in and
out,
s
accordin’ to, and of
their interest to say it’s
™gen>us
and the rest of

Hut 'tain’t no sech thing,
v* n f°°l cigarette smokers
ft'cr,
who don’t know nothin’
•toutba,.
her Palace anyway> except in them lob*
cs.
"iii

‘-'°tter do is to foller her
Hnd a<=t aecordin.’ Now
you the whole trick
tight her ’’ “n
then you-all kin save
Sour ;,h
"Plunks
an' take your boat
1 ?ut
8l'cl< as anybody.
1
Now
tho.,"
P !nt:-most o’ them that gits
“tl run;
tfouble thinks the chanat, straight, an’ they butts
onter the sand-bar that
1
an’ Bits rolled over
rlt
then we goes out and
too rough,—and
*(,reir. t-tain’t
he added, reminiscently.
"fact
there’8
two
channels,— a
****htotK
^tt’ar.i north'ard and a main to the

•'"i

irum

jitfe'i
foolej
[igbt

I
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1
I
I
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I
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I
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,riPer

..

th«an''
thin™,iaSjage’
I"8;,

I Bf!e’> the ho.

east’ard.

as

picturesque vignettes

Sometimes

.,Eourse tiT’-sometimes t’other; but
mostly so,-only
l^heavv main>8
?!*n’ taL°u,t winds. You gotter go
*"
at ’em both to 8ee>
tlle'i tall3
Ke .P0*1
fhe likeliest lookin’ one.

Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. t^ur clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home........$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’fe, Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.26
The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.
The publishers of the New Idea Magazine
have advised us of an increase in their subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
are now

$2.26.

The publishers of McCalls magazine have
tent us this notice: “The subscribers may
select their free patterns within 30 days after
the receipt of ttieir first magazine by making

request on an ordinary post card, stating
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
a

whicn tney

are

WEAR

entitled.”

(Hi

RUBBERS
M
winter
M
This

V,

/

0 River, bid
I have

Nor are such incidents unusual. Seiberlich’s trap-gun which killed an intruder
well remembered. So is the case of
the author on the South Shore who shot
an alleged chicken thief only a few
weeks ago.
In the present condition of law en-

forcement,

ing incidental.
This scrutiny of the Maine ports is
necessary to a proper understanding of

they

And

practically no way to
stop petty thieving except by taking the

such

far

are

gone who

My

and berries about their suburban homes.
now have to gather it all when
it is too green to eat, or run the large
risk of its entire loss. If anyone thinks
this is an exaggerated statement, let ;
him leave the pears on his tree ungatbered for a little and see what happens.
The tax which the community pays for
its helplessness against
petty theft
would run into high figures. The risk
holds in check many enterprises which
wouid otherwise be of public convenience. It prevents various schemes of
self-help and home beautifying that
would be to the general advantage, and
it deadens civic spirit.
But worst of all, non-enforcement of
the law always brings a substitute in its
train—violence. Judge Lynch soon takes
possession of every empty court. —Boston Herald.

Maine Stands Pat

them,

answer me no more.

Ah, that he too might slumber
Under flag and flowery tree,
Where thy low perpetual measure
Should bear him company!

the blood that the disease

rheumatism

Eastport.

Eastport, Sept. 20. The action brought
against a Belfast party for spreading the refuse from the sardine factory on his land
caused more or less interest in this city, the
home of the American sardine, as it has been
the custom for many years for the'farmers in
this vicinity to haul away the waste from the
factories for fertilizer, and during the sardine
season the odor of decayed fish greets one on
all sides, while passing through any of the
country towns in close proximity to the factories.
m
The supply of fish suitable for sardines has
been usually large during the peat week and
the different factories have been obliged to
run day and night in order to take care of the
many hogsheads brought to this city each day.

be

There is no lamentation
In Nature’s faithful breast;
The leaves that fall beside thee
£>he covers up to rest;
The lives that fall and wither
She holds as close and dear,

fought

get

cannot

a

I

Yet bids thee flow as brightly
As if they still were here.

would not bid thee linger
To grieve o’er voices gone;
Into the further sunlight
I, too, would follow on.
—Frances Laughton Mace, “Under Pine and
Palm."
1

RECENT DEATHS.
Edmond D.

Wiggin of Boston died
18th at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Fred Gerald, in China, of heart disease, aged 65 years and 11 months. Mr.
Wiggin was born in China and for his
first wife married Miss Julia Washburn
of that town, who died when her daughter, Mrs. Gerald, was a young girl. Mr.
Wiggin formerly lived in Auburn and
was prominent in the police force of
that city, winning fame as a detective in
the famous Barron murder at Dexter.
He had since lived most of the time in
Boston and had worked up many difficult
cases.
Mr. Wiggin passed one winter in
France and two in Alaska. His health
has been poor for the past year, during
which he lived quietly with his daughter.
Sept.
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for your paint
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containing color schemes and many
helpful painting suggestions,

I

Mason & Hall

||

Amli|

M

The Belfast Fuel &

Wish to inform their friends and
customers that after
1st there will be an advance in the
price of
Anthracite Coal of 25 cents per ton on all sizes
except Pea.
We aie now selling Coal at the
following prices, debvered and put in on a level within the

X
0

9

9

city limits:

5

Pea>.S6.50

$

Chestnut,

{•'

‘‘I had been troubled with the rheumatism for over three years before I be-

gan using Dr. Williams’ Pink pills for
Pale People.
Then in less than a
month's time I was able to walk better.
I became aide to use my hand and the
swelling of the fingers went down. I
used the pills until I wascured.”
A booklet, ‘‘Diseases of tlse Blood,”
containing helpful information will be
sent free upon request.
I)r. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or will he sent, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50 cents per box;
six boxes, $2.50, by the Dr. Williams

9
^

x

•

Stove.7.75
E&?».7.75

•

8.50

•

8.25

f

Z

1he above Prices are subject to the
usual 30
days cash discount of 25 cents per ton.
23tf

•

9

•

8.00

Franklin Chestnut,
Franklin Egg,

9

Z

Z
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BELFAST
BURNHAM
June 26. 1912, trains connectBurnham and Waterville with
througl
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
land and Boston will run as follows:
at

A.M.

P. M.

Belfast, depart. 6
City Point. t7

55
00
Waldo
(7 10
Brooks. 7 22
Knox. 17 34
Thorndike
7 40
Unity. 7 18
Winnecook. t7 58
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 28
Benton.
8 38
1135
Bangor.
Waterville. 8 44
Portland. 11 50

Boston.
TO

315

P.M

12 25
t!2 30
tl2 40
12 52
U04
1 10
1 18
fl 28
1 40

3
2
4
pm 7

32C
(3 25
13 31
3 41
t3 5£"
4 06
413
t4 20
4 30
6 20
6 30
6 0,'
5 35
8 15
11 26

05
14
50
55

BELFAST
P.M.

Boston.

*

$

Z

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

On and after

ing

1

Hay Co.

September

FROM BELFAST.

strength.

InIqaTI

ADVANCE

A

A.M.

IITHEREAS, William R. Adams of Morrill,
in the
County of Waldo and State of
V
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the twentyninth day of May, A. D. 1911, and recorded in
Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Book 295,
Page 86, conveyed to me a certain lot or parcel
of land, with the buildings
thereon, situated in
said Morrill and described as
follows, viz: Beginning at a stake and stones standing on the
north

line of Melzar Thomas’ land and the
south line of lot No. 75,
being the southerly'
corner of land
cenveyed to Robert W. Cross;
thence north twenty-six degrees west on the
line of said Cross land one hundred and
sixty
rods to an ash tree; thence south
fifty four degrees west fifty rods; thence south twenty-six
degrees east one hundred and sixty rods;
thence north fifty-four degrees east
fifty rods
to the place first mentioned,
reserving the
road as now travelled; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now,
therefore, by reason of the brea.'h of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this fifth day of September. A. D. 1912.
OR1LLA MERKITHEW
D. & M.
3w37

A.M

7 30

10 00
P. M.

Portland. 11(0
a.

Waterville.

Bangor.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

Unity.

(Flag

7 00

1 20

9 50

4 10
1 10
4 17
4 27
4 45
(4 55
5 C4
5 12
( 5 20
5 35
(5 45
( 5 55
6 CO

m

7 15
6 45
7 20
7 28
8 25
(8 35
8 44
8 52
(9 00

9 56
10 04
10 25
(10 35
10 50
11 00
(11 10
11 30
til 40
(11 50
91 55

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks. 915
Waldo. (9 25
City Point. (9 35
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
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LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

KENNEDY’S

Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. V.

Announces that he has limited his practice
diseases of the

to

Eye, Ear, Nose and Tliroat
AND KLtRACTION.

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold al
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

friends of Pierce Laffin
icgict,

SEAL^§ff

White Lead
Bar

impure,

foothold.

When it does the thin and impure
blood is not strong enough to overcome
the poisons alone. It must he strengthened and purified. Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People are the best bloodbuilding medicine you can take.
Mrs. George Lockard, a farmer’s wife,
of Landenburg, Pa., found complete relief from rheumatism when she built up
and purified the blood with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
She
says:
“I suffered for years from rheumatism in the left lup along the sciatic
nerve and in the shoulders and hands.
I consulted two doctors and while their
medicine helped me some, I did not
I suffered so
get permanent relief.
terribly that I used to wish many a
time that I was in my grave.
My
fingers were bent and crippled and I
had no use of my left hand for three
years. I couldn’t step out right with
either foot.
My suffering took my appetite away and I lost in weight and

stayest not for losses,
Thou hast no part with woe;
Thy theme is of To-morrow,
And not of Long Ago.

w 1111

:

>

Tillies, the blood is weak and

Thou

The many

can

successfully.

_

Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

m

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephon connection.
23tf

K nH n IFor indigestion.
Relieves sour stomacfc.
Palpitation of the heart. Digests what you eat

ills

home at Mt. Waldo, after an illness of
two weeks with pneumonia. Mr. Laffin
was 66 years and 9 months of age.
He
was held in high esteem by a large circle
of friends and was a staunch member of
the Granite Cutters Union. He leaves a
widow, and seven sons and one daughter
Richard K. Laffin, John F., Pierce A.,

Here Is

MANV DRIVEN FROM HOME
Every year, in many parts of the country,
thousands are driven from their homes by
coughs and lung diseases. Friends and business are left behind for other climateB, but
this is costly and not always sure. A bettei
way—the way of multitudes—is to use Dr.
King’s New Discovery and cure yourself at
•home. Stay right there, with your friends,
and take this safe medicine. Throat and lung
trouble find quick relief and health returns.
Its help in coughs, colds, grip, croup, whooping-cough and sore lungs make it a positive
blessing. 60c and (1.00. Trial bottle free.
*
Guaranteed by all druggists.
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Genuine
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Magazine, One Year,
The Republican Journal, One Year,
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of Fish at

Potatoes.

Because rheumatism defies any treatment that does not build up ami purify
tile blood. The poisons of rheumatism
are in the blood and it is only through

Thou givest me no answer;
My question does thee wrong;
The joy of the Forever
Is the burden of thy song.

icauicu

I

i

Why are there so many failures in
the treatment of rheumatism?
Why are so many sulierers resigned to
i a life of pain, despairing of a permanent cure?

the discussion: first, because time was
when many of them were all and more
of what is demanded by ideals of a perfect port; and again because they link
the transition from the Massachusetts
sort of thing which may be extremely J.
Hayward, Stephen E., Francis P. and
enjoyable in its way, but is certainly not Mrs. Owen Sweeney; also a large circle
to the Nova Scotian and Cape
“portly,”
of relatives and friends to mourn his
Breton sort of thing which can come re- death. The bearers were Patrick Dunmarkably close to the desired article. lin, Martin Hannigan, James Otis and
From little ports of the north, New- Thomas
The funeral was held
foundland is omitted purposely. There at St. Murphy.
Gabriel’s church, Winterport,
is something unseemly in the aesthetic
Sept. 13th, Spd was attended by a large
consideration of communities which are number of relatives and friends.
The
as desperately ports and nothing else as
floral offerings were many and beautiful.
those of Newfoundland.
The many friends of the family extend
Mainfe stands, therefore, both geo- their heartfelt
sympathy to them in their
graphically and scenically, halfway^be- sad bereavement. Work was suspended
Your Eastports,
Rock ports, the
tween.
day of the funeral at the cutting
Harpswells, Tenants Harbors and Port plant of the Mt. Waldo Granite Works.
Clydes stand for something well on the The brother stone cutters attended the
way to the vision’s reality. They are funeral of Mr. Laffin in a body and
prenot quite the thing itself, but they edu- sented a
beautiful floral pillow, which
cate you up to it; teach what to expect
to their love of their
silent
tribute
gave
in going on north, or, to speak by the
loyal brother.
card, “down to the eastward.

Plenty

on

The kiaine potato average September 1,
1912, was 78 per cent, which is just the same
as it was September 1,
1911. The United
States’ average for September 1, 1912, is 87.2
per cent, as opposed to only 59.8 per cent September 1, 1911, a remarkably great increase
for the present year.

sported

bravest and the gentlest
Sleep near thy lulling wave;

your

They

Do Not Join the Ranks of Hopeless Sufferers When There
Is a Remedy Within
i
■Reach.

And one—thy waters call him,
But cannot find his grave.

Well

house by the way it looks
The better way is to have
your

the color card.

RED

Z

The

Judge Very
on

a

-K--

Oh, tell me, rushing current,
When the evening wind is low,
Do the voices of those lost ones
Around thee come and go?

I

1

thief can be caught and
adjudged
guilty, and perhaps actually sentenced
to a fine or imprisonment—and this consummation iB exceedingly unusual—all
the thief need do is to hire a
lawyer and
appeal the case. The chances are that
it will be nol pressed,
through political
or other influence, and
forgotten. And
the only punishment inflitced will be the
fee which the attorney exacts.
Thieving is very annoy ing to many tradesmen, express companies, milk routers,
etc., to say nothing of the people who :
would like to raise small fruits, grapes, j

and|loQg«

heart returns to meet

But they

You Can't
how a color will look
on

■

law into one’s own hands. Scores of
people in Greater Boston have chopped ;
down trees because they were unable to
gather the fruit. Our legal system, so
far as the protection of these rights are
concerned, has rather completely broken .■
down. In the Occasional instance when I

Beside thy rose-rimmed shore;

town; hardly a port. Camden offers
harbor landlocked by a piney island
bearing a white lighthouse; a harbor

spinsteriy steamer which carries the
mails to Monhegan, sends up from the
waterside a street of white houses under
shade trees such as to invite even an
actor to thoughts of “settling down.”
Monhegan itself was long ago handed
'over gagged and bound to the artist
tribe, who have lavished pigment enough
headlands to have
on its haven and
nsimtud Rlack Head white and White
Head black. To let the artist folk tell
it, you would suppose the perfect port
had been found without stirring pne
revolution of the propeller from Monhegan. Vinalhaven has the fleet; a
genuine port it is. Trees and hills are
somewhat lacking, Stonington is mtfch
stoning and little ton. The fact is that
Penobscot Bay is turning into a summer
playground and the port idea is becom-

there is

welcome!

journeyed

If

is

Since first I saw thy sparkle,
And heard toy daybreak song.

a

s

me

I

with

I listen and make answer
To the speaking waves again.

as a

port, Bucksport, Winterport, Stocktqn
—it must be confessea, come near to
coinciding with the hopes aroused byHoward Pyle’s pictures and Mr. Norfor
text. Thomaston,
man Duncan’s
example, though visited customardy by

charged

Now after years returning,
With gladness and with pain

of

used chiefly by two coastwise steamers
and a few yachts. Boothbay, on the
other hand, is very much what the
amateur of-ports is looking for—thicket
of masts, wharf sheds, straggling, hilly
streets and the houses of the town set
at eccentric angles to one another whereever they chance to fit dooryard and
garden, In Boothbay, too, there is a
bit of garden, red-brick homestead under deep m pie shade up a sloping lane
to set artists painting for dear life. The
harbor is not without the requisite hulks.
The upper reaches of Penobscot Bay
Ebb tide unhave their possibilities.
the steep
covers hulks enough under
green shores on the strand of red gravel.
There is generally one sound wharf and
two
rotting, thus giving a choice.
Steamers prefer the sound wharf, artists
the decaying. On the green rolls of hill
above the water are shaderows of elm
and maple, white homesteads and the
needly spire of the meeting house pricking up through greenery with a gleam
of sun on it. Such spots as these—Sears'-

each ca3e

The hoarse and muffled murmur,
Solemn and deep and strong,
Which lulled my childhood’s slumber
And grew into my song.

Maine I wish, if possible, to consider
with strict neutrality.
Much may be
said for the Maine coast towns as

1

11 eat

shooting, is in
manslaughter.

I woke to hear the fall
Of the river over the mill-dam
With the old familiar call,—

but to rule out Massachusetts Bay from
the competition for ports simply as ports,
without any other title to distinction.

havens;

LEADS.

In Brookline on Wednesday night a
shot an intruder who was supposedstealing violets, killing him. Only a
ly
lew weeks ago an Italian said to be
stealing milk from a delivery met a similar fatd These punishments are. so
severe in proportion to the offence that
the owner of the property, who did the

—

’em.”

LAWLESSNESS NATURALLY

man

Massachusetts ports. It seems not too
yearnings
power.
much to expect of a seaport that it
should possess a moderate amount of As these stiange birds in perfect safety glide
Above the dangers of the dread abyss—
shipping, yet in most of the seacoast So, in faith’s fearlessness, may we outride
towns on Massachusetts Bay the chief
Life’s perilous whirlpool where the waters
drawback is that they are everything
hiss,
else except ports.
The foes we conquer, not the foes we miss,
They are summer
colonies, pleasure beaches, factory cen- Upstrengthen us to meet the hostile tide.
—A. T. Schumann.
tres, stone quarries, or tourist meccas,
into which a vessel now and then comes
SHIP-BUILDING ON THE KENNEBEC.
Salem antj The River
by accident or hecessity.
dream of conscious might
Newburyport are glorious old towns, Prescient sleeps—a
but powerless in his icy mail,
crammed with the choicest domestic Stilled
by the weird, incantatory gale;
architecture on the coast, but one would But, lo! the overgloom unfolds its light,
wear thankless blisters oi
his heels As pausing in a bleak shipyard to rest,
tramping their wharves in quest of ships. I gaze aloft upon a stirring form,
Ipswich as nearly approaches the ideals Firm on the stocks, ere long to brave the
storm,—
suggested by Clamport as any place off The building
hammers ply her rugged breast.
the Cape, but its fleet is scrawny as a
Here mingle prophecy and eloquence!
diet of hardtack. Gloucester has a fleet, Akin to God’s is thus Man’s labor
wrought,
to be sure; but in the summer it is an Each stroke_a message of
inspiring thought,
open question whether the town exists Heart-tnrobs of revelation, swift, intense,
for distributing salt fish to a hungry Of perils mastered, grandeur, gains farbought.
nation or as an emporium of watea color j
Gifts to a waiting land, the glad word thence.
sketches and marine paintings in oils.
Fanny Runnels Poole, from “Mugen."
Since the Cape Cod ports, except
tourist-ridden Provincetown, are, as
BY THE PISCATAQUIS.
ports, lamented memories of marine
In the gray wintry morning
glories departed there is nothing for it

1

,,

in the Boston

“pigs-in-ciover” puzzle. j

I reckon we be! We’re deeper.”
o’ breakfast for mother
After saying all he could to encourage
You watch them boys a me, “By the way,” he concluded, “I’ll
that
send my big stilson wrench over by one
.t-r what!
Nobody
to stoop down and pick up o’ the kids to you-all.
I sometimes get
o’
this
as much as a tenner for the use of it
country
ngry in
..Gi:'. Not over night, any- j over a tide an’ what I can do with it, but
go on watch up in the it won’t cost you nothing’. And you’re
: and we’re jest puttin’
one o’ them damned Yankees, too,” he
hen, —me and the boys, i added reflectively. “They come down
r sleep a good deal dayhere with their war an’ they spoiled our
with fixing up the light, trade with Boston.
Why, before the
and things, we don’t war there used to be thirty sail o’ three
like
we'd
and four masters in here loaded with I
er as much as
live-oak and waiting for a wind and tide j
ig uns?”
;.!
thrown right at me to get over this same yere bar. Old
1 was on the alert at Specetti, he was Collector of Customs j
an’ Licensed Pilot in them days an' he
i.t out a couple of cigars,
ight from Havana for had a lot to do too. Everybody raised
s, we were soon deep all they wanted to eat in their own gar'1 he boys were wander- dens and they had slaves to do the work,
Now the liveup and down the beach, and they lived in plenty.
their torches casting oak ain’t no longer in demand, 'cause
use
and
iron
steel
instead, and
-.gantic shadows, and, they
•i hand they presented
young Specetti, he’s araisin’ oranges for
a mid have delighted in.
his mother’s boarding house, which is full
organ to till with crabs, of damned Yankees that's as thick round
nautiluses, and here now as niggers used to be, and not
rses,
visitors to the beach, so good for the country as they was j
enninn' onrl aknilt.
neither.” And he yodeled to the boys,
ll iig new or queer, to who, working in a circle of light with
'her ami 1 stood talking.
their slender spears and nets, still cast
.earned the man’s life grotesque shadows up the beach, and off
ambition for the future, thev all trudged with a good breakfast
as he
hoped soon to do, for “mother and the girls.
Next morning we were up and through
government service and
from New Smyrna, a our breakfast before dawn, but in spite of
to Ponce Park, and take our early start a pilot was on hand to in-h ...ting parties between tercept us and was most solicitous about,
v
launch; also how he’d our welfare, finally offering to take us out
a
party business” at for $5, instead of the regular $15, “rather i
uld help him lots even than have us endanger our lives and give
the little town a bad name on account of
hey were.
ne of the fall of Ponce
its dangerous harbor bar.” He “felt
n.ing lumber port, from responsible,” he said, "for all strangers
>ak was formerly ship- who came here in boats, and it was getwinter-boarder place ting worse out there every minute,” but
herners that it is now. I thought I’d fixed things in my head
was much too long to
pretty well, however, and knew the lay
the part that ought to of the land,—and the water too, by this
:--.nler9 going South, and time—and Charlie would have none of
is
my only pilot all the him either. So I thanked him politely
mg to be entirely ade- and we started the engine and chugged
is follows:
out into it with the happy result recordhe replied in answer to ed in the last chapter.
to him,
“I've lived in
tr for
UNCLE EZRA SAYS
forty years, and
a woman, —Hell if
you
‘It don’t take more’n a gill uv effort to git
t"
her
manage
right, folks into a peck of trouble" and a little neg'mule as a kitten if you
lect of constipation, biliousness, indigestion or
nvv to stroke her and
‘vill do the same. If
m ! whims
She’s kill- other liver derangement
■opie who’ve butted in ailing, take Dr. King's New Life Pills for
i to fool with her. quick results. Easy, safe, sure, and only 25
cents at all druggists.
ody who don’t know

Gt
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I WHERE

SANDY RIVER.
A drop from the Summer rain-cloud.
And a drop from the summer dew,
Kissing, and running together
Far up the mountain blue.
THE

with a touch of the Irish rocky cove, with pine boughs dipped in
as communities still tasting of the
blarney, he continued, “I bet on your surf;
It must also be admitted
makin’ out O. K. Jest keep cool and salt water.
their days as ports are swiftly
that
don’t lose your head whdn it begins to
1
boil round you feather-white. Jest keep changing into a future of summer coloare ceasing to
her goin’ an’ free of the shoal water, nies like the Qape. They
the old sense; Rockland,
and turn her sharp into one channel or be ports in
schedule of the
t’other accordin’ to, when you get to the august as it is in any
is to the eye a crater
outer bar. You can tell a good deal by coastal steamers,
Bath enjoys the
lime kilns.
the amount of sand that’s been stirred of belching
distinction of being the place where
up from bottom and colors the water red
than
are
built
more ships
any other
or brown which of the two. channels is
coast .town in New England—charming

somewhere back an unlernian origin; so that
I accosted the father;

i

Border state ballads.

Then,

nourished, comfortable,

pe,

•,

a

in age from
The man’s
years.
r.nd legs were bare to
tent, anil both he and the
much the same coloring
v

a

as

tomorrow and have a look at it anyway.
If it scares you, why you can always
come back.
“Now it’s time for me to go on watch,
so I’ll cut across the point.
Your boat
lies off that-awav, down the beach. I’ll
tell you what to do: you-all jest climb
up inter the tower soon as it’s daylight
enough to see. It’ll be low water then
an’ you can see the sand spits ’n’ the
outer bar ’n the whole business from
up there jest as plain as if ’twas laid
out on the kitchen table.
I ll be up
there alone an’ kir, p’int out to you how
to do the trick, an’ make a drawin’ of
it for you, if you want. Then you kin
get started afore them damned pilots is
up to bother you, or know how you found
your way out either, and you can lay
down off the mouth ready to dodge
across soon’s the tide’ll admit ye.
“You got one good thing in your favor
too, that is, you’re going out and not in,
and you can turn back if you don’t like
it. In a shallow draught boat with
power in her, that’s easy. To come in
over them bars is the hard job, for when
you get started in you can’t sometimes
turn back if the wind and current is
agin you, or if it’s too rough out there
to stay. You jest gotter get in or drown.
Them fellers in the oil steamer had to
come in, even though they fetched up and
lost her by so doin’. They’d a lost her
an hour sooner if they’d
stayed out,—
and all o’ theirselves to boot, instead o’

hr
in

i

Massachusetts

Ports.
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Transcript.]
Everyone, whether bred beside the
But when you get close up to the broken salt water or far inland, has a
private
A tiny spring on the hillside,
water on tpe end of the inner sand bar, notion of how a
seaport village ought to
Stealing down to a tiny lake.
just recall that I told you to turn sharp look. If We were
And crooning the quiet murmur
separated from the
and quick, either at right angTtes to a
That the baby brooklets make.
|
most-north course into the swash, or else ocean by leagues of dry land this ideal
A thread of silver water
quarterin’ to a S. E. course into the was probably borrowed from old engravStrung round the rocky hill,
main channel, and work your way into ings of Scotch castles
under stormy sunTwisting in with another.
the deep water through the middle of
And curving onward still.
from
sets,
lithographs of ships careening
one channel or t’other, accordin’ to the
A whisper of meadow lilies,
conditions for that day as you find ’em. p^st the lighthouses of a harbor headA'breath from the garden rose,
—dependin’ on the wind and tide, too, of land or from the woodcuts in dogeared
And down the smiling valley
course.
Them that tries to go straight volumes of
The Sandy River goes.
the,English
who
have
poets,
out or in is the fellers that don’t
—Julia Harris May, “Songs from the Woods of
git by.
We goes for ’em when we sees ’em, or had, jt one time or another, some good
Maine.”
to
say of the sea.
More recent
picks ’em up on the beach next day things
A BLOSSOM FROM MAINE.
sometimes.
generations got theirs from picture and
“I’ve looked at that yere bar every text of “David
Is it a flower, indeed, this airy thing,
Copperfield’’ and “West- j Sweet as the thought that sent it unto me?
mornin’ for all the years I’ve been in the
ward Ho!” or Howard Pyle editions of
service, from the top o’ the tower. 1
like to know how she'’s shifted over “Treasure Island.” By one fashion or What e’er it be, my longing heart divines
powe-; across my wintry skies
night, if any, and where the buoys be, another, the thing is there —the fixed It Its infinite lo!
the golden summer shines;
flits,—and
an’ I tells the tender if they ain’t idea of the
perfect
port, and by this is
And while I gaze with raptured tear-dimmed
in
place. F’r instance, I had a meant, of course, a little port. Big
eyes
good squint at her this mornin’ when the ports may unroll their epic panorama of
I see the everlasting hills arise,
haze lilted after sunrise, just as I was ships, but they forfeit
I X hear the voice of the eternal pines.
individuality. For
—Susan Marr Spaulding.
coming down off duty, and since that last character, therefore, the port must be
blow the buoys ain’t to be depended on at small, and the smaller the
spicier
ON THE ROCKS
all, no more ’n if they wa’n’t there; for “Clamport,” through which the world
At Pemaquid Point.
the channel buoy is in about one foot of wags, in an esteemed
it
contemporary,
water and the red is out o’ sight.
The has often seemed to me would be one of Far downward from the friendly lighthouse
tower
feller that tends ’em will git out by-and- the perfect ports if it could be
pinned to
Slopes a precipitance of jagged rocks,
by an’ cut ’em loose from the old nun- locality. Nothing could sound more
Whjch brave the fury of the breakers’ shocks
buoy tops they’re moored to, and which Cape Codified. Yet the charts of Mr. And fling the surf back in a diamond shower.
sink too deep in the sand to get up again,
From the cliff’s beetling edge I shrink and
Eldredge know it not.
an’ he’ll shift ’em to where they’d
cower
be
and
moor ’em to new buoy
At the drear awfulness; but see, in flocks
oughter
Without
to appear disloyal I
sea gulls yonder; their glad screaming
The
wishing
like
mushroom
anchors.
But
tops
you
mocks
can’t wait for that. So you go right out wish to point out certain defects of our
of the wild waves’
The baffled
plicated

this way:—a day or two
If l’aI,p<‘r ached Ponce Park, the pretLffo- S-,-ids village at Mosauito Int»>x had loosened up and
£:,
.7 ,us leak. After a counY>,.triie and I 'laid “Myrtle”
her stem upon the sand

:
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Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,

Mt CALL’S
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MAGAZINE

Leading Fashion journal in America.
the matter of dress, McCall’s is indispensable

a

Don t Miss this

Is the
;

In

There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.
to every woman.

)

|

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’s, brim-ful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money ideas
for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.
McCall’s is a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s

I

I

happiness

and

efficiency everywhere.

The publishers of McCall’s are planning to'spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar publications. Every issue will be full of delightful surprises.

|^J?epubU^
A

extraordinary Offer

By special advertising arrangement with the publishers of McCall’s we are able to offer you this wellknown popular Home and Fashion Journal together
with our own paper for
the

regular price of

our

only

a

few

cents

more

than

paper alone.

The above extraordinary offer may be accepted by
all persons who subicribe, renew or extend their
time ahead for the time mentioned.
The only re-

quisite

I

is that you pay in advance.

Remember, if
the best

we

you accept our big McCall bargain
have ever made—you may select free of
—

charge any one of the celebrated 15c. McCall Patterns from your first copy of McCall’s by sending a
postcard request to The McCall Company.
Call at this office
scribe today.

or

send your order by mail. Sub-

business trip to Boston.
Capt. C. N. Meyers returned Friday from
business trip to Boston.

Clifton

Stores]CARLE

&

JONES.]™.19

Iowa.

FALL

Miss Lana Westcott of Castine is the guest
of her maternal uncle and wife, Capt. and
Mrs. L. M. Partridge, Church street. Shear*
rived Sept. 17th.

a

Ellis

and

Mr.

*,

Brook,

Mrs. ,J. B. Parse and daughter, Edith P.
Parse, left Saturday (or New York.

are

Mrs.

Sherman

Coose,

receiving congratulations

SHOWING

Lowder
upon the

OF

arrival of a welcome little daughter at their
home last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Moulton, Cross street,

Mrs. Ellen Leib has gone to North Berwick
to spend the winter with relatives.
J. A. Clement and several local fishermen
their luck with salmon and trout at
are

I

■

recently entertained Mrs. and Miss Johnson
from Roslindale, Mass., for a few days. They
1 eft last week for home. /

trying

Swan Lake.

Mrs. J. N. Levine returned Monday from a
business trip to rejoin his wife and infant son
at the home of Mrs. Levine's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main street.

B. Billings of Lynn, [Mass., was the
her
of
sister,Mrs. L. L. Nichols,on Water
guest
Mrs. E.

street

2

Mrs. Green and daughter who have been
summering in the Sodan cottage at Fort Point,
left Monday for their home in Cedar Rapids,

M. A. Cook left Tuesday to attend the Orland fair.
Charles 0. Sawyer returned Saturday from a

Frank A. Nye has bought the
house on East Main street.

SPRINGS.

| STOCKTON

SEARSPORT.

Sunday.

|

9

ilLr

Our line is now
plete and we

dially invite

comcor-

j

you to

visit our store and
let us show you the
Smartest Models in
Coats for

—

appointed inspectto be shipped from

Capt. Edmund Hichborn arrived from BaltiMd„ last Sunday for an indefinite stay
with his sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn, West

Mrs. C. B. Richards of Bucksport was in
Mr.
town last week, the guest of her parents,

Main street. “Welcome home, Ed!” say many
old friends.

and Mrs James B. Sweetser.

Mrs. J. F. Ryder, after spending the summer
with her aged father, Capt. J. French Hichboin, East Main street, left Wednesday by
Boston steamer to join her husband at their

Lester C. Eaton has

been

of all grades of meats
Searsport out of the State.
or

Louise D. Leib, who spent the summer
with her mother, Mrs. Ellen Leib, on Church
street, has returned to Chicago.

Cambridge, Mass., home.
Capt. C. W. Sprague, who sailed recently

Kennebec, Capt. Parmenter, arrived Monday from Newport News with 3,400
tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
Edward K. Blake has bought the Arthur
Robbins house in the Bog Hill district and
Steamer

from

there Saturday from the village.

visiting Mr. and

Mrs.

Cape Jellison piers

in

his

vessel,

sen.

Sylvia C. Hall, had a fine run to New York,
Mrs. Sprague receiving a telegram from him
immediately on his arrival.
Sympathy is offered Mrs. E. H. Doyle, Middle street, in the painful accident—a fall down
the cellar stairs of her home—which befell her
Monday morning. We trust no serious results
may follow the misfortune,

Mrs. Lovina Williams and Mrs. Ibra Williams
and daughter Edith of Islesboro are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey on Water street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Eames and son, who
have been

Loomis Eames,

August seems to have bequeathed its disagreeable weather to September. Thus far
the looked-for beautiful autumnal giories of

have returned to their home in Stoughton,
Mass.

Harry L. Nason, boatswain of the steamer
Minnesotian, who has been spending a month’s
vacation at home, returned to New York Sat-

present month have not materialized.
What will October bring to Maine?

the

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Flanders and babe returnSept. 18th from Bangor and Washington
who
and
child,
Mr. and Mrs. John Appleton
to spend the remainder of Mr. F.'s vacounty
on
house
have been summering at the Hopkins
I cation from his legal business in New York
Howard street, have returned to their home in
! with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders,
Bangor.
East Main street.
and
Mrs.
W.
Capt. Amos Dow of Thomaston
Mrs. George Titcomb and two children left
P, Putnam of Dorchester, Mass,, arrived Tuesj by afternoon train Monday for Waterville, to
day and are guests of Mrs. C. M. Nichols on consult a
physician, regarding little Miss
Water street.
Doris’ eyes, which are in a seriously inflamed
Mrs. D. S. Goodell has closed her house on : condition. We
earnestly hope relief may be
West Main street and with her daughter found for the child.
j
where
for
left
Mass.,
Allston,
Saturday
Danzy
Miss Grace Calkin, youngest daughter of Mr.
they will spend the winter.
and Mrs. Charles Calkin, School street, left
■j
Mr. and Mrs. Arno Knight and son and Mrs.
home Sept. 17th to enter Bucksport Seminary
Ernest Drinkwater and son of Lincolnville for the regular course of
study. She was acwere guests Sunday of their sister, Mrs. F. S.
companied by her sister, Miss Phoebe, (an
avenne.
alumna of the institution, class of 1910,) who
Dyer on Steamboat
Mrs. Clara B. Eyre has closed her cottage on returned the following day.
Union street, where she spent the summer,
The president of the Ladies’ Aid society of
and with her family and chaffeur returned last ! the Universalist parish, Mrs. Alvah C. Treat,
N.
J.
in
home
week to their
Orange,
announces that the first meeting of the assoA. E. Trundy and A. S. Trundy have bought ciation after the autumn vacation will be held
the Merrill mill property on Opeechee stream : Thursday afternoon, October 3rd, with Mrs.
and the dwelling house on Steamboat street, of James N. Treat, West Main street, for sewing.
Herbert M. Dodge, administrator, of Roslin- All interested in the work are cordially invitdale, Mass. This is one of the best built mills ed to be present.

urday.

ed

in Waldo

county.

Mr. Frank H. Moulton, youngest son of Mr.
Henry S. Moulton, Cross street, has
been made manager of the establishment, Alfred E. Myers, jeweler and optician, Boston,

cottage of Eugene T.
Savage of Bangor at Gilmore’s Point is being
rapidly pushed forward and when completed it
will be one of the finest on Penobscot bay. A
large crew are at work on the large bungalow
of Mrs. Clara B. Eyre at Pleasant Point, which
Work

will be

on

the

and i-rs.

summer

completed

in

about

a

WINTER 1913

more,

Miss

moved

FALL 1912,

Mass., in which he has been employed for several years.
Congratulations are extended to
our young townsman upon this
acknowledgement of his capability and trustw orthiness in
his chosen line of business.

month.

Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. H. Peabody
Farnham, who spent the summer at “The
Chapins,” left for their home in Salem, Mass.
Sept, ITth, making the journey in their 60 h. p.
Amplex roadster ...Mrs. Mary Gray who has

Yours

her.

j
j

Thomas’ Eclectic Oil is the best remedy
disease—croup. It has been
used with success in our family for eight
years.”—Mrs. L. Whiteacre, Buffalo, N. Y,
“Dr

for that often fatal

County Correspondence.

...

Margie Lundregan of Salem, Mass.,
Medora Pierce of Peabody, Mass.,
have been spending a two weeks’ vaca-

Miss

and
who

Miss

tion with Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman, returned to their homes on last Saturday’s boat
to resume their duties as bookkeepers for the
N. E. T. & T. Co. in Salem, Mass-Merrill
Shute of Bangor was a week-end visitor with
relatives here_Miss Emily Ginn returned
to Auburndale, Mass,, on the train last Saturday _Eugene Barnes was a business visitor
in Bangor last Saturday... .W. D. Harriman
was in Belfast on business last Saturday....
Miss Sue Toaky of Damariscotta is visiting
friends here_H. L. Berry left for Boston,
last Monday and will travel on the road during the coming winter.Mrs. Alex West of
Frankfort is visiting relatives here-Master
Harold Grant of Sandypoint was a week-end
visitor with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Harriman...*.Mrs. George He^gan has returned to her home in Lynn, Mass.

with

arid

n^nenhato

Cartaret,

N. Y., and steamer Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from New York;
steamer Wilhelriina sailed with paper for Boston.

JSept. 19th,

Millinocket sailed
with paper for New York. Sept. 20th, schooner
Sylvia C. Hall sailed with lumber for New
York.
steamer

father, Charles Curtis_ Mr. and Mrs. j Pittsfield, have been the guests of Mr. and
David Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Shorey of Enfield, Mrs. Benj. Ames and other friends in town....
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Moody and two children Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crockett of Belfast
passed last Thursday and Friday with Mr. H.
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Clements in Searsport... Maderson Curtis and M. Higgins.... Mrs. Walter Hurd and nephew
Mrs! Mertie Hustus of Monroe were married of Unity attended church at the Center Sunin Belfast Sept. 21st.
day afternoon-The heavy frost last Saturday night did much damage to the fields of j
JACKSON.
sweet corn and gardens generally. Mr. Jack”
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Small of Thorndike visitnipped the cash profit from the pockets of
ed at F. W. Wright’s the past week_Miss many farmers who had acres of corn
nearly
Pearl Chase is visiting her sister, Mrs. Verne ready for the factory—Mrs. M. O. Dale of
Kelsey, in Knox... Miss Lottie Nason is at- Boston accompanied by her sister, Mrs. Sarah
tending Hampden Academy_Henry Roberts Thompson, n 1 her niece, Mrs. Emma Thompof Haverhill, Mass., is visiting relatives in son and son Jimmie of Rockland, passed last
town....F. W. Wright has bought a new week with Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Higgins....
Flanders auto... The committees are busy Mrs. Charles Crockett of Belfast and Mrs. V.
making plans for the church centennial, which N. Higgins were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will
is to be held in the Jackson Congl. church Libby in Unity last
Thursday afternoon.
Oct. 5th and 6th. Supper Saturday night and ^
his

From Cape Jellison piers the following ship- !
ping report for last week was telephoned Mon- j
day evening: Sept. 17th, schooner Georgie D. !
arrivpd

1

dinner Sunday will be served in the dining
hall. All are cordially invited to attend.. .Mrs.
Sarah Morrill and daughter Olive of Lewiston
visited at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.

Wingate.

Mrs. A. D. Berry (daughter of Mr. Henry
WINTERPORT.
An alarm of fire was sounded Thursday
H. Hawes) was brought home from Dr. Tapj
ley’s hospital in Belfast last Sunday in Mr. H. evening, which proved to be at the Ferry j
wharf.
The
fire
company quickly responded
| L. Hopkins’ automobile, at d is comparatively
comfortable after her serious surgical-opera- and the slight blaze was soon extinguished,
tion. It is sincerely hoped that the effort of with practically uo damage. It was probably |
reaching her home (at Lowder Brook) may not caused by seme smoker throwing down a
retard her convalescence.
Mrs. Fannie P. match, and had it happened later at night
Clifford will spend the winter with her. Her | there would have been a disastrous fire, as the
_L___/'ll
I
husband and father are feeling much pleased
uajictulDB IjllAitbeth Fernald is planning to spend the winter !
at her present condition.
with friends in Philadelphia.... Mrs. Jose'
Mrs. Harry W. Griffin, who was unexpectedRogers of Dedham, Mass., is visiting relatives *
ly called, from her visit with her parents, in town....Miss Alice Averill of Providence, I
Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Patterson, to join her R. I., was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Mary 1
young son, Warren, in Vassalboro, where he Colson, last week and has now gone to visit ^
was attending schocl, because of his severe ill
her brother in Swanville.... Mrs. Minnie C.
|
north searsmont.
turn, left last Thursday with him for their Arey and son Norman spent the week-end !
and
Fon
Roland Woodbury
Israel and
home in Mattapoisett, Mass. Numerous rela- with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles CampThomas spent Sunday at their homes in Mor- tives and
friends, in Stockton regret that the bell.*. ..Mr. Edward McCormack, who has been
rill... Miss Bertha Woodbury is at work for
dry air at Vassalboro failed to bring the anti- in poor health for some time, is very ill.
|
Mrs. W. S. Poland...! Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hunt
cipated relief from asthma to this only son of
Mrs.
L.
H.
their
with
daughter,
NORTH MONTVILLE.
spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Griffin.
Mrs. Carrie Poland is in Unity caring for
Gould, in Lincolnville.... G. E. Thompson and I
Last week Stockton was granted the follow- Mrs. Llewellyn Foster, who has a little
F. C. Proctor had telephones of the Liberty &
daugh- j
ing weather: Sunday, dull and foggy, with ter.... Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Whitten from !
Belfast Tel & Tel Co., installed last weekrain
in
evening; Monday, cloudy morning, New York are visiting his parents, Mr. and |
Mr. Alfred Hills and daughter Elizabeth are
visiting in Union.... Mr. and Mrs. Harry Paul dim sunshine in afternoon, with cool atmos- Mrs. Martin Whitten... Claude Nutter, who j
phere; Tuesday, lovely day, somewhat cool has been employed in Bayside during the sum- |
were in Morrill Sunday guests of Mrs. Paul’s
parents_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes spent early, but quite warm later; Wednesday, fog mer, has returned home and is teaching school j
Sept. 22nd with Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Packard in in morning, growing dense after ten o’clock; in Freedom....Mr. George Reaves and family, j
Thursday, dull sky in morning, half-sunshine who have been at ThomaB Thompson’s for the
the village.
at midday and rain in evening; Friday, cold,
past year, have moved to Lawrence, Mass_
northeast rainstorm; Saturday, dark sky, with
Miss Hazel Keyes from Old Town is visiting
N. E. wind and occasional spatters of fine rain. at W. M.
Vose’s....Eugene Perry, who has
Last Thursday a number of the members of been working in Belmont for the past month,
the Current Events club accepted an invitation has returned home....Miss Esther Banton and
from Mrs. Charles Emery, Maple street, to
Guy Jackson have returned to their studies in
Freedom Academy....Mies Roberta Wiggin,
meet socially at her home for reading “Keeping
Up With Lizzie,” and for general neighborly who has been at the Lewiston hospital for an
require* tpecial mourahmrnt of I
inter-change of opinions. In her usual pleasing operation,, has returned home.Mrs. Lizzie
I
easy auimiation.
fashion Mrs. Emery, seconded by Mr. Emery, Sandford, who has been working in Albion the
Scott’s
served her guests with delicious cream pie, past summer, visited at Mrs. Chae. Colby’s one ]
raspberry shrub, milk, fancy cakes, sheiled day last week on her way to her old homecontain* those vital propertie* I
nuts and home-made candy, served in her eozy
Stanley Soule of Freedom spent Saturday and
in concentrated form and di»- I
rear yard, surrounded by buildings on three
Sunday with his brother, Henry Soule.
tributes them all over the body I
sides and a most attractive flower garden on Sewall Staples was in Belfast for two days last
without taxing the digestion.
the fourth. This pleasant out-of-door func- week....J. W. Nutter has sold his flock of
IMI J
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J
tion was greatly enjoyed by all present, each sheep to Mr. S. P. Larrabee of Pittsfield.
«
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the modern clarion
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WOOD &
SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST.

Established 1839

Knowlton, who have been visiting Mrs. Knowlton’s mother in Camden, returned home la6t
week-Mrs. Clara Manchester of Camden
was the guest of Mrs. E. G. Norton for a few
days last week.... Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Reynolds
spent two days in Belfast last week....Miss
|
Rlacentia Knowlton of Belfast is passing a few
|
weeks in town with old neighbors and friends,
-Mrs Ada Batchelder and Miss Artie John1
son
spent Saturday and Sunday in Waldo,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter I. Neal
Mrs.
R. S. Brier was in town one day last week
Mr. Lester H. Shibles of Rockport and Miss
Nellie Maxcy of Rockland were recent guests I
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd. Mr. Shibles was !
the principal of Liberty High school in 1910
and made many friends who were glad to
greet
him again. He is now located in
Kingman as

"

J Small Mackerel
and Lobsters
city Fish market ;

!

I

the

Tel. 214

!

E. F. BRAMHALL & CO.

SHIP NEWS.
Principal of the High school, with a good
salary.... Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cargill and Miss
Fannie Gilman made an auto trip to Rockland
AMERICAN
PORTS.
and Camden one day last week_Mrs. C. M.
New York, Sept. 17.
Sld, schs Susie P
Hurd, who has been passing a week with
Oliver, Stockton; Brigadier, Port Johnson for
friends in Belfast, returned t ome Sunday_
Boothbay Harbor; Seguin, South Amboy for
uoiitiuu, wuu i.'as oeen passing
Saco; 18, ar, schs R L Tay, Bangor; and Anthe summer here, returned to Brooklyn, N. Y., drew Nebinger, do; H S Lanfair, Stockton; 19,
stmr F J Lisman, Newport News; schs
Saturday.... Ralph Reynolds, R. F. D. carrier ar,
Savolta, Providence; Northern Light, Boston;
of Freedom, is taking his vacation and is pass- Winchester, Stockton;
sld, schs Maude Palmer,
ing the time at his home here_Mr. and Mrs. Norfolk; Emma Adams, Boston; Melbourn P
Elizabethport for Summerside, PEI;
Harry Wyman are in town the guests of Mrs. Smith, sch
20, ar,
Methebesec, Stonington; stmr MilliWyman’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Bennett. nocket, Stockton; sld, sch Harold C Beecher,
....Invitations are out for the wedding of Port Reading for Rockland; Grace Davis, EdgeMiss Gladys Dean, only daughter of Mr. and water for Bangor; 21, ar, schs N E Ayer, BanElsie A Bayles, do; Oakes Ames, Gardiner;
Mrs. A. J? Skidmore,and Maurice Eugene Gray. gor;
John Bracewell, Vinalhaven; Willis & Guy,
It will take place at 8 o’clock p. m., October Providence; 22, ar, schs John Maxwell, Bangor;
2nd at the Skidmore residence... .The corn Edward H Blake, Bridgewater, N S; Massasoit,
Norfolk for Boston; 23, ar, schs Longfellow,
canning factory began business Monday afterStockton; Sylvia C Hall, do; 24, ar, bark Man-

LITTLE GIANT

vcimc

and should the weather be warm for the
next ten days a good amount will be canned as
noon,

a

large acreage

was

planted.

CENTER MONTVILLE,
Miss Mabel Pentecost has organized a class
in instrumental music which meets at Mrs.
Walter Bean’s... Mr. Ashby Nash, who has
been employed in Searsport during the summer, has returned home.... Miss Etta ThompMiss Ethel and Clarence Thompson
son and
arc staying at Mr. Volney Thompson’s while
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson are in Belfast_Mr.
William Lowrell celebrated his 94th birthday
list week. He is the oldest man in town....
Mr. and Mrs. John Leavitt of Waldo were
guests at ThomasErskine’s Snnday_Mr. and
Mrs.Chas. Herbst of Uxbridge,Mass.,are guests
of her grandmother, Mrs. Amanda M. Ricker.
Mrs. Herbst was formerly well known here as
Miss Eva Barrows.. .Mrs. F. A. Cushman and
Miss Geneva A. Varney were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Myrick... Mrs. Lizzie
Sanford is in Waldo at Mrs. John Myrick’s for
a time-Mrs. Eliza F. Bean and Mrs.
£. B
Bean visited friends in Freedom last week_
J. M. Palmer, Jr., went to Malden, Mass., Monday_Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Downer were
guests of Mrs. Cora B. Berry Sunday_J. F.
Carll and family moved to Fairfield last week.
-Miss .Hazel Boynton is visiting her uncle,
George Fuller, in Somerville_P. A. Clement
and C. B. Cushman have bought the stock in
the general store of J. J. Clement and F. A.
Cushman, and will soon take possession. The
new firm will do business under the same name
as the former one—Clement & Cushman. They

upright, bright young men and have
wishes of a large circle of friends....
C. C. Swazey of Newburyport, Mass., is boarding at Mrs. H. E. Ramsay’s..Willis
N. Foy has been appointed meat inspector for
this town.P. W. Jaquith and
Elmer A. Davis were in Augusta, Togus and
Waterville one day recently ...H F. Jackson
shipped 60 swine and some 600 fowls to Massachusetts Monday. Mr. Jackson has sold most
are

two

the best

of his stock and is to travel for the International Harvester Co....Mrs. Eugene Reed is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ira D. Cram....
Miss Viva Gordon and Frank Gordon of Thorndike were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Gordon... Miss Hattie Luce was recently
at home from Augusta for a few days_Mr.
BLANKET LANE, (Prospect).
and Mrs. F. A. Luce, with their children, Rilla
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Young were in Winterand Ronald, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
port Monday on business.... Mr. and Mrs. A. Parks at Branch Mills
Sunday_Everson
K. Gray are in Hancock county visiting friends
Howes was quite badly hurt last week. He
and relatives and will attend two
family re- ; and his wife were going away for a drive and
unions while there.Miss Emma Ridley was i
as they got into the wagon his horse backed
in
Winterport Tuesday, shopping.Mrs. up and ali went down over the bank together.
Mrs. Howes was uninjured, but he was hurt
few days of Mrs. W. G. Clark, has returned to j
quite badly.... West P. Jones and Walter Bean
her home in Stockton Springs.... Mrs. I. M.
have been circulating petitions the past week
Cummings was called Tuesday morning to her | for appointment as Deputy Sheriff in town.
father, John Sprague, who is very dangerous- ! -Will E. Prescott has been visiting relaly sick. Mr. S. is about 80 years old and has tives in Massachusetts the past week_Perl
been in poor health all summer. He was reBerry is building a silo in his barn....J. W.
ported later as resting easily_Mrs. Fred : Wentworth has his new barn r eady for use.
Alley of the village was in the Lane visiting j
Sept. 18th. She had been confined to her bed i
for the past three months.... Mr. and Mrs.
j
Hugh Bryant of Belfast are visiting friends
and relatives in the Lane for two weeks... .G.
H. and M. S. Dunbar of Bluehill are visiting
their aunt, Mrs. R. D. Cummings, for a few
days.... Quite a large delegation from Prospect attended Monroe fair.... Eugene Young
finished cutting the grass on the Hopkins
meadow last Friday. He has cut about 130«
tons of hay, half of which is first class hay,
Ask your doctor how often
good for any market... .Capt. W. D. Harriman
and F. C. Bowdoin of Mt. Heagan called on L.
he
an alcoholic
C. Cummings Sunday_Carl Grant has em- :
stimulant for children. He
ployment with G. W. Weymouth culling potawill
say,
toes.... Miss Lena Townsman, who has been
Ask him how
visiting Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Cunningham, took
very
the boat for Belfast, where she has employoften he
a tonic for
ment in a hospital....We hear of a man in
them.
He
will
antown who sold himself to Satan Sept. 9th for
$3, and think he must be a Democrat.
swer,
....Many teams and several autos drove
ask
about
through Blanket Lane last Sunday... .Fred
as a
and
drove
to
Mt.
and
his
mother
Heagan
Quimby
safe tonic for the young.
r
Sunday... .Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Bowden and
family were guests of Mrs. Bowden's father
a
of alcohol in if
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Granville Shute, last
Sunday... .Benjamin P. Shute of Boston is the Always keep a box of Ayer’a Pills in the
house. Just one pill at bedtime, nowand
guest of Mrs. R. D. Cummings....George C.
then, will ward off many an attack of
Ridley is at home for a few days from Milo
biliousness, indigestion, sick-headache.
Sandy Wortman was in town Sunday hir- How
many years has your doctor known
ing men to pick up potatoes on the Weymouth these pills? Ask him all about them.
farm....Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cuddy from
Unde by the J. C. ATEB CO., Lowell. Ueae.
Frankfort are guests of Mr. Cuddy's sister,
Mrs. Frederick Cunningham, for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jerry went to Belfast
Saturday for a few days' visit with relatives
and friends....Many from here will attend
This Winter
Orland fair this week.
--

styles

to meet

but only one
quality—the best we can

j

FREEDOM.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Knowlton and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Sampson took an auto trip to
company of ladies will meet at her home Fri- Belfast Sept. 18th_Mrs. W. R. Sparrow
day afternoon, Sept. 27th, to finish reading visited friends in Belfast the past week....
"Keeping Up With Lizzie,” which applies so Mr. W. E. Sibley from Springfield, Mass., was
the guest of his aunt, Mrs. D. W. Dodge, reforcefully to modern life.
cently_Master Horace Taylor visited his
uncle, Norman Wiggin, and his aunt, Mrs.
Lennie Holmes, in Boston the past week....
SOUTH MONTV1LLE.
The lady teachers at the Academy are Miss
Mr. W. E. Prescott and daughter, Mrs. M. E. Margaret June Kelly from Bangor and Miss
Hairiman, have been visiting in Boston and Leora Prentiss from Benton....Hon. G. E. j
vicinity the past two weeks.... Mr. and Mrs. Bryant and Mrs. Bryant, son Harding and <
A. V. Martin are spending a few days in Rock- their friend, Mr. Bateman from New
Jersey
land with relatives....Mr. Eugene Warren, visited Mr. Bryant’s old home in the
village
who underwent a surgical operation last week, Sept. 19th-Mr. and Mrs. Anson Knowlton
is doing nicely.
visited at W. R. Overlock's Sept. 22nd_Mr.
j
and Mrs. Calvin Bangs were guests of Mr. and
,
EAST SEARSMONT.
Mrs. Grace Clark Sept. 22nd.... Miss Aurelia*
Mr. M. M. Estabrook and Mrs. A. M. Ingra1
Black is stopping a while with Mrs. Knowles
ham of Roxbury, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. LuBangs... Mrs. Black from Branch Mills is
; ville Pottle of Belfast called on relatives in
1
her daughter, Mrs. Frank Norton
this section Sept. 17th... Alvah E Donnell of visiting
Mrs. Sarah Boynton from Palermo is visiting
this place and Peail I. Fowles of Center Belher daughter,
Mrs. George Worth_Mrs.
mont were married Sept. 14th, at the M E.
Anson Knowlton will be Central in the village
j parsonage in Searsmont by Rev. II. P. Taylor. on the farmers line after
Sept. 30th_Mr.
We wish them a long and prosperous voyage
and Mrs. Charles Denico have moved to their 1
through life.
farm in Unity-Miss Dora Brown from I
Waldo is nassintra few weeks with Miss Rerthn
HALLDALE.
Rev. David Brackett moved here from BelJ Bryant-Miss Bertha Bryant and her friend
| fast last week, into rooms in Henry B. Clem- Mr. Will Farw. 11 took an auto trip out in the
ents’ house... Christine and Azell Howard, country Sept. 22nd.
*
Myrtle M. Clark and George Weed are attend- THORNDIKE.
ing Freedom Academy.Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr. Miller took for his text Sunday aftermixes vifaiteu ins grunu miuex, v. m.
luimutr,
noon, “Search the Scripture.”
Mrs. B. A.
last week....Miss Edith Palmer of Center Gross
presided at the organ and Dr. Carl CofMontville is at work for Mrs. Everett Choate.
fin of Pittsfield sang in the
choir, his fine tenor
....Miss Eva Hall of Belfast is visiting relaadding much to the singing. Mr. Miller will
and
E.
tives here....Mr.
Mrs. J.
Hall visited
speak at the Center church again next Sunday
xWr. and Mrs. A. H. Davis in South Freedom
at 2 p. m.... The Ladies’ Aid held a
very pleasi Sept. 22nd.... Miss Hattie E. Wilson of Boston ant
meeting with Mrs. Alma Farsons last !
on friends here last week.
called
;
Wednesday. Th^ next meeting will be with
Mrs. Una Palmer... Mr. Geo. Dobson of Unity
SWANVILLE CENTER.
Mr. Charles Riley lost a nice cow recently. J passed Sunday afternoon and evening with Mr.
She got into the sweet corn and over loaded and Mrs. Richard Higgins.... H. M. Higgins
her stomach,causing stoppage.Hattie Dolli- has been mending his ways, and now lets his
ber of Marblehead, Mass., is the guest of her light so shine that all men may see their way
brother Arthur... Chester Curtis has return- and thus avoid obstacles that are in the way.
ed to Massachusetts after a week’s visit with -Dr Carl Coffin, wife and little daughter of

among
in this

Edmunds

PROSPECT FERRY,

of

1

feeling that the afternoon had been profitably
and cheerfully spent. By invitation of Mrs.
Ralph Morse, West Main strret, the same

Stockton citizens. “Will he be
section of Maine?” is asked on
many occasions.
man

seen

Sizes and

variety

...

CARLE & JONES.

Many Republicans are ardently hoping for
the privilege of seeing Col. Roosevelt, if only
as his automobile runs through our
village on
the way to BangoE His virile
personality and j
fearless devotion to right, as he sees it, for his ,
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Matthews,
returned to her home in Belfast last Sunday, country’s betterment and the people’s welfare,
her son, George A. Matthews, driving over af- arouse a strong admiration for the strenuous
ter

9
I
without needless expens]
9
Efficiency and economy 9
characterize this remarka 9
ble line.
■
housekeeper wants, with.
bother, without delay,

out

...

1

ranges] I9

QUALITY

give just the service every

JBERTT.
Mr. and Mrs. George Meservey have gone to
Augusta, where they have positions at the
insane Hospital-Mr. and Mrs. Marlton

n

—

CLARION

lay.

Mrs. J. M. Marshall and son Harold Marshall,
{ Miss Martha Wescott of Roslindale, Mass.,
who spent the summer in town, left Saturday arrived
Monday—on the departure of her sisfor New York.
ter, Mies Lena—to visit her uncle and aunt,
Maude
Savery,
Mrs. Emma Mason and Miss
Capt. and Mrs. L. M. Partridge, Church street.
who spent the summer at Northport, returned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sanford, accompanied
home last week.
by their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
her
visited
paMiss Ruth Burr of Brewer
Sanford, and two children, closed their cotrents, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Burr, at James B. tages at Fort Point Tuesday and left in their
Sweetser’s last week.
touring car for their respective homes in New
Mrs. H. M. Bailey and children, who have York.
been spending several weeks at Northport, reMr. Percy Kneeland, only son of Mr. and
turned home last week.
Mrs. Charles Kneelard, Cape Jellison, return_1_hnon trioitincr V»i<5
ed to Bucksport Seminary at the opening of
UfcU*6'brother, Webs ter K. Staples, has returned to the fall term. He is a member of the Senior
his home in Lowell, Mass.
elites.
—»

1WANVILLE.
Mra. Flora M. Holt ol Bradford ia the guest
>f her sister, Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson, for a
Few days-Mrs. Ella McTaggartof Brooks
eas the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
George T.
Nickerson, last week... Mr. and Mrs. George
V. Leavitt, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. McKeen
ind Mrs. James F. McKeen of Belfast, Capt.
Albert Whittier and wife, Mr. and Mrs. James
Duncan of Searsport and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
licKeen met at the home of Frank Stevens
Sept. 22nd to observe the thirtieth anniver
nry of the marriage of his brother William
ind wife of Murray, Utah, who are visiting
here....Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson and
ion Kermit went to
Bangor last week ,...Mr.
ind Mrs. Percy Nickerson and daughter Pauine of Bath are visiting in town_Mrs.
L,arnia Sherman, who has been visiting in Augusta, has returned home_Mr. and Mrs.
i'red Cunningham of Monroe visited his pa•ents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham Sun-

»v,.

j

Stimulate
Children ?
prescribes

probably
“Very,
rarely.”
prescribes
probably
“Very,veryfrequently.”
Then
him
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
strong
drop

|

....
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WEAR

Mm* RUBBERS

BEATS THEM ALL.
Marcellus J. Dow, Agent
Brooks, Maine
BELFAST PRICE CIJRREV;
Corrected Weekly for The

Swan, Fernandina.
Boston, Sept 18. Ar, stmr Wilhelmina,
Stockton; schs Margaret Thomas, Tampa, Fla;
John R Treat, Maurer, N J; sld, schs George
W’ Wells, Norfolk; C B Harrington, Port Clyde,
Me; William Rice, Thoraaston; Northern Light,
Bangor; 19, ar, sch Margaret M Ford, Jacksonville; sld, sch Annie R Lewis, Promised Land.
Philadelphia, Sept 18. Ar, sch Hugh de
Paynes, Shuiee, N S, via Rockland; 19. cld, sch
D H Rivers, Ponce and Patillas, P R; 21, ar,
sch Mary E H G Dow, Rockland; cld, schs
Alice Holbrook, Calais; Metinic, Lynn; 22, ar,
sch Pendleton Sisters, Portland; 23, ar, sch
Annie & Reuben, Stonington.
Baltimore, Sept 23. Ar, sch Brina P Pennie

dleton, Eastport.
Newport News, Sept

17.
James W

PRODUCE

Apples,

Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard,

Ar, sch S G Has-

Belfast.

Bangor, Sept 18. Sld, sch Florence E Mel(Br). Liverpool, N S; 20, schs sld, Helen
P McMann, Huntington, L I; Kit Carson, New
Haven; 21, sld, stmr F J Lisman, Newport

anson

News; schs Izetta, New York; Fred A Holden,

Bridgeport; Wesley Abbott, Boston; Catherine,
do; L Snow, Jr, Belfast; 24, ar, sch Mary E
Palmer, Newport News: sld, sch Harriet C
Whitehead, Newark.
Searsport. Sept 17.

Ar, stmr Massasoit (and
McKinley, etc); 19, sld, barge Boylston, Weymouth; 23, ar, stmr Kennebec, Norsld 18th for

PORTS.

:

Sld, sch Isabel

B

for d->; 17, sld, sch R Bowers, Vineyard Haven

(for orders).

Dalhousie, N B, Sept 11. Ar, sch Wm E
Litchfield, Jacquet River (for Boston.)
Hawkesbury, N S, Sept 17. Ar, sch Isabel
B Wiley, Halifax.
Puerto Mexico, Sept 20. Sld about 6 am,
stmr Kansan, Colcord. Delaware Breakwater;
23, 4 pm, stmr Californian, Blake, New York.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
one

year’s subscription paid in advance:

The Journal
The Journal
The Journal
The Journal
me

Farm and Home.$2.00
Tribune Farmer. 2.25
and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
and New Idea Magazine. 2.25
and
and

puimcauuns

inciuueu in our

KElA.i

Me

18a22jOat

-Onions.
96,Oil, kei
96| Pollock.
22 Pork,
1.80 Plaster.
1.01

10 Rye M.
10 Short
28 Sugar.
6.00a7.50 Sait. T
4.50 Sweet ’•
14 W heat V<

j
$

{

—--

Ames. In Vinalhaven,
and Mrs. Fernald Ames, a son.
Busse. In Jerome. Idaln
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Busse. a
ces Alfreda.
Carter. In Lowell. MasH. H. Carter, Jr., a son, Harr
Coose. In Stockton Sprii
to Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Craig. In Belfast, Septen
Mrs. K. B. Craig, twins, a s«
Bennett
In Isle au Hu;
Mr. and Mrs. William B
Dorothy Gertrude.
In Free!-*;
Bradstreet.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Bradsir.
Grindi.e. In North Br
4, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
liam Arlington.
Harding. In Norwood,
to Mr. and Mrs. Harvard K.
Nealey. In North port,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. N>
Overlook. In Freedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Overl«n
Sanborn. In Brooksvili.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. ; ..i
Annie May.
Stanley. In Southwest
8, to Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sta.

5

•.

Wiley,

Ar, sch Lizzie E Dennison, Mobile.
St John, N B, Sept 16. Sld, schs L A Plummer, City Island (for orders); Oliver Ames, do

for

}
)

1

folk.
Stockton, Sept IS. Sld, stmr Millinocket,
New York; 20, sld, sch Sylvia C Hall, New
York; 23, ar, stmr Millinocket, New York; 24,
ar. sch Geo H Ames, Calais.
Long Cove, Sept 20. Ar, sch Annie R Mitchell, Portland.
Bath, Sept 18. Ar, sch Jacob M Haskell,
Boston.
FOREIGN

j

i{OU>
rr:r~

kell, Ponce.

Halifax, Sept 14.
Port Daniel, Que.
Havana, Sept 11.

i

17 Lime.

Butter Salt, 141b.,
Corn.
Cracked Com,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,

Sld, sch Henry Crosby,
21.

1

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

Vinalhaven.

Gulfport, Miss, Sept

j

18;Wood.

RETAIL

kins, Balano, Baltimore.
Fernandina, Sept 18. Sld, bark MannieSwan,
New York.
Port Reading, Sept 19. Cld, sch James Slater, Camden, Me; 23, cld, sch Abbie S Walker,
Pensacola, Sept 16.

60 Round lb
19 Straw.
16 Turkey
18 Tallow
20 Veal.
32 Wool, an",
14 Wood, ri

Calf Skins.
Duck.

Bangor.
Georgetown, S C, Sept 18. Sld, sch John
Bossert, New York.
Port Tampa, Fla, Sept 20. Sld, sch Horace
A Stone, Baltimore.
Humacoa, P R, Sept 18. Sld, sch R W Hop-

!

Hides,

Lamb.
Lamb Sk.
Mutton
Oats.
8 Potatoes

Beef,forequarters,
Barley, bu,
Cheese,
Chicken,

Ar, schs Henry S

\

1,:

Dbl, 75al.00 Hay.

dried, per lb., 7
2.75a3.00
Beans, pea,
Beans. Y. E., 2.50a2.75
28a30
Butter,
Beef, sides,
7^al0

Little, Boston;
Elwell, Portland;
Frontenac, do; sld, sch. Charles Davenport,
Bangor; 19, ar, stmr Bay State, Bangor; 20, sld,
sch James W Elwell, Portland.
Norfolk, Sept 20. Sld, sch Clarence G Venner, Belfast; 23. sld, sch Henry W Cramp,

San Juan.

MARKET.

per

ciuoDing

oi-

fers may be sent to different addresses.

The publishers of the New Idea Magazine
have advised us of an increase in their subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
sent us this notice: “The subscribers may
select their free patterns within 30 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by making
request on an ordinary post card, stating
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
whicn tney are entitled.”

■

MAKKII

Butler-Orff. In Rock;.
Charles Butler and Dora A

^
f;

doboro.

Fish-Wood. In Belfast,
Rev. David L. Wilson, Wa

£>

|

and Mffes Rose Wood of Be if
Hale-Cook. In Dixmont
Rose M. Cook, both of Troy
Seekins-Thorndike. In
21, at the Methodist parson;
F. Smith of Vinalhaven, O
Annie Thorndike, both of i «
Tapley-Farnham. In N
September 9, Capt. James h
Brooksville and Miss
Haven.
>

Arey.

In

l

Ruth

f:

o

Vinalhaven, Sej

Arey.

;

In Stoningtor
Barbour.
Mrs. Eleanor E. .Barbour,
months and 9 days.
Eaton. In Orland, Septem
daughter of Capt. Edward Kr>
FOWLES. In Belfast. Sept
son of Bertram and Abbie i
10 months.
Green. In North Brooks
Leonard Green, aged 82 ye;

\

i

|
!

I

days.

Gerrish. In Bath, Septen
a native of

ley Gerrish,
years.
McCabe.

In Belfast, St p
McCabe, aged GO years.
Smith. In Buck’s Mills,
ber 11, Lottie E., wife of
aged 45 years and 4 days.

WATCH \

a

MANY

DRIVEN

FROM

HOME

parts of the country,
driven from their homes by
coughs and lung diseases. Friends and business are left behind for other climates, but
this is costly and not always sure. A better
way—the way of multitudes—is to use Dr.
King’s New Discovery and cure yourself at
home. Stay right there, with your friends,
and take this safe medicine. Throat and lung
trouble find quick relief and health returns.
Its help in coughs, colds, grip, croup, whooping-cough and sore lungs make it a positive
blessing. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Guaranteed by all druggists.

Every

year, in many

thousands

are

HAIR, LAI)'I'
Eternal Vigilance is the
Luxuriant and Radiao
If dandruff germs are dev
ment that belongs to the h
gin to fall. Furthermore it
and lustre and will become

i

■

v>

even

gray.
If you have any signs of dan
a
your druggist to day and get

PARISIAN Sage. This delighlf
is guaranteed by A. A. Howe-dandruff germs, clean the htn.i
druff, stop falling hair and it>
preserve the color and beauty.
And it does just what it is Puar“ uj
1
'r
and that is why its sales are »"
1; ;jpo"
country over. PARISIAN Sage
of refined women. One bottle p*-0'6
iority.

]
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